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INTRODUCTION

1. The Special Rapporteur was appointed by the Chairman of the Commission on
Human Rights under resolution 11 (XXXV), of 6 March 1979- In accordance with
Commission resolution 8 (XXXl), of 27 February 1975> the Special Rapporteur submitted
a report on the situation of human rights in Chile to the Commission on Human Rights
at its thirty-sixth session and to the General Assembly at its thirty-fourth session.
At the request of the General Assembly, l/ the Commission on Human Rights extended
the mandate of the Special Rapporteur on an annual basis in 1980, 1981 and 1982.
The Commission thus decided on 10 March 1982 to extend the mandate for a further
year, 2_/ while requesting the Special Rapporteur to report on further developments
in the situation of human rights in Chile to the General Assembly at its
thirty-seventh session and to the Commission on Human Rights at its
thirty-ninth session. On 7 May 1982, the Economic and Social Council endorsed
Commission resolution 1982/25. 3/ At its latest session, the Sub-Commission on
Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities &J decided to recommend
to the Commission on Human Rights that it maintain vigilance in relation to the
evolution of human rights and fundamental liberties in Chile. Lastly, at its
thirty-seventh session, the General Assembly considered the report of the Special
Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Chile during the first half of
1982. J5/ In resolution 37/183, of 17 December 1982, 6/ the General Assembly
requested the Commission on Human Rights to study in depth the report of the
Special Rapporteur at its thirty-ninth session, with a view to taking the most
appropriate steps, in particular the extension of the mandate of the Special
Rapporteur, and reporting on its consideration, through the Economic and Social
Council, to the General Assembly at its thirty-eighth session. 7/

2, From a substantive viewpoint, General Assembly resolution 37/183 once again
reiterates the priority concerns that have been expressed in earlier resolutions
of various United Nations bodies and go to make up the•sentiments of the
international community with regard to the human rights situation in Chile. These
priority concerns, which in turn form the substance of the Special Rapporteur's
mandate, are:

The institutionalization of the state of emergency through the two—fold
declaration of a "state of emergency" (article 40, paragraph 3, of the
Constitution) and of an "exceptional state of emergency due to threats to
internal peace" (the twenty-fourth transitional provision of the
Constitution);

The ineffectualness of the remedy of habeas corpus or amparo;

1/ Resolutions 34/179, 35/188 and 36/157.

2/ Resolution 1982/25, of 10 March 1982, operative paragraph 6.

3/ Decision 1982/132, of 7 May 1982, adopted by the Economic and Social
Council at its twenty-eighth plenary meeting.

j / Resolution 1982/19, of $ September 1982.

5/ Document A/37/564,, of 4 November 1982.

6/ Resolution 37/183, of 17 December 1982, was adopted by 85 votes to 17,
with 41 abstentions.

7/ Resolution 37/183, operative paragraph 12.
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The arbitrary detentions and physical or psychological intimidation;

The persecution of individuals exercising their freedom of opinion or right
of petition;

The situation of prisoners of opinion;

The violation of the right to life, the acts of persecution and intimidation,
torture and other forms of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment resulting in
unexplained deaths and the punishment of those responsible;

The fate of persons reported missing;

The restoration of trade union rights, including the right to strike;

The restoration of civil and political rights and freedoms, particularly
freedom of assembly and association; the right to live in, enter or leave
the country freely, and abolition of the practice of prohibitions on entry
to the country;

The observance of the economic, social and cultural rights of the Chilean
population in general, and of the indigenous population in particular.

3. In carrying out his task, the Special Rapporteur has paid particular attention
to the points of concern thus expressed by the international community. In the
course of his current mandate, he has repeatedly approached the Government of Chile
requesting its co-operation. 8/ As already indicated, the Special Rapporteur has
received no reply to these requests, despite the calls made by the General Assembly,
the Commission on Human Rights and the Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination
and Protection of Minorities. This situation was once again deplored by the
General Assembly in resolution 37/183, which also requested the Chilean authorities
to submit comments on the Special Rapporteur's report at the thirty-ninth session
of the Commissien on Human Rights. 2/

4* Indeed, the Government of Chile has refused to co-operate with the Special
Rapporteur and the Commission on Human Rights ever since the thirty-fifth session
of the General Assembly, when it called into question the procedure for considering
the human rights situation in Chile and held that the special procedure was
"discriminatory". 10/ In the Government's opinion, the procedure violated "the
principles of the legal equality and sovereignty of States", ll/ This opinion was
confirmed on 18 December 1982 by the Minister for Foreign Affairs himself, who
affirmed: "Chile will not co-operate with international organs so long as selective
and discriminatory policies are applied against our country in matters relating to
human rights"; he further stated that the Special Rapporteur had personally shown
"a lack of the necessary impartiality and objectivity". 12/ The Permanent
Representative and Ambassador of Chile co the United Nations stated on 8 December 1982;

8/ See A/37/564, paras. 5-7.

%/ Operative paragraph 11 of resolution 37/183, of 17 December 1982. See
also document A/37/564? para. 3.

10/ A/C.3/35/10.

11/ See A/36/594, para. 8.

12/ Statements by the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Rene Rojas Galdames,
reported in the Chilean national press on 19 December 1982.
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"My Government cannot agree to the establishment of selective procedures dealing
exclusively with the human rights situation in Chile, and will co-operate with the
United Nations only when it brings the treatment of Chile within the objective
standards that are generally acceptable and universally applicable". He also said
that the appointment of a Special Rapporteur meant that "such discriminatory treatment
is still being practised, since it was made without the prior consent of the Member
State, x-rtiich is fundamental for any action requiring its co-operation". 13/

5. The Special Rapporteur has already drawn attention to the fact that similar
statements have been refuted by many resolutions of the Commission on Human Rights,
which have established a number of special procedures in connection with the human
rights situation in various States Members of the United Nations. Consequently, it
is clear that the refusal to co-operate -with the Special Rapporteur "cannot be regarded
as an attitude legitimized by international norms, but rather as a refusal to accept
the principles and procedures established by the international community in the field
of human rights and applied whenever these rights are the subject of flagrant, gross
and systematic violations". 14/ The Special Rapporteur has also pointed out that
the Government's unco-operative attitude is inconsistent "with that Government's
international obligation to report as a State which has subscribed to the Charter
of the United Nations". 15/ Moreover, it should be noted that the Chilean Government
has also refused to co-operate with other international bodies., The Inter-American
Commission on Human Rights has reported that on 6 May 1981, the Government of Chile
unilaterally decided to break off all relations with the Commission and, since that
date, has replied to none of the communications addressed to it; this conduct, in the
Commission's opinion, "is incompatible with the undertakings entered into by Chile
under the Charter of the Organization of American States". 16/

6. Lastly, the Government's accusation of "lack of impartiality and objectivity" is
a matter to be decided not by the Special Rapporteur but by the Commission on Human
Rights and the General Assembly - the United Nations organs to which he submits his
reports. The Special Rapporteur would none the less like to cite here another
entirely different statement that "for nine years, the United Nations General Assembly
has lived up to its purposes and. principles and unfailingly kept an objective and
strict watch on the human rights situation in a country such as Chile, which, in the
past, was world renoxmed for democracy, the rule of law and its high cultural
attainments despite the difficulties characteristic of any developing country". YjJ

13/ Statement by the Permanent Representative and Ambassador of Chile to the
United Nations, Mr. Manuel Trucco, in the Third Committee of the General Assembly
on 8 December 1982.

14/ See A/36/594, para. 8.

15/ See A/37/564, para. 8.

16/ Document OEA/SER.L/V/11.57, doc. 6, Ref. 1, of 20 September 1982: Annual
Report of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (1981-1982), pp. 119-120,
quotation translated from the Spanish by the United Nations Secretariat,

YjJ Cf. document entitled Posicion de la Comision Chilena de Deseohos Humanos
respecto a la ronovaci6n del mandato al Reiator Especial de las Naciones Unidas en el
caso de Chile, Santiago, January 1983? p. 3»
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7. Be that as it may, the Special Rapporteur emphasizes throughout the various
chapters of the present report that, by institutionalizing a state of emergency so
that it has, de facto, become permanent, the new Political Constitution of 1980
makes a final break with the traditional democratic legal order that Chile enjoyed
up to 1973. As a consequence, the new "legality" introduces a legal, political,
economic, social and cultural system which is in itself at variance with the general
rules of international law on human rights, particularly those set forth in the
San Francisco Charter, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the
International Covenants on Human Rights (ratified by Chile). In addition to these
international rules, others figure in many international treaties on human rights
that have also been ratified by Chile. 18/ Despite all these international
undertakings, however, the Government of Chile refuses to co-operate with the
Special Rapporteur, fails to comply with its obligation duly to report to
United Nations organs, and more particularly, ixajor violations of the international
rules on human rights continue to be reported against it, for which reason the
international responsibility of the Stake of Chile is involved.

8. As on previous occasions, the Special Rapporteur has prepared the present report
in accordance with the following method of work: first, in view of the Government's
failure to cc—opetrate, its reports have been replaced by official notes taken from
the Chilean press. Second, the Special Rapporteur has studied the most significant
legislative and jurisprudential texts of 1982 and closely followed the practice of the
Executive. Third, inestimable assistance has been received from national and
international, governmental and non—governmental, organizations concerned with the
human rights situation in Chile. Fourth, testimony has been received from persons
with personal and direct knowledge of many of the facts referred to in the present
report. Fifth, impartial and objective determination of the facts has, as usual,
made it necessary to collate the information received, rejecting any that has been
based on subjective judgements when no tangible proof has been available. Finally,
the facts thus determined have been related to the international treaties concerning
international protection of human rights that have been ratified by Chile, and also
to other norms of international human rights law, within the substantive and
procedural framework of the Special Rapporteur's mandate.

9. As to the time frame, the present report covers the information that has
reached the Special Rapporteur and has been duly verified throughout the second
half of 1982. Some information for January 1983 has been added in order to bring
the report up to date to the greatest possible eurbent.

18/ See A/37/564, para. 8,
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Ir THE COJfSTITUTIOlSM. FRAHEWOBK AND HUMAN RIGHTS

A» The Political Constitution of 1980

10. As the Special Rapporteur has already mentioned, the Constitution of
11 September 1980 has been in force since 11 March 1981 and has been the subject
of important pronouncements by the General Assembly and the Commission on Human Rights,
^n particular, the General Assembly adopted a resolution on 17 December 1982 in
which it restates its previous position regarding the "subversion of the traditional
democratic legal order and its institutions, through the maintenance and widening
of emergency and exceptional legislation and the promulgation of a Constitution which
does not reflect a' freely expressed popular will and whose provisions suppress,
suspend or restrict the enjoyment and the exercise of human rights and fundamental
freedoms", _19_/ It was noted that the new Constitution confers a stable and
institutional status of authority on the military Government for a transitional
period up to 1989« Moreover, the Constitution itself embodies principles which
introduce discrimination on political grounds, in particular in article 8. For his
part, the Special Rapporteur stressed that, under the Constitution, particularly
during the transitional period, the armed forces are paramount in all matters involving
the government of the country. 20/ As a result, institutionalized power has been
concentrated in the hands of the military, in that the President of the Republic is
subject to no effective supervision by representatives of the citizens and his
authority has no limitations other than those that might hypothetically be imposed
on him by the Constitutional Court or the armed forces themselves. These exceptional
j.cw3rs extend to the executive, administrative, legislative, judicial and enforcement
functions, which acquire particular importance during the period of transition in
which two different forms of states of emergency are being applied simultaneously.
Taken as a whole, this constitutional framework facilitates "the possible practice
of serious, gross and systematic violations of human rights and could by this fact
seriously compromise the international responsibility of Chile as a member of the
international community"o 21/

11. The Acting Chairman of the Chilean Commission on Human Rights expressed a
similar view when referring to what is known as the "Declaration of Santiago on
Representative Democracy" adopted by the Fifth Meeting of Consultation of Ministers
of Foreign Affairs in 1959. The Declaration stated that "the Governments of the
American Republics should be the result of free elections" and that "the systematic
use of political proscription is contrary to the American democratic order". 22/
Accordingly, the Acting Chairman concluded that "the appearance of de facto regimes
in Latin America is contrary to the inter-American principle of representative democra-cy

19/ Resolution 57/183, of 17 December 1982, operative paragraph 2. See also
A/37/564, para. 11.

20/ E/CN.4/1428, para. 34.

21/ A/37/564, para, 12.

22/ Speech delivered on 13 December 1982 on the occasion of the thirty-fourth
anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the fourth anniversary
of the Chilean Commission on Human Rights.
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and that a de facto regime becomes legitimate to the extent that it provides for
"the restoration of an order that guarantees respect for human rights and fundamental
freedoms thus facilitating the renewal of a genuinely constitutional and democratic
process". _2J5/

12. Furthermore, the Special Rapporteur has noted that the legislative developments
prox'ided for under the Constitution have likewise not materialized to date. Of
particular significance is the lack of legislation concerning the right of citizenship,
exercise of the political rights and participation in the government, and the
possibility of elections in the intermediate social organizations. In the first place,
article 18 of the Constitution provides for a puDlic electoral system and an organic
constitutional law to determine the organizacion and operation thereof, for the
purpose of regulating electoral processes and plebiscites, in all matters not directly
provided for by the Constitution. No such organic law has been enacted5 nor is there
any public register of citizens. Secondly,, article 19, paragraph 15, subparagraph 5»
of the Constitution, provides for an organic constitutional law concerning
political parties which has not been adopted either. Accordingly, by virtue of the
tenth transitional provision of the Constitution, the prohibition on engaging in or
promoting any activity, action or transaction of a party political nature, whether
on the part of natural or legal persons, organisations, entities or groups of persons,
remains in force. Thirdly, article 85 of the Constitution establishes what are called
regional electoral courts with responsibility for settling matters connected with
trade union elections and elections of such intermediate groups as the law prescribes.
An ordinary law - yet to be enacted - is to stipulate the powers and organization of
those courts. Since the law in question does not exist, there is no supervision of
any elections that may be held, despite the fact that the twelfth transitional
provision is itself an indication of the constituent's concern that these courts be
put into operation. Fourthly, articles 101, 107 and 109 of the Constitution establish
organs in which the people can participate, at the regional and local or communal
level, known as Regional Development Councils, Communal Councils and Communal
Development Councils whose organization and powers are to be provided for under
organic constitutional lewe that have not been enacted either. As a result,
according to the Constitution itself, the participation of the people in the
government and administration of the regions and communes is prevented for the time
being. All that is left is a so-called "basic democracy" or type of participation
that is purely formal or a manifestation of support for the Government yjithout the
people having any influence on the decisions of the regional and communal
authorities. The Constitutional Studies Group ("Group of 24'') made a statement to
this effect in a document published on 11 September 1982 according to which "Although
there is much talk of regional and communal decentralization and of the participation
of the community at those levels, the fact is that the Government and the regional
and communal authorities are fully controlled by officials appointed by the Head of
State and who enjoy his complete confidence. No independent organization that is
representative of regional or communal interests plays a regular part in the
consideration and solution of problems at those levels1'. 2AJ

21/ Ibid.

_24/ Constitutional Studies Group "Ante la situacidn del pafs: un urgente debate
nacional". [in the face of the national situation: an urgent national debate.]
Analisis, reprint, September 1982, p. 6. See also Hoy, 8-14 September 1982.
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13. As regards the practice of the Constitutional Court, to date it has had
competence in only two cases which arose during 1982. In one of them "it authorized
an, organic law relating to mining concessions that was manifestly in violation of the
absolute, exc~u./ive and inalienpblr- jv.nership of mla.-e vested in the State by virtue
of article 19, paragraph 24, °i the Constitution". In the other, the Constitutional,
Court also authorized "a law, supposedly of an interpretative nature, aimed at
disavowing acquired social security rights" (Act No. 18.134 of 19 June 1982). _25/

B. Institutionalization of the state of emergency

14. As the Special Rapporteur has repeatedly pointed out, since the entry into force
of the current Constitution (ll March 1981), a double state of emergency has existed
in Chile, continuously and uninterruptedly: the "state of emergency" provided for
under article 41>/paragraph 4S of the Constitution combined with article 40>
paragraph 3» thereof, and the "exceptional state of emergency due to threats to
internal peace", provided for under the twenty-fourth transitional provision of the
Constitution,, As for the "state of emergency", this has been extended in turn by
Supreme Decree No. 1083 of the Ministry of the Interior (Diario Oficial of
30 August 1982) and Supreme Decree Ho. 1530 (Diario Oficial of 29 November 1982)
for a further 90 days. While it remains in force, the President of the Republic may
restrict freedom of movement and prohibit particular persons from entering or
leaving Chile; he may also suspend or restrict exercise of the right of assembly and
freedom of information and opinion and impose censorship on correspondence and the
communication media. 26/

15. The "exceptional state of emergency due to threabs to internal peace", for its
part, was again extended by Decree No. 1161 of the Ministry of the Interior
(Diario Oficial of 10 September 1982) in the terms in which it had been declared under
the previous Supreme Decree No. 198 of the Ministry of the Interior (Diario Oficial
of 10 March 1982). It is noteworthy that on bhe occasion in question the Executive
once again did not state the factual reasons which provide the justification for the
declarations and extensions of these states of constitutional emergency. It has,
moreover, been said that "human rights in Chile are thus subjected to a regime of
suppression, suspension or restriction, contrary GO article 4 of the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, thereby consolidating Chile's marginal
position so far as the international rules which govern the matter are concerned". 27/
While the "exceptional state of emergency due to threats to internal peace" remains
in force, the President of the Republic acquires discretionary powers to order persons
to be detained for five days in their homes or places other than prisons| the
time-limit may be increased to 20 days in the event of "acts of terrorism having
serious concsequences". He may also restrict the right of assembly and freedom of
information with regard to the creation, publishing or circulation of new publications,
and prohibit from entering the national territory any persons who propagate the
doctrines referrred to in article 8 of the Constitution, persons who are accused or
have the reputation of being activists subscribing to such doctrines, and persons who

-25/ Ibj-l., P. 4.

26/ A/31/564; para. 16.

2jJ Speech by the Acting Chairman of the Chilean Commission on Human Rights on
13 December 1982.
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commit acts contrary to bhe interests of Chile or constitute a danger to internal
peace. Lastly, still under the twenty-fourth transitional provision of the
Constitution, the President may subject specific persons to restricted residence in an
urban locality within the national territory for a period not exceeding three months.

16. From the legal standpoint, the continued state of emergency has meant the
de facto disruption of the traditional constitutional order5 the political crisis
broken by the military coup d'etat of 1973 has, in the view of Mrs. Questiaux, turned
into a rule whereby the lawfulness of the system is automatically confirmed and
the system bestows upon itself an institutional basis aimed at a new structure for
society which is ultimately submitted for the people's approval through a
constitutional referendum. _28/ The disruption of the constitutional order was
accompanied by a slow deterioration of institutions characterized by a redistribution
of powers within the institutional framework and by a constant regression of the
principle of the legality of any rule of law. 2$_/ Mrs. Questiaux's study outlines
the different types of institutions within which the Legislature, the Judiciary and
the Executive subordinate themselves to the military power. The Judiciary, for
instance, is subjected to strict supervision by means of a dual technique: the
appointment of "reliable" judges and "associate judges", JO/ on the one hand, and
a reduction in the powers of the ordinary courts in favour of the military courts,
on bhe other. The Executive is likewise subject to direct supervision by the
military since it is actually exercised by them. As for the Legislature (Parliament),
it is replaced by a psra-legislative institution whose functions are purely
advisory (legislative junta) and which is wholly subordinate to the Executive.
Consequently, Chile's previous legal system, in which the principle of the separation
of powers prevailed, has been replaced by the principle of the "hierarchization of
powers" in favour of the military. This type ox model is defined "in terms of the
stability of the regime or the stability of the State", which has been the case in
Chile, as was suggested by the Human Rights Committee which considered the.two states
of emergency to be incompatible with the requirements of-article 4 of the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and their maintenance for
several years to be contrary to article 25 of the Covenant. J5l/

17. The consequence of this situation has been the failure of the rule of law or
of the "primacy of law" and the pro tection of human rights is accordingly extremely
limited. For instance, article 41» paragraph 3? of the Constitution provides for
suspension of the remedy of protection in the case of measures taken in accordance
with the provisions governing the "state of emergency" and the remedy of amparo
(enforcement of constitutional rights) cannot be exercised for the protection of
persons subject to measures taken under the twenty-fourth transitional provision of the
Constitution, since the courts may not attempt to determine the grounds on which such

23/ Study of the implications for human rights of recent developments concerning
situations known as states of siege or emergency, (E/CN.4/Sub.2/'l982/l5,
27 June 1982, paras. 129-13l).

29/ A/37/564, para. 18.

_30/ See infra, chapter T, Section A: "Right to an effective remedy".

J51/ A/34/40, paras. 14 and 95.
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measures were taken and have to confine themselves to "verifying" whether the
procedures laid down in the Constitution and ordinary legislation have been followed.
Furthermore, the final paragraph of the twenty-fourth transitional provision of the
Constitution stipulates that the measures adopted pursuant to the provision "shall
not be open to any remedy except for review by the authority which ordered them"
(remedy of review), in other words, the President of the Republic through the
Ministry of the Interior. The Special Rapporteur therefore once again endorses the
recommendations on the inalienability of provisions relating to due process and
detention procedures formulated by Mrs. Questiaux, to the effect that the habeas corpus
procedure and similar remedies should not be suspended when it is a question of
protecting life and personal freedom. Similarly, guarantees should be provided for
the reduction of the period during which a person is held incommunicado, for a
minimum of communication with freely chosen defence counsel and for the abolition
of capital punishment for political matters. j>2/

18. For its part, the General Assembly of the United Nations recognized on
17 December 1982 that "the Constitution promulgated by the Chilean authorities
on 11 March 1981 represents the institutionalization of the state of exception,
with grave prejudice to the civil and political rights of the Chilean people and
serious limitations to their economic, social and cultural rights", j g / Accordingly,
it once again called upon the Chilean authorities to put an end to the "state of
emergency" and the "exceptional state of emergency due to threats to internal peace"
and to re-establish democratic institutions, with a view to "ensuring the full
enjoyment and exercise of civil and. political rights as well as economic, social and
cultural rights and fundamental freedoms of the Chilean people". _J4/ Against this
background, the Constitutional Studies Group arranged a "national debate" on
11 September 1982 "on the crisis our country is experiencing and the alternative
solutions" which require "a minimum of public freedoms" including "an end to the
states of emergency", the restoration "of the freedoms of expression and opinion and
the rights of assembly and association", "personal liberty and security of the
person", "an end to the expulsions of'nationals and a just and adequate solution to the
dramatic problem of the exiles" and "the Judiciary should assume fully the
responsibility for hhe personal freedoms vested in it under the Constitution". 35/
Lastly, attention is drawn to the views of the Acting Chairman of the Chilean
Commission for Human Rights who stated that "full enjoyment of human rights is a
prerequisite for national unity". He added that what is needed is "a national accord
that will make possible the full operation of a system of law that guarantees,
protects and restores the universal and constitutional legal norms which will enable
the problems effecting our people to be jointly dealt with in a context of freedom,
justice and peace" so that human rights become "the consensus ideology of our
homelands" where "all Chileans must feel obliged to rise to the challenge of upholding
the full enjoyment of human rights in our country". _3_6/

j>£/ E/CF.4/Sub.2/1982/15, para. 203 and A/37/564, para. 1?.

_3J>/ Resolution 37/l83» of 17 December 1982, last preambular paragraph.

34/ Resolution 37/l83» of 17 December 1982, operative paragraph 4«

35/ Ana'lisis, reprint, September 1982, p. 8,

_3_6/ Speech on 13 December 1982.
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II. RIGHT TO LIFE. FIGHT TO PHYSICAL AND MORAL INTEGRITY

A, Right to life

19. This rignt, as provided for in article 3 of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights and article 6, paragraph 1, of the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights, is a funuamenoal rigri, ±n any bociecy, irrespective of its
degree of development or the type of culture which characterizes it. The
international conrnunitv therefore considers the right to life in the context of
jus cogens in international human rights law. It follows that its preservation i .>
an essential function of the State, and there are numerous provisions of natior-ai
legislation, including Chilean legislation, whicn establish guarantees to ensure
the protection of this right..

20. The present section is devoted to a study of violations of the right to life
which occurred in Chjle during the second half of 1982. Officials of State securit
agencies have been accused of violating this fundamental right. Also included in
this section is an analysis of the death penalty, which was carried out on two
occasions in the second half of 1982, and to which two further offenders have been
sentenced by the court of first instance.

1. _Cas_es of abuse of authority or misuse of weapons

21. Daring the first hslf of 1982, the Special Rapporteur was informed of 15 caset
of violation of the right to life by the State security agencies through the abuse
of authority or the misuse of weapons. 377 The cases noted in the second half of
1982 are described belorf. As will be seen, conflicting versions of the facts have
been given: on the one hard, it is indicated thai security agents deliberately
brought about death either oy premeditation or through the abuse of authority or
the use of their regulation weapons. On the other hand, the official version of
the fscts usually indicates in genera] terms that tne victims committed prior attacks
"n t-he «*eonrity forces or fired on them *"irst. In either case, in so far as
judicial inquiries shew the Sta^o security agencies to be directly responsible, the
incidents would entail violation? of the righf to life directly attributable to the
behaviour of the State security agencies and consequently to the international
responsibility cf the Chilean State,

Juan Jose Letelicr Pa.̂ ra

22. The case concerns a buildjng worker who was arrested by the Carabineros on
25 July 1982, together with his brotner, Manuel Jesus. The two men were taken to
the Carabineroa station at Conchaii (Santiago) and formally charged with
"drunkenness and suspicious conduct"! According to the account given by Manuel Jesus,
his brother told a carabineru, "Ke are not criminals and if you act like this you're
like Corporal Sagredc" (referring to one of thosj involved in the "psychopaths" case.
or the Vina del Mar crimes).. This response was said to have provoked a violent
reaction on the part of the carabinero against Juan Jose Letelier, whom he ordered
to be handcuffed, and, pulling his hair, "punched and kicked him repeatedly until
this caused his death"- juan Jose Letelier was taken to the State Medical Centre
(Asistencia Publica), which refused to admit him because he was already dead. 38/

37/ A/37/564, paras. 23-39,

38/ Chilean Commission on Human Rights, Report for July 1982, pp. 25-26.
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The d-eath certificate gava as the case of Juan Jose Letelier's death "abdominal
traumatism with tearing of the mesentery, haemoperitoneum 2,800 ml and acute anaemia".
The official version restricted itself to stating that !tin the case of the death of
Juan Jose Letelier - arrested for drunkenness - which occurred early in the morning
of 25 July 1982 in the Juanlta Aguirre Carabineros station, Conchali sector, in
undetermined circumstances, and in order to establish clearly the criminal and
administrative responsibilities that might .attach to the staff on duty at the
station concerned, the facts have been brought to the attention of the Second Military
Court of Santiago". JQJ The deceased person's family itself announced that it
would be submitting a criminal complaint.

Julio Morelli Candia

23. The case concerns a trader whose arrest was reported by his family on
13 July 1982, and whose body was found on 2 August 1982 in the place known as
Hualqui gorge. The body had stab wounds in the abdomen and showed signs of various
blows "believed to have been inflicted by a karate expert''. According to the family's
version, "as an opponent of the military regime, Morelli has been arrested on
various occasions and had been subjected to ill-treatment during his time in the
places of imprisonment". 40/

Jose Miguel Cerda Alfaro

24. A complaint lodged by the relatives of the victim with Departmental Criminal
Court No. 21, Santiago, against officials of Criminal Police Station No. 13,
Quinta Buint Conchali, drew attention to an offence of unlawful coercion, which
led to the death of Jose Miguel Cerda a few days later. According to the accounts
received by the Special Rapporteur, Jose Miguel Cerda was arres.ted on 27 July 198,2
by Police Department officials under an arrest warrant from Criminal Court Na. 21,
in which he was charged with having committed a robbery. The police informed his
father that he would be Drought before the court on the following day, but that did
not happen; his mother visited him on that day and found him "in poor physical
condition, pale and showing obvious signs of having been beaten". He was placed
in the public prison under a judicial order. On 1 August 1982, his family was
informed that Jose Miguel Cerda had died ''as a result of a severe nervous breakdown,
following which he had hanged himself". On 3 August 1982, when his brother went to
the Institute of Forensic Medicine to retrieve the body, he noticed that "there
w<sra haem^tonas on the face and blood in the left ear, as well as further haematomas
on the abdomen ... and that these had nothing to do with his supposed hanging". In
the opinion of his family, these circumstances "lead us to doubt the possibility
of suicide and to reaffirm our conviction that our son was maltreated at Criminal
Police Station No. 13, which is the real cause of his death".

Miguel Segundo Gaete Avila

25. According to reports received by the Special Rapporteur, on 9 September 1982
Miguel Gaete was travelling in a taxi accompanied by his friend, Carlos Figueroa,
when, at a particular point on the route, in the municipality of Conchali, he

39/ Chilean Commission on Human Rights, ibid., p. 26.

40/ Chilean Commission on Human Rights, Report for August 1982, p. 7«
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was '"shot at by a military patrol, receiving a bullet in the back 'which damaged
his spine and liver. He died from his wounds tne following day in the emergency unit
01 the J.J, Aguirre Hospital'*. 41/ It was subseauentlv stated that the military
patrol "gave an order to stop which tne people in the car did noc hear, whereupon
the shots were fired. The soldiers told tne Carabine"os that the occupants of the
taxi had insulted them on tbe wey oast"'* 42/ Oi 1/ September 1982, Miguel Gaete's
widow lodged with tne Office of tne Second 'Military Prosecutor of Santiago a
complaint of homicide against military forces belonging to the Buin regiment - some
10 to 12 soldiers travelling in a czn-'ss ccered truck, and wearing field uniform.
According to the complaint, Miguel Gaete and his companions, "when preparing to
take the right-hand lane, were hit by numerous shots, following which a number of
soldiers came up to the vehicle, opened its doors and shouted abuse, alleging that
its occupants had insulted than". On realizing that Miguel Gaete was seriously
injured, two of the soldiers took him to hospital in the taxi in which he had"been
travelling. The soldier who drove tne taxi was arrested by the Carabineros and
released tne following day.

' Sergio Pereeira Luna

26. According to reports received by the Special Rapporteur, on 15 October 1982
a special task force of Carabineros Stacion No. 1 arrested 40 persons « customers
and staff - in the Tabaris Bar in Santiago. The operation was directed by a
Carabineros sub lieutenant named Soto, who sent 20 of the detainees to the
Carabineros station, while the other 20 remained in the bar doorway surrounded by
carabinerfos armed with submachine-guns. Officer Soto asked all the detainees to
produce their documents, insulting them and threatening them with death, while
brandishing his submachine-gun; suddenly, whether oy accident or design, he let
off a burst of gunfire, injuring two of the detainees, who were admitted to the
J.J. Aguirre hospital. One of them, Sergio Pereira Luna, was shot in the arm,
the bullet passing inside the body, damaging vital organs and leaving him
clinically.-dead; his actual deabn occurred in November. Lieutenant Soto ordered
the. immediate r.elease of all the remaining, detainees WHO had witnessed what hs.d
occurred, while at the sane time justifying Pereiravs detention by ''accusing him of
being a criminal", despite the fact that he had no police record. 43/ On

29 October 1932, Pereiravs family filed criminal complai. t with the Office of the
Third Military Prosecutor in SZICSYJ CT a c-jr^a of attempted nurder, which shortly
afterwards was expanded to a charge "against Sub Lieutenant Ruben Soto Bradley, of
the uniformed police, of aggravated homicide, unlawful entry, unlawful arrest and
fabrication on tne part of the uâ -abinerofa '. L\I

Joanna Qrt;Cz Cid

27. This case concerns a 22-year-old firl <-iho died on 5 November 1932 as a result
of a shot fired by a police department official' in Santiago. j_5/ According to her
family's account, Joanna Ortiz ''was shot when trying to kicK away a pistol which had

41/ Chilean Commission on Human Rights., Report for September 1982, p. 3̂ >

42/ Chilean Commission on Hunan rights, ibid.

43/ Chilean Commission on Human Rignts, Report for October 1982, pp. 59-40.

44/ El yercurio, 2l> November 1982.
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been dropped by one of the policemen'• who had entered her home in search of her
brother, Ricardo Ortiz. The official police statement, on the other hand,
indicated that the girl "shot at the police, obliging them to respond to her
attack". 46/ According to other sources, there had previously been a discussion
between Joanna Ortiz, her relatives and the detectives. According to eyewitnesses,
there was no attack by the deceased; rather, the incident occurred "when the
young woman struggled with one of the police officers who was carrying a weapon,
which he dropped. When she saw the weapon o'n the ground she kicked it under a
piece of furniture. At that point, the disarmed detective shouted td his
colleagues to fire", which they did. 47/

Dagoberto Cortes Guajardo

28. According to the account widely reported in the national press, Dagoberto Cortes
was shotdown by Cafabineros forces on 23 November 1982 in an armed clash.
Dr. Elizabeth Rendic Olate was arrested in the same incident. 48/ The incident
occurred when the car in which the persons concerned were travelling collided with
a taxi occupied by four persons at the intersection between Pedro Montt Avenue
and the South Panamerican Highway. Dagoberto Cortes got out of his vehicle, shouted
at the taxi driver and struck him in the face with a pistol; he then drove off
immediately. The taxi driver reported the incident to the Carabineros, who shortly
afterwards intercepted the vehicle of Dagoberto Cortes, who fired three shots in
the direction of the police. Of the four carabineros who responded to the attack,
only one actually hit Dagoberto Cortes, with a shot in the left temple which killed
him instantly. 49/ The death certificate gave the cause of death as "cranioencephalic
traumatism caused by a bullet". Dr. Elizabeth RendicJs version of the facts has
not yet been obtained, since, up to the time of completion of the present report,
she has been kept incommunicado on secret CNI premises. According to the Chilean
Commission on Human Rights, Dagoberto Cortes had been arrested previously by DINA
agents, on 3 February 1975» and had been held incommunicado at the Villa Grimaldi
for 2/\ days, during which he was tortured. After being released in December 1976?
he lived in Belgium as a refugee, and his relatives were unaware that he had
returned to Chile illegally « an act which, according to the press, occurred in
June 1980, when he "immediately joined the central structure of the proscribed
MIR". 5jD/ The press also reported that Dagoberto Cortes had received military
training in Cuba and Libya anr Had taken part in various bank raids, as well as
in the attacks on the President of the Suoreme Court and the Minister for Foreign
Affairs which have taken place in recent years» 51/

Smiliano Fernandez

29. The Chilean Commission on Human Rights reports that Emiliano Fernandez, the
owner of a cafe in the sector known as Medicamino in Talcohuano, was murdered by

46/ Hoy, ibid.

47/ Chilean Commission on Human Rights, Report for November 1982, p. 16.

48/ El Mercurio, 29 and 30 November 1982.

.42/ La, Segunda, 30 November 1982.

52/ Lajacion, 30 November 1982.

i/ El Mercurio, 30 November 1982. See also Chilean Commission on Human Rights,
Report for November £982, p. 1.
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Enrique Roman, a lance-corporal in the Carabineros, on 4 December 1982. 5.2/ According
to the account given by his widow, who was an eyewitness, on the day in question
"a man in uniform and a civilian whom he knew came into the cafe; they ordered
something; when the'time cane to pay they didn't have enough money, so I agreed
that ohey could pay later. It- v?as then that Corporal Enrique Roman began to
wield his gun, pointing it at everyoody there. Seeing this, Emiiiano said to him:
'Listen, don't play about with that in here; it could be dangerous ... Can't, you
see the place is full of people'" . On hearing this, the carabinero removed the
safety catch, pointed the gun at him, and fired.1' Emiiiano Fernandez died almost
instantly. The Prefect of Carabineros appeared to confirm the facts by stating,
with respect to Corporal Enrique Botian, that ''froro the "nonent he committed this
act he ceased to De a carabinero and became a common criminal '. The murderer was
arrested and brought before the Second Criminal Court of Talcahuano. 55/

50* Judicial investigations undertaken in connection with complaints brought before
the courts against official? of s-^curioy agencies for abuse of authority having
fatal results have had /aryirg rpsults. For Instance, the CNI agent Luis E.V.
Marchant Franklin, who killed 'Vbel Segovia aetamal on 20 May 198]., was sentended
to 5 years' imprisonment for this acv. On appeal, the Santiago Court of Appeal
decided to reduce the sentence to 541 days, with the result that the CNI agent
was released immediately. 54/ Also, polic-3 officer Rene Moreno Cabello was
committed for trial on a oh&rgt, of the horiicide of Hernan Correa Ortiz 55/ on
28 December 1981. Although the accused has no-u been released on bail, the Santiago
Court of Appeal upheld the committal ordered at first instance in respect of
officer Moreno. 56/ Again, in the case of the homicide of rilomena Moya Diaz on
20 October 1981, the Carabineros officer Juan Aravena Meza was found guilty by
Santiago Criminal Court N o 12 of having billed her with three gun shots, and was
sentenced to 10 years' imprisonment, 'i*> nas locged an appeal, yjj On the other
hand, Santiago Criminal Courl No. 21 acquitted police officer Juan Victor Hunter
de la Fuente of the homrcide of Rosa Virginia Bustos Fie^ro, which happened in
May 1981 when the police opened fire on the- taxi in which she was travelling.
According co the judgement, Hunter 'had to resort to tne right to defend society
and there was no better wa/ of so doing than by using his weapon as soon as all the
possibilities of arresting a suspected assailant had bean exnausted". 58/ However,
the account given by Rosa Virginia Bustos' ta»i arivev and companion gives another
picture: "We were out f->r a drive in the tax.i ... and at a particular moment,
as we were chatting, she said there was an armed man ahead. When I realized this
I was scared and tooi< the Pucahuel road,.. tn«n I heard a shot. I told Rosa to
gst down on to the floor. She ducked towards ^ht. winaow. 1 heard another shot which
struck the door, whereupon I accelerated. Then I asfed her to sit up but she didn't
reply. I put my hand round cbe back of her head but couldn't move her". 59/

52/ Chilaan Conmission on Human Ri^htf, Rir-port for December 1982, p. 36.

53/ Chilean Conmissior. on Hwar. Rignts, ibid.

5£/ Chilean Commission 00 Huif?n Righc>, Rfpor'o for July 1982, p. 27.

55/ F°i" "cne background to this hor. xc5d<-_ , s- A/~}7/^6A , para. 25-

56/ 7,1 M3r£UiHo, 2^ August 198?.

5J/ Chilean Commiodion on Huiiar lUghts, Report for Sept;nbor 1932, p. 40-

58_/ El__j__Kircu£i£, 26 S, p^mbr:." 1^32.

59/ E.I, Mercurio, LoiC_.
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31. The Special Rapporteur informed the General Assembly of the homicide- of trade
union leader Tucapel Jimenez Alfaro, which happened on 25 February 1982. 60/ The
lengthy judicial investigation carried out by Insoecting v^Istrste
Sergio Valenzuola has not thus far produced any satisfactory results. The preliminary
inquiries were held in secret in May 2 982, and counsel for the complainants applied
for certain steps in the proceedings to be taken including, in particular, a
face-to--facfi meeting towards the end of -Tuly 1932 between trade union leaders
Valericio Orrego, Patricio Pezoa and Carlos Santamaria and CiJJ officials. This
took place at the premises of the CNI itself, without any notable results. On
2 August 1932 counsel for the complainants asked for access to the papers in- the
case and on 12 August 1982 they applied for 12 farther steps in the proceedings
to be taken, eight of which were approved. Lccording to information received from
the Chilean Commission on Human Rights, Patricio Pezoa and Carlos Santamarxa left
the country "under threat of death". They said they had b&ea asked by tnres CNI
officials "to put a tail on Tucapel Jinenez in th ; days before his murder". _6l/
Counsel for the complainants, who have received anonymous telephone threats, asked
the Inspecting Magistrate for the halo of a specialized unit of Carabineros (''OS-7")
in clarifying the facts. This is how the CNT officials who were watching
Tucapel Jimenez in the days before his death • Jorge Fernandez, Nelson Hernandez
and Raul Lillo - came to be identified. 62/ Aoparontly, these CNI officials ware
connected with the pro--Government trade union leaders Caludio Orrego,
Missael Galleguillos and Rene Sotolichic. 6j>_/ In the opinion of counsel for the
complainants the motives for ins crime wero political since "for several months
before these events'1 Tucapel Jimenez "had been discussing with trade uion leaders
the possibility of achieving worker unisy by means of a general strike". 6^/

32. For his part, Hernol Floras, the current President of ANEF (trie trade union
organization of which Tucapel Jimenez used to be President), speaking at a press
conference held on 15 October 1982, described the meagre results of the judicial
investigation as a "farce" and added that; '-this is surprising because the
Government has asserted categorically that it is interested in clearing up the
crime. However, the information we have obtained proves that this is no more
than a good intention''. 60/ As a result of these remarks the Ministry of the
Interior applied for proceedings tc be instituted before the courts for an offence
under the Internal Security of the State Act, article 6 (B) of which provides
for the offence of disrespect to the authorities, but the matter was finally
dropped. On 12 November 1932, counsel for the complainants applied to the

6_0/ A/37/564, paras. 30-31.

61/ Chilean Commission on Human Rights, Report for August 1932, pp. 5 and 6.

62/ Chilean Commission en Human Rights, Report for September 1962, p. ^.

63/ Chilean Commission on Human Rights, ibid.

64/ Chilean Commission on Hunan Rights, ibid.

65/ Chilaan Commission on Hunan Rights, Report for October 1962, p. 7.
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Examining Magistrate who was investigating the homicide of Tucapel Jimenez for eight
further steps in the proceedings to bt, 'oaken. In addition, on 17 November 1982,
they also applied to the President of the Supreme Court "or nis co-operation in
ensuring that tr > ''further procedural s+ jps requested are fully implemented'1. 66/

33- Another lengthy judicial investigation which went oa throughout the second half
of 1982 concerns the'ca3e of 'Che ̂ 'Martyrs A.venf-fs' Squad1' ;C0/EMiO. S]_/ It involves
the kidnappin-g, torturu and intei-r-o ̂ tion '.,0 which a group of people were subjected
during July and /:ugust 15S0. One of thorn, the journalism student Sduardo Jara Aravena,
died shortly after having b^tn ^eleasec as a result of the torture ho suffered
while in custody. Two stts of procaedinTs ,iart. instituted, one by thj Government
and the other by the victims, and 1 judg., of the 5antiago Court was appointed to
investigate the facts. The Ministry of the Interior and the Ministry of Defence
announced that CN1 and the Carabinei-Ofa hrc* carrJt-d out an investigation and had
established that the members of COVEMA. were Police Department officials and had been
placed at tho disposal of General Carlos Morales Retamsl, who was to hold preliminary
inquiries. A few days later the persons urdui' arrest ut.ry brought before the
Inspecting Magistrate, who discharged them unconditionally after five days' detention.,
except for two; the Superintendent of the Homicide Snuao and the Deputy Superintendent
of the Assault Squad. The latter i*er« charged with the maltreatnont of Mancy Azcueta,
one of those abducted, although both have now been released on bail. For a year and
a half the papers in the cas« ware kept secret until, al the beginning of 1982,
counsel for the complainants obtained access to them and realized that there were
several gaps. In the view of one of the counsel for the complainants, thj grounds
for the Minister of the Interior's statenent to the effect that "the perpetrators
of the offences were c.'ficials of the Police Department;'' should bs the subject
of a judicial investigation, since the latter denied it from the outset. The same
lawyer also considers it appropriate to investigate the alleged participation of
persons connected- with-otner Government services in the incidents which are the
subject of the complaint. According to the complainants the offenders consisted
of a team made up of personnel from a number of services, including people from
the Police Department. In a written aDolication submitted by counsel for the
complainants to the Santiago Court on 23 August 1982 a reouost was made for several
inquiries to be carried out, which h'-;d oeon refused bv the Inspecting Magistrate.
The Court of Apooal allowed the appljcation, although rejecting the submission
that the Magistrate in question should be punished, and ordered that th^ majority
of the inquiries reouesteri should be carried oivt; this has been done, although
the proceedings are again being held in sec^^t.

2• The death penalty

34. Cn 22 October- 1?8?. two former CJI officials, Gabriel Hernandez Anderson and
Rduardo Villanueva Marqu&z, a«re ovueuted by shootinc at Calama Priscn after a
long trial in which they were founa guilting of robbing and murdering two persons

66/ Chilean Commission on Human Rights, report for Novenber 1982, p. 2.

67/ A/37/564, para. 40.
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employed at trio State Bank in the municipality cf Chuquicamata ("Calama case"). 68/
P.z zhird and fiial instance, the Su^-^t? Court upheld r.ne death serc3nce
imposed on the former CNI agents; a third person involved in the events, the
taxi driver Julio Diaz Ssza, also a former CNT official, was sentenced to life
imprisonment. Lastly, the sentence? of Carlos Arenas and Gabriel Villanueva,
to five years' and one day's imprisonment for boi';~ accessories, were upheld. A
request addressed to th'e President of the Republic for commutation of the two
death sentences wao rejected in view of the "'very serious circumstances surrounding
the crimes committed" and l'th3 duty of the [resident cf the Republic to ensure
the protection of justice ir> the common interest". 69/ On the basis of these
two executionc. the Association of Lawyers for Human Rights made a public
statement in which it opposed the application of the death penalty, pointing out
that "unfortunately, our society has been thu, victim of other even more heinous
crimes which have gone completely unpunished, such as, for instance, the murder
of people after the most degrading treatment has been inflicted upon them and
also the disappearance of hundreds of our compatriots after their arrest". The
Association also considers thnt th3 facts of the Calama case aro tragically
clear inasmuch as they re'/eal ''an unbelievable fanaticism" because violence was
used in the name of so-called "superior reasons". The Association also observed
that "this crime occurred because there are secret security services operating
with irrational discipline, methods and motivations". 70/

35 • Lastly, the accused Jorgs Jose Sagredo Pizarro and Carlos Alberto Topp Collir.G,
who were involved in 10 crimes coptnittod between August I9S0 and February 1982
at Vina d-sl Mar (the ??psychop£ths" case) 71/ were sentenced to death on 0 January 1983
by a court of first instance, which found them guility of four out of the
10 murders in question. Th«y wer« also sentenced to 116 years' imprisonment
for the other homicides. 72/ Counsel for thv accused lodged an appeal. 7J5/ It
should be noted that judgement at first instance rfas delivered although a complaint
had already been lodged against the Examining Iiagistratc by the lawyers acting
for the relatives of the victims. The complaint was based on thu refusal of the
Examining Magistrate to investigate the new facts that had arisen after a
spontaneous, las^-minute confession by Jorge Jose Sagr^do, "who said that he
belonged to a unit headed by Lu£s Gublar". 74/ It should b« recalled that on

68/ See A/37/56/, para. 41

69/ According to a statement by the National Directorate for Information
Media (DINACOS), 7 October 1982.

TSi! Solidaridad, first half of October 1982, D. 4.

7.1/ A/37/56'", Para. 4-0.

72/ Hey, 12-18 January 1?<^3.

7,3/ El Mercuric, 10 Janu?.ry 19^3•

74/ Chilean Commission on Human Rights, Peport for December 1982, p. 37.
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3 March 1982 the Police Department brought Luis Gubler before the Inspecting
Magistrate as the sole defendant on the basis of an extra-judicial confession in
which he stated that he had committed several of the Vina del Mar crimes. The
Police Department also submitted a ballistics report, a b]ood test and statements
by seven witnesses who recognized Gubler in a series of face-to-face confrontations.
However, suddenly, on 7 March 1982, the Carabineros handed over two other
suspects, namely, Carabineros officers Jorge Sagredo and Carlos Aloerto Topp Collins,
who were said to have confessed to the 10 Vina del Mar crimes. The report of the
Carabineros was apparently prepared in some haste as it was unaccompanied either
by ballistic reports or by witnesses' statements. Subsequently, it was explained
that Sagredo had participated in only some of these crimes and that Topp Collins
had confessed to participating only in the rapes, thefts and robbery to which the
victims of the said crimes had been subjected. In these circumstances, the
relatives of the victims submitted a total of seven complaints, but the Inspecting
Magistrate at the time gave Luis Gubler an unconditional discharge, and charged
only the two police officers referred to with the offences of homicide, theft
and rape. _ In August 1982, the new Inspecting Magistrate ordered the closure
of the pre-trial proceedings, and this order was upheld by the Valparaiso Court
of Appeal on 11 August 1?82. Counsel for the complainants submitted a complaint
to the Supreme Court because they disagreed with the closure of the pre-trial
proceedings, as did Officer Jorge Sagredo's defence counsel, who considered
that there were serious differences between the accused, as well as action
pending, such as reconstruction of events, testimony, expert reports, etc.
None the less, the complaint was dismissed on 22 August 1982 by the Supreme Court.
The Court also dismissed another complaint by the relatives of one of the victims,
who called for Luis Gubler to be tried. An aopeal has been lodged against the
latter ruling, but a decision in the matter is pending. It seems that Luis Gubler
and other civilians-wyre part of an extremist right-wing unit known as the
"Miraflores Squad" which operated in the area where the events took place and some
of the victims of the "psychopaths" had been active in political parties of the
left.

36. The Specia"1 Rapporteur, for his part, would draw attention to the work
undertaken by the Economic and Social Council and the United Nations General Assembly
on the question of the death penalty. 75/ In this connection, the General Assembly
considered in 1977 tht first five-year report of the Secretary-General on capital
punishment 76/ and adopted a resolution in xrhich it reaffirms that the main object
to be pursued in this field is that of ''progressively reotricting the number of
offences for which the death penalty may be imposed with a view to the desirability
of abolishing this punishment•'. 77/ In this context, the Special Rapporteur has
already expressed his support for the proposition that "capital punishment should
be abolished, particularly where political matters are concerned". 78/

75/ See document ST/HR/2/Rev.l: United Nations Action in the Field of
Human Rights, New York, 1932, pp. 143-146.

76/ E/5616, Corr.l and 2 and Add.l.

77/ Resolution 32/6l, of 8 December 1977-

78/ E/CN.4/Sub.2/1982/15, of 27 July 1982, para. 203. See above,
chapter I, B. : "Institutionalization of the.- state of emergency".
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B. Right to physical and moral integrity

1. Prohibition of torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment
or punishment

37. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (article 5), the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (article 7) and the Declaration on the
Protection of All Persons from Being Subjected to Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman
or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (General Assembly resolution of 9 December 1975)
constitute the international legislative framework for establishing the complete
prohibition of such acts. The fact that these rules have the status of jus cogens
norms of international law means that they may be cited in respect of States members
of the international community, irrespective of their contractual obligations and
also irrespective of the particular situations concerned (state of emergency or
otherwise).

38. The Special Rapporteur informed the General Assembly that during the period
January-May 1982, he received a total of 69 reports of torture inflicted on the
same number of persons by the Chilean State security agencies. "J3J He also
received a total of 63 reports for the period June-December 1982 which, added to
the 69 previous cases, gives a total figure for 1982 of 132 reported cases. 80/
Compared with the totals for 1981 (68 cases) and 1980 (100 cases), this figure
shows a considerable increase in the number of reports received by the
Special Rapporteur, originating from various non-governmental organizations inside
and outside Chile, which base their reports on sworn statements, medical certificates
and complaints by the victims in the courts of justice. The Special Rapporteur
has not, however, taken into account other insufficiently proved cases, in which
the persons concerned did not consult a doctor or approach the courts or solidarity
organizations "out of fear or ignorance of the services that are offered" 81/ and,
consequently, their state of physical and mental health is not known. There are
also the difficulties that are often encountered in duly proving that a person has
been subjected to an act of torture or aggression inflicted by a security agent. 82/
Furthermore, the number of known reports in Chile in this regard has led various
nongovernmental organizations to set up a National Anti-Torture Committee. 83/

39- Among the cases reported in the second half of 1982, the Special Rapporteur
draws attention to the unlawful arrest and physical coercion to which the lawyer
Rene Osvaldo Carvajal Zuniga and Maria Eugenia Darricarrere Andreo, leader of the
Chilean Teachers' Association, were subjected from 30 September 1982 on in the
city of Concepcidn, and the arrest and maltreatment of Jose del Carmen Ortiz Aravena,
Provincial Chairman of that Association, on 4 October 1982. 84/ Ortiz Aravena was

79/ A/37/564, para. 45 and annex.

80/ See below in the annex to this report for a list of the 63 persons alleged
to have been subjected to torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or
punishment, during the period June-December 1982.

81/ Chilean Commission on Human Rights, La practica de la tortura en Chile
durante la vigencia de la Constitucidn politica de 1980, December 1982, p. 37.

82/ In this connection, see the International Herald Tribune of
22 September 1982.

83/ Hoy, 15-21 December 1982.

84/ El Mercurio, 10 and 15 October 1982; La Tribune de Geneve, 12 October 1982.
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arrested by a group of alined civilians, taken to a secret place and confronted with
Maria Eugenia Darricarrere; ne was released 30 hours after being arrested, during
which time, according to the complaint submitted to the Tnirc Criminal Court of
Santiago, he endured "physical and psychological torture which have impaired «iy
emotional and nervous stability, as well as multiple injuries which have been
confirmed by private doctors I have consulted since ray release". Maria Eugenia
Darricarrere and Rene Osvaldo Carvajal In turn lodged complaints against CMI
officials, stating that they had been subjected to "torture and ill-treatment during
the time we were detained in a secret place'1. 85/ Eleven days after their arrest,
they were handed over to a military court and charged "with having planted an
incendiary bomb in the vicinity of the Regional Intendant's Office". 86/ These
charges were categorically denied, however, by various non-governmental organizations
concerned with human rights. For instance, the Committee for tne Defence of the
People's flights (CODEPU) asserted in a public statement of o October 1982 that "it
is surprising" that "an attempt is being made to convince the population that an
incendiary bomb was planted in our city in the vicinicy of the Regional Intendant's
Office, under the gaze of the public and the large contingent of police guarding
the building on the day of the incident, by two individuals known for their
participation in workers' and teachers' organizations in our region". The statement
indicates 'chat "two serious offences have been committed that warrant the severest
punishment possible; first, the unlawful abduction ,of two individuals who were
picked up by force in the street and are being incarcerated in secret places to
which both tneir relatives and their lawyers are denied access3 and second, the
offence of unlawful coercion and torture to which they are being subjected". 87/

40. The Special Rapporteur also wishes to draw attention to the complaint lodged
against the Minister of the Interior by the Santiago chapter of the Chilean
Journalists' Association, which reports that on 2 December 1982 five journalists
were assaulted by a group of civilians, on the occasion of a gathering organized
by the National Trade Union Co-ordinating Body in the Plaza Artesanos in Santiago.
The complaint states that "the attacks were carried out by an organized group of
persons in civilian clothes with the complicity of carabineros at the scene, who
stood by impassively"; it requests that "the civilians who perpetrated the attacks
should be identified and brought to trial" and calls upon tne Director-General of
Carabineros to "report publicly on the paramilitary group operating inside the
Carabineros". 88/ It is presumed that the assailants "belong to a special
Carabineros unit and that some of them - identified in the Plaza Artesanos as CHI
agents - previously worked for the National Information Agency". 89/ The same
incident gave rise to a criminal complaint lodged by five lawyers with Criminal Court
No. 22 and a complaint lodged by another lawyer with tne Office of the Second Military
Prosecutor 'Tor the offence of causing injuries in an attack against us" and for
"unnecessary violence and injuries'', respectively. 90/ ^ 8 c r i m i n a ^ complaints
were filed against "civilians who were unidentified, but easily identifiable by the'
detachment of Carabineros that took part in tne events1' at the Plaza Artesanos in
Santiago on 2 December 1982.

85/ SaUdaridad, first half of October 1982, p. 5

gl.j^ercurio, 15 October 1932.

88/ E3 Mercurio, 8 December 1982.

89/ Hpy_, 8-14 December 1982.

90/ £1 Mercurio, 11 December 1982.
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4". ISble 1 below, showc the nalhois or physical and psychological torture,
coercion and ill-treatment inflicted on tne individuals who hava reported sucn acts
between January and September 1932.

TaD_le__l ~J

i^athods of Physical and Psychological Torture

(From 1 January to 5^ September I>3?)

• Physical torture

Punches and kicks all over
the body or in specific places

The "telephone"

Electric shocks by means
of the "grill"

Electric shocks applied to
sensitive parts of the
body

Sexual torture

Being compelled to remain in

a certain position

Water torture

The "parrot perch"

Cigarette burns

Food and water withheld

Continuous powerful beams
of light

Stringing up

i«o -~ 07 Psychologies 1 torture

57
3

20 .

. 42

5

22
-

1

1

6

1

7

Blindfolding

Bains kept naked

Obscenitias and insults

Interruption of sleep

Continuous strident music

Threats of death and
disappearance directed against
the persons concerned and/or
their relatives

Threats of torture, rape or
detention directed against the
persons concerned and/or their
relatives

Pressure bo co-operate under
tnreat and/or as a result of
persuasion by "good" torturer

Mock execution

forcing a persc-T to hear or
wi tness another person being
tortured

Eating excrement and drinking
urine

Injection and shallowing of
drugs

Hypnosis

Conditioning by headphone,
sometimes accompanied by
electric shocks

Video-filming, photographs or
tape-recording

Signing of compromising
documents

No = 67

48

14
22

17

l-l

28

39

3
5

3

l

6

3

1

6

10

'"•'/ .Source: Chilean Commission on Human Rights, La praclica de la tortura
en_ Chile durante la vi&encia de la Constitucidn polftica de 1980, Santiago,
December 1?82, p. 31.
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42. Hith regard to acts of physical torture, table 1 shows .that, out of a sample
of 67 reported cases, 42 cases involved electric shocks to sensitive parts of the
body, 20 cases electric shocks by means of the "grill", 57 cases punches and kicks
and 22 cases, being forced to remain in certain positions. As far as the methods
of psychological torture used in the same sample of 67 cases are concerned, 48 of
the persons concerned were kept blindfolded, 22 ware subjected to obscenities and
insults, 39 received threats of torture, rape or detention directed against themselves
or their relatives and 28 received threats of death and disappearance directed
against themselves or their relatives. In 10 cases the victims were forced to
sign compromising documents, in 17 cases their sleep uas interrupted continuously
and in 14 cases, the persons concerned were kept naked.

43- Similarly, the clinical effects and manifestations observed, which are the
consequence of the acts of torture inflicted, have been physical, psychological, or
a combination of both. For instance, persons who have had a j.aadical examination
after they were subjected to acts of torture showed signs of physical injury "usually
to their skin in the form of bruising, multiple eccnymoses, multiple grazes and
scabs caused by the use of electric shocks; haematomas ... perforated eardrum,
injuries on the wrists or ankles ..., diminished sensitivity and ... generalized
allergies experienced by most of the patients". 91/ The most common phychological
manifestations continue to be "reactions of anguish1', "nanifestations of extreme fear
worsening towards night-time and resulting in persistent insomnia". Somatic
manifestations of "anxiety and anguish, pain in the region of the heart, tension
headaches, generalized muscular tension and epigastric pains'' are also observed.
There are also "feelings of fear and dread, self-applying sensitive symptoms of a
faeling that one is being watched and followed, chat at any time one may be re-arrested
and that the threats to the family and oneself may be put into effect". £2/ In a
smaller group of patients, clinical states of greater complexity were observed,
such as dissociated psychomotor agitation, a dspersonalization syndrome of the
secondary type, childhood regression, and one case of attempted suicide on secret
CMI premises.

44. The effects of ill-treatment on the physical and mental health of prisoners of
conscience in gaols constitute a special case. These effects are more numerous
because of the difficulty experienced by doctors and solidarity organizations in
gaining admission to prisons, the bad health conditions in gaols and the frequent
harassment inflicted on the prisoner of conscience by members of the Gendarmeria.
From the psychological viewpoint, there are also the pressures on him stemming from
the economic difficulties occurring in his own family and from the damage to his
public reputation and personal honour inflicted by the media.

2. Judicial protection of the right to physical and moral integrity

45. Although the Chilean Constitution and Penal Code embody legal remedies for the
punishment of this kind of crime, zh@ Special Rapporteur has nevertheless noted that
the proceedings instituted in the courts "against members of the police, army and
security bodies considered guilty of having committed various crimes against the
physical Integrity of persons have ended in the dismissal of proceedings and that

91/ Chilean Commission on Human Rights, ibid.. , p. 37<

92/ Chilean Commission on Human Rights, op. cit.
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ths perpetrators of such serious and repeated crjraes nave- not been identified, let
alone sentenced by the courts of justice'". 93./ This natter Is closely related to
the problem oC proving the security agencies' involvement in this kind of act.
It has been pointed out, in relation to the 67 cases making up the sample in
table 1 above, that members of th3 National Information Agenc/ (Ci\il) were implicated
in 43 cases, that CMI agents collaborated with members of the Police Departnent in
seven cases, .that members of the Carabineros were associated with CMI agents in
th"ee cases, that Police Department staff acted alone in five cases and Carabineros
staff in five other cases, and that tha Army Directorate of National Intelligence (DIME)
was involved in three cases.

A6. However, the application of emergency legislation, conferring extensive powers
on the Executive while restricting those of the lav? courts, hafc led to a special
jurisdiction being established for the military courts, which are the tribunals
competent to try any members of the security agencies vho may be accused of having
committed such offences. Thus, 33 complaints submitted during the first six months
of 1982 did not produce any result, aad military counts invariably order a stay of
proceedings on the ground that "the commisrion of the offence complained of is not
fully proven'. This is because the Military Prosecutors confine their investigation
to taking statements from the officials alleged to be involved, who are questioned
at their own quarters, and simply reject the charges on the grounds that the
complaints are motivated by "political considerations and are designed to tarnish
the image of the security agencies and ths armed forces, and that such conduct is
typical of terrorists and extremists". 4 medical examination ordered by the court
would be one way of corroborating tne tortures, but this step is frequently delayed
for several months, by which time any possible physical mark has disappeared. It
has also been pointed out that -lilitary courts usually deny counsel for the complainant
access to the dossier ana refuse most of tne steps that are requested with a view to
shedding light on the facts. Consequently, in .cost cases it is impossible to
identify the alleged culprits. The sworn stateiiene mad° before a notary on
1A October 1982 by Marfa de los Angeles Sanhueza Or^fz, describing fchs various forms
of torture inflicted on her during her detention at secret CHI premises would appear
to be an exception. One passage in her account indicates that she was examined by
a doctor "who advised my torturers not to continue giving me electric shocks, since
there might be problems. This doctor's name is Perez Castro and he is identified
in the proceedings instituted against me for alleged infringement of the Internal
Security of the Scate Act".

A7. Even in cases where it has been possible to identify security agency officials
alleged to have abused their authority with resulting injuries to the persons
concerned, the investigations concucted during the second half of 1982 have not
gone well. For instance, there was the cape of the three students who, while
driving along the Avenida Costanera in Santiago on 2 August 1982, were assaulted by
Admiral Jose Toribio Merino Castro's guard, who fired at the students during the
incident and wounded two of them. The Naval Court Martial, which was competent to
hear the case since the members of the escort belonged to the military, found in
its judgement of first instance that "there was no offence to warrant punishing
the members of the escort". 94/ Finally, mention should be made of a further

93/ A/37/564, para. 52.

94/ El Mercurio, 19 December 1982.
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criminal complaint filed in June 1982 by Luis Alberto Gaete Martinez in Criminal
Court No. 5 of the Department of Aguirre Cerda. The complaint is lodged against
an employee of the Police Department Co-operative, Manuel Meza Montaner, for "the
offences of robberty, domiciliary trespass, threatened assault and usurpation of
authority" allegedly committed against the complainant on 6 June 1982. The outcome
of the proceedings is not yet known.

48. The Special Rapporteur would, however, like to draw attention to the only
positive verdict by judicial bodies in this regard which he was able to trace during
the second half of 1982, although it concerned events that occurred on 11 March 1981.
On that date, Mai-cela Pino Arrano and Isabel Duran Mella were arrested by mistake
(as is stated in the actual proceedings) and subjected to excessive violence in
a police unit. On 18 August 1932, the full judge of the First Military Court of
Santiago closed the pre-trial proceedings and charged Second Sergeant of Carabineros
Hector Vega Soto with "the offence of committing excessive violence" against the
persons concerned. The Prosecutor is calling for "41 days' imprisonment" for
the policeman considered to be the perpetrator of this offence. 95/ At the time
of the committal decision, Hector Vega had been released on bail.

E 1 Mercurio, 27 August 1982.
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III. RIGHT TO LIBERTY AND SECURITY OF PERSON, MISSING PCRSONS

A. Rignt to liberty

1. Illegal arrests

49- During 1982, the Special Rapporteur received considerable evidence of illegal
arrests made arbitrarily by security bodies of the Chilean State. The general
characteristics of such arrests have been described in preceding reports by tho
Special Rapporteur. 9§/ In quantitative terms, table 2 below shows an increase in
the number of arrests in 1982 by comparison with the immediately preceding years.
The figures in it were transmitted to the Special Rapporteur by a number of Chilean
organizations dealing with the protection of human rights:

Table_2_

Comparative table of arrests over the last three years

Total number of arrests
Month

1980 1981 1982

January

! February

I March

'• April
i

, May

i June

i August

; September

' October
t

I November

; December

1 TOTAL

17

5

169

68

183

ier
120

75
124

75
78
48

61

53

115

61

289

35

61

27

33

40

96

38

1 129 909

121

58

236

41

74

27

54

58

102

174

31

237

1 213

96/ A/36/594, paras. 82-104; E/CN.4/1484, paras. 34-58; A/37/564, para. 57
et seq.
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50. The table shows that in 1982 the total number of arrests increased by
33.44 per cent as compared with 1981 and was also slightly higher than the figure
for 1980. In qualitative terms, individual arrests continued to focus on those who
had shown any kind of disagreement with the prevailing political, social or
economic system. Accordingly, as in the first six months of 1982, there was a
predominance of arrests of people engaged in tho promotion of human rights,
trade-union leaders, members of groups ex relatives of missing detainees or prisoners
of conscience,, or people associated, with groups in the Catholic Church that have
influence in the fields of culture and human rights,

(a) Arrests, at public gatherings

51 Arrests of groups of perpersons, especially at public gatherings, have received
wide coverage in the media, in reports by human rights "bodies and in a large number
of complaints which have reached the Special Rapporteur. As stated in the report to
the General Assembly- there were a considerable number of arrests of this type in
the first six months of 1982. 97/ Wifh regard to the last six months of 1982f there
was a trend towards an.increased number of arrests at public gatherings. As the
motive for such gatherings was generally a desire to protest'against"the growing
economic crisis, the majority of citizens arrested unxler these"'"circuriis'tahces were
taking part in street demonstrations or were slum dwellers seeking somewhere to
live.. Arrests also occurred during this period in student circles, particularly at
the university level.

52. The table below gives, on the basis of information provided to the
Special Rapporteur by non-governmental organizations concerned with the defence:of
human rights in Chile, a sample view of individual arrests and arrests at public
gatherings over the past three years. The table shows clearly the trend towards
growth in the numbers of arrests at public gatherings; such arrests were
considerably more .numerous in 1.982 than in previous years.

Table 3

Comparative table of arrests at public gatherings and
individual arrests during the past three years

Month

January

February

March

April

May

•June

July-

August

September

October

November

December

Individual a n

! !
1980 ;

1

"l 7 >

5 '

25

68 1

126 |

1 7 j
113 !

36 !

109 1

39
7 8 '••

2 5 •

1981

61 1
. i ^ ...

115

61

50

35
A6

27

yj

31

96

38 :

e s t s

1982

30

23 -

36

39
32

27

16

17

34
11

19

26

Arrests at
gatherin

I960

-

1,1 A

-

I.50

7

19

15

36
_

: 23

j

j.

W" "

i
i

|

1

(
f

!

:

.981

-

-

-

-

239

15

-
_

r-,

y

—

ptfbli

!
•' J.

I
I •

1
1

i
j

j

i
•
!

i

i
j1i
i
1
i
1!

0

982

91

35
198

42

-

38

41

68

163

12
nil
<C..:.._L

' To

1980

17

5
169

68

183

167

1 20

f.)

124

75
78

48

bal

J

1

i

numbe;
rrests

1981

61

53

115

61

239

35
61

27

33
40

96

58

? of

1982

121

58

236

41

74.
27

. 54

58

102

174

31

237
67R 646 901 ; 1 129 909 1 213

27/ A/37/564, paras. 62-6:65.
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33. The following i s a recapit jlauion of a r re s t s at public gatherings over che l a s t
six nonths of 198?;

On 17 July 1922,, on Llic occasion of a pilgrimage to Paolo Ueruda's tomb in t1" >
General Cemetery to mark tho anniversarv oC his "birbh? carabineros arrested 28 oi tho
par t i c ipan t s . _98/ Tho applications for j^Vjar' fj.li d on cbeir behalf .."iateJ the , . In
making t>e a r re s t s they had n.'"c,- 'i ^ nt, wart.* npan t s were coraiailu. 1 offences against,
tiic securi ty cf the SLcue. mV j^TJiiJ2i!£r.ji - ia^ ^ ' °"- T-rC-\rc-1 "'serloas j.gnoran°o tu" tho
country's li tc-rary and culiura1 " is tory c iJ oi ra>.ionaj legis la t ion 1 ' . ibceoot for 1 ro
of thojr number i ^o . on n nc< t r 7 "tnrif <' •( " V J T/ri"iif;^rj of chj ] i r ^ r or, -\:ere oiacc"1

r e s t r i c t ed •VC t i o 'r°shet' xe rel ^J five aayo

On ? 3 ^ ' ' I j 7 " I y 3 2 . t h o i . ' i - i , ? c i . ' Oz "~c"

(Chilean Asr.ociacioc of He la iv_s cf V > ' i i r
the Plaza de Armas in hanoia^o, vlurc ']^ioy ^
of the missing detainees and covered soae of
showing photographs of Llic- mis^in^ p^j'sonn.
were immediately arres ted, iocordin^

±aror . - IDL^CJ OS IX caioareci do
D*. i-cmccs) or^anJ zeci a J
l p a oannor cefexrin^' lo th
Uie maroons in tho square with placards

n. Eleven o" the above—nenuioned re la t ives
uhe application for am^aro Ciled on thei r

behalff their action nad been intendec to 'bear witness bo our unshakable determination
to go on asking about, them [the ^isc ing detainees] unti] we get an answer1' and the
demonstration haJ marked ''another anniversary of the publication of the lying
Lisba de los 119 (List of che 119) "rbi"ih f^oen^/d to deceive the entire communicy
by stating that the missing nersens hafl died abroad . All ,bose arrested were
released after five days' detention and on tho following day the same individuals
submitted a written statement to tnc Santiago Co irt of Anpea1 ui which" Aiey once
again drew attention to the unresolved problem of those who had disappeared, between
1973 and 1977s pointing out that on '3 JuJyl932, die present C1Tf (formerly DTFA)
and carabineros arrested us - without any warrant o1" legal cause - foe wishing to
find out the truth about what, haouened to our relauves who are missing detainees.1'
They complained to the Court that "we have been denied our rights in our search for
information from an anchor: ty which. ... does not comply with the legal decisions
compelling it to provide information. All in all,, the behaviour of the Judiciary
has not changed .,.''.

On 28 July 1982, five persons were arrested a,s the;/ loft a requiem mass in
memorv of various leaders of Jio Christian Dimocraoic Party ? held in I lie Parish of
San Lazaro (Santiago). Three of those arrested wer^ held incom.munica.do and released
five days later. 99/

On 29 r^ly 190?, Police "Department Officials armed with submachine guns arrested
lA workers employed under the Minimum r̂rm 1 oyment Programme (pill) ab t he i r \xoi'k
place. According to inforaation subinitted iov vai lc in human r igh ts organiza.tions,
che detainers were interro^abed id 1'" punches and kicks to make Lne.i confess who had
put up in the work place a placard r e u i n s "help us to lay hread because we are
hungry. YStl workers", They wore release"-" the following day. ] 00/

2§J TH Mercurio and Las __jl_tir,as ]Tc ticigs of 18 July 158
1 Mercuric of 20 July 1932.

se also

99/ Chilean Commission on Tfjnan ^ i ^h t s . Report W July LjS?, pp. 8-9.

PO/ Chilean Commission on Hu^an 'aghto, i b id . , p. 12
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On 19 August 1982j a peaceful demonstration was held in. the centre of Santiago
during which a large number of people protested about the economic situation in the
country, with particular reference to the scourge of hunger. According to
newspaper reports; the carabineros used teargas grenades and arrested 34 People, a
large number of whom were detained until 24 August 1982 in Santiago Carabineros
Station M o . 1. ±_0l/ -• • • " ~ . . .

On 20 August 1982- .the anniversary of the birth of Eernardo 0!Biggins, there
was a demonstration by the Comite Pro Retorno (Committee for Repatriationj which
took the form of the laying of a wreath referring to the exile of that great man.
Carabineros arrested 10 people, all relatives ox exiled Chileans; who were members
of the aforesaid committee. They were interrogated at Carabineros Station ITo, 2
and released the following day. 102/

On 5 September 19825 the anniversary of the communist Youth Movement, a large
number of young people made a pilgrimage tc the General Cemetery to pay tribute
to Victor Jara and Leand.ro Arratia. As they left the cemetry, carabineros broke up
the group and arrested four persons, who were detained until 10 September 1982*
The Ministry of the Interior placed two of 'them under restricted residence orders. 103/

On 9 September 1982;, a, service was held in the church of La Recoieta Franciscana
to mark the end of a 10-day hunger strike which had been held there by two of those
accused of belonging to the Christian Left. 10_4/ At ^-s conclusion of the service,
the participants began a march, towards the centre of the city which was broken up
by caratoineros. Three people were arrested. On the following day. one was released
because he was a minor and the three were brought before a judge of the Santiago
Court of Appeal on a charge of contravening the provisions of the Security of the
State Act. Nevertheless; they were released unconditionally, as having no case to
answer on 15 and 17 September 1982.

On 1 October 1932, the house of Professor Rodolfo (xabaudo Labra in Valparaiso
was searched by unidentified persona in plain clothes who said they were looking for
leaflets. The Professor was nevertheless arrested three days later in the street,
for no apparent reason. Four other persons were likewise arrested in similar
circumstances. After several days of interrogation accompanied by both physical and
psychological torture, as reported by various .human rights organizations, the;/- were
released.

On 2'/ October 1982? there was a protest rally against the Government in the
centre of Valpariso. Eighteen people were arrested and, on "the following day,
eight' amparo applications were filed with the Court of Appeal on behalf of all those
arrested. On the same day, the eleven men arrested began a hunger strike as a
protest against "the ill-treatment .one of them had suffered in prison". Ĵ 0_5/ All of
theiHj with the exception of Harnadie Orrego, were released the following day.

On 7 October 1932, three students and. a white—collar worker were arrested as they
left the Santiago Metropolitan Cathedral for singing songs and shouting protests
about the system of exile. Carabineros broke up 'the demonstration with tear gas.

101/ El Mercurio and La Tercera de la Hora, 20 August I9S2. •• • .

_102_/ Chilean Commission on Human Rights,. Report for August 198 2, p. 12.

105,/ Chilean Commission on Human Rights, Report for September 1932, p. 14.

104/ Chilean Commission on Human Rights, ibid.

Chilean Commission on Human Rights, Report for October 1982, p. 20.
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On 25 and 27 October 193?? eleven students were arrested in various demonstrations
which took place in Santiago in protest at the situation in the university, to which
the Special Rapporteur will refer later. 106/

Also during October? large numbers of people vere arresced when vacant land in
the ''La Victoria" shanty town in San Miguel was occupied. A total of 97 people were
arrested on this account. Kineteen more people were arresbod in incidents occurring
after the occupation of the land. Threo further persons were arrested for organizing
a community soup kitchen in La Victoria. 107/ Finally, three other people were
arrested whon they wont to the San Miguel town hall to protest against these
incidents.

On 2 December 1902, the Tvacional Trade-Jnion Co-ordinating Body (ci\S) summoned
the workers of Santiago to a public moouing co bo held m the Plaza Artesan to
demand better working conditions. Tho meeting was prohibited by the Intendant of
Santiago. In consequence, there was a largo turnout of carabineros and a group
of 40 nen in plain clothes and armed, wi Ji sticks and chains brutally attacked all
those present. Those who fell co the ground continued to be beaten. When a gr5up of
lawyers present on the spot urged Aie officer commanding the carabineros to arrest
those guilty of this provocation he refused to do so, Ac. a result, three trade-union
leaders were seriously hurt and six lawyers suffered varying degrees of injury, as
did seven journalists covering tho events x.i their -orofossional capac. by. The press
reported a total of 'jO arrests. _108y Most of those arrested were released five days
later, _10?/ However, five people were olaccd under restricted residence orders and
two of the most prominent leaders of the CHS were expelled from the country. The
complaints lodged by the lawyers, journalists and trade-union leaders concerned
resulted in the appointrren c of a special inspecting magistrate, who has embarked on
the appropriate enquiries.

On 15 December 1982, a series of meetings was held in the largest towns in
Chile to protest against the human righes SLtuatjon in the country. According to
press accounts} some 203 people w e arrested in the city of Santiago, on this
occasion. Most of those arrested were detained for five days on police premises,
where they were interrogated by agents of tho 0111, and were then released without
cjiarges being preferred. However, 12 of them were placed in scorec CHI compounds
on IS December 1962 and remained there "'or three days; among them were a leader of
the Teachers' Association of Chile (AGECH), a trade-union loader and an official of
the Vicaria de la Solidandad ol the Archbishopric of Santiago. Five others of those
arrested, including a 16-year old minor were acfused of assaulting carabineros and
brought before Military Court Eo. l. However, this couro ordered thoir unconditional
release, on the grounds that Uierc was no case to answer, on the following day.
Finally, 1J people were subjected, on 21 December 1982, to the administrative
penalty of restricted residence because 'T; was obvious from tho fact that they were
carrying similar leaflets and propaganda from Marxist movements and that Ihe political
slogans they were snouting were the same in all the localities where tney were
arrested that there had been prior roncerta^ion between fciit demonstrators". 110/

106/ See be]ow? chapter X A: "Richt to education and culture'1.

107/ Chilean Commission on Hunan T^ghto, Report for October 1982, p. if.

108/ El Morcurio, 6 December 1932.

109/ Vicaria de la SOID dandadj 11 oort for December 1*982.

IIP/ Las Ultimas Foti^Las, 21 December 1902.
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Similar mass protests occurred in Valparaiso, coinciding with an electricity blackout
which affected half the ciby. The carabineros arrested over a hundred people. Only
one was accused of assaulting carabinqrqn and brought before the relevant court;
three were ordered into res trie bed residence, finally, there was a similar march
through the main thoroughfares in th^ ciby of Concoracion. The carabineros arrested
four people who vere brought before Military Court 7To. 2 accused of assaulting
carabineros. Only two were committed for trial, and they wore released on bail.

On 28 and ?9 December 1932, large-scale police sweeps vero carried out in
various poor districts of Santiago. As on octicr occasions which have already been
reported by the Special Rapporteur with regard to the first six men chs of 19n>2, 111/
such sweeps are carried out on the pretext of apprehending criminals, bub they
frequently result in abuses of oower which ecclesiastical observers have described
as "intolerable". Thus, the ''14 January" shanty town was raided by the army at
3 o'clock in the morning on ?3 December 1932. houses in th area wore chen searched
by member of the cara'bineros, the police and unidentified persons in plain clothes.
The searches were conducted with undeniable violence. In total, the houses of over
100 families wore searched and ail the inhabitants of the area save 16 were arrested.
According to press accounts, the number of those arras bed was 1,550; JLlj?/ ^ i e

official announcement described such acts as "a precautionary police" operation.
Those arrested, including the x.onen, were roughly handled, interrogated by CRT agents
and then gradually released, without being charged. The "iMuevo Amanecer1' district
was a similar raid at 5 a.m. on 29 December 1982. One thousand two hundred heads of
household and male children were removed from their homos by uniformed and plain-
clothes security forces. 0n° thousand five hundred oeople wore then arrested and.
herded onto a roundabout while their houses were searched. _113/ They vere gradually
released, without charges being preferred against anv of them. A letter from the
Vicaria de la Solidaridad for the eastern discrict oC Santiago stresses l!we find it;
intolerable that, in order to search for possible or presumed offenders, an entire
neighbourhood should, be roused, from its sleep, the privacy of the homo should be
invaded, whole families should be scared, and impressions of violence and terror should
be imprinted on the minds of children'1.

("k) Arbitrary nature of arrests

54• Table 4 below shows the arbitrary nature of most of che arrests in a sample
covering the city of Santiago for 198T as a whole. it has been prepared, as usual,
from information transmitted. to bhe Special Rapporteur by a, number of Chilean
organizations working for human rights.

55. As will be seen, of the 345 pcoole arrested, in Santiago in the course of 1982,
only 39 were brought before the court;s and onl̂ y six of them, namely 0.71 per cent
of the cotal number arrested, were charged with terror!?M. The table therefore
makes it clear that the state of exception which has existed in Chile for the t>ast
nine years and which results from bhe alternation of a state cf emergency with a
''state of throat to law and order" ^ears no relationship bo the number of persons
charged with alleged acts of terrorism - a number which., in the opinion of the
authorities, justifies the continuance of the state of exception. On the contrary,
as the Special Rapportei;r has already reported, these special powers are used,
"primarily to persecute political dissidents who are not terrorists ac all and to
create a universal climate of fear among the population1'. JO.4/

ill/ A/37/564, para. r>3.

112/ La 3egunda, ?9 December 1982, and La Tercera de la llora, 30 December 1982.

ill/ 5°I> 5-11 Janiary 1983, pp. 11-12.

114/ A/37/56/], para. 6l.
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Table 4

f

Month

January

"February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

TOTAL

Number of persons arrested in Santiago in 198
before a court

Number of persons
arrested

58

37
163

11

39
11

52

56

55

143
20

194

845
(1009b)

j

2, brought
and charged with terrorism

Number of persons
brought before

j the courts

10

1

8

2

6

2

7
0

2

0

1

-

P of

Number of persons
charged with
terrorism

1

0

2

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

-

6
O.71/0

56. The following table, showing arrests in the city of Santiago during 1982
resulting from a purely administrative decision, amplifies the sample to include
any type of legal proceedings for alleged offences of a political character. The
table has been prepared from information transmitted to the Special Rapporteur by
the various non-governmental human rights organizations working in Chile.

57' Thuss of the 845 persons arrested in Santiago in the course of 1982, 467,
or 55•26 per cent, were released without any charge being brought in a court.
Mother 339 people were released by the courts without any charge being proved
against them or were charged with a contravention not constituting an offence.
Only 39 people, or 4-58 per cent of the 845 were charged in court and coirnitted
for trial. The disproportion in these figures is obvious and the Special Rapporteur
is forced to conclude, as he did in his report to the General Assembly, that



Table 5

Year 1932; City of Santiago; breakdown of arrests resulting from a purely
administrative decision without the intervention of a court

Year 1982

To tal number of persons
arrested in month

Released without any charge
being brought

Placed under restricted
residence pursuant to a pure-
ly administrative decision

Expelled pursuant to a purely
administrative decision

Sub-total of persons
arrested and. released
without any charge being
brought in a court

PERCENTAGE
Charged- i n a cour t and
re leased without any
charge being proved

Charged i n a, cour t fo r a
contravention not
cons ti tuting o,n offence

S u b - t o t a l ( 6 + 7 )

Sub-total of persons released
without any charge being
brought or proved or charged
with a contravention
( 2 + 3 + 4 + 6 + 7 )

PERCENTAGE

Charged in court and
committed for t r ia l
PERCENTAGE

TOTAL NUMBER OF PERSONS
ARRESTED IN MONTH

Jan.

58

43

3

—

46

79-32
2

——

2

48

32.75

10

17.24

58

Feb.

37

7

•——

—

7

18.92
2

27

29

36

97.25
1

2.71

t " |

Ma rch

168

21

1

22

12 .1
138

138

160

95.24
8

4.68

168

April

11

5

—

7

63.64
2

2

9

81.82

2

18.18

11

May

39

28

2

—

28

71.79
2

3

5

33

84.62

6

15.38

June

11

4

1

—

5

45.45

4

4

9

31.81

2

18.18

1 1

July

53

36

2

—

38

71.70
6

2

8

46

36.79
7

13.21

53

August

56

40

2

—

42

75.00
4

10

14

56

100

0

Sept.

55

32

5

1

38

69.09
15

1 '

15

53

96.36

2

3.64
55

J

Oct.

143

42

2

—

44

30.56
99

99

143

100

—

0

143

Nov.

20

7

1

8

40
11

11

19

95
l

5
20

Dec.

194

157

23

2

182

93.81
15

1

12

194

100

0

0

194

Total •

h >
'A22
i

'i

' 42

3

467 {

• 1

55.26 f
292

i
47 (

J
339 !
80 6

.95.38

39

' 4-58

845

xs m
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"it rules out Che possibility of concluding on any rational grounds that the arrests
were based on objective criteria ai:aed at establishing the commission of criminal
acts", and that the arrests were thus at variance with "the principles underlying
article 9 of the Universal Declaration of Human flights and article 9 of the
International Covenant on Civil and Poli tical Eights". 2JL5/

(c) Illegal nature of arrests

58, The reports and complaints which have reached the Special Rapporteur on this
subject lead to tho same conclusions a3 those set out in his report to tho
General Assembly. 116/ However, noxe slioul ' be taken of the abusive use which,
according to the complaints transmitted to the Special Rapporteur, the Government is
making of transitional provision nf< (a) of the Constitution. By virtue of that
provisionj the President of the .Republic has absolute discretion to order the arrest
of persons on the grounds of a "state of threat on law and order". Discretion
under this provision has only one limitation, thai of time, as stated in the
provision itself; the period of detention under these special powers may no 0 exceed
five days. However, bhc provision envisages a second exception to the regular and
ordinary regulations relating to arrests, namely that tho period of detention may
be prolonged up to 20 days if ''serious acts OL terrorism have been committed".
Consequentlv, there should be some rational link between the "serious act of
terrorism" and a person whose detention in •prolonged. However, the executive
applies those powers indiscriminately and keeps people illegally detained for
20 days even when it has be^n established beyond doubt that they are in no way
connected with alleged terrorise; acts.

59• The Special Rapporteur has received information which makes it clear that, in
the course of 1982, the f'TTT held, for various periods, 103 people, 29? or
28.15 per cent, of whom were detained w> 00 20 'Jays. But of those 29? only 6, as
stated above, were brought before the courts accused of offences of a terrorist
nature, while the remainder were accused of offences of a, political nature ov
released without any charge being preferred. During tho same year, the carabineroa
and police detained 20 people for more than five days; msnj of them were placed
under restricted residence, pursuant to an admini trative decision, without having
been charged, formally befoa-o any court. Complaints have be?n ins.de to the courts
about this practice of Illegally prolonging the period of detention when the
relevant amparo applications have been filed, and on some occasions the courts have
requested the Ministry of the Interior to indicate ''the terrorist acts that have
prompted the prolongation of the periods of detention1'. The Ministry of the
Interior has never replied directly to such requests; it has, however, delayed its
own handling of relevant amparo applications so that the administrative detention
situation disappears — owing either to the release or to the subjection to another
administrative measure (restricted residence or exile) or the committal, for trial
of the person concerned - before the court seized of such an application can
pronounce any assessment of the illegality of the prolongation of administrative
detention.

115/ A/57/56/, paras. 66 and 6l respectively.

116/ A/57/564, para. 67.
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B, Right to security

1. Persecution and acts of intimidation

60. 'The judicial complaints by persons r-Tfected by variour acts of persecution and
intimidation have not led to any positive result. As the Specie.! f!a,pportetir has
already pointed out in his report to the General Assembly, if the judicial investigations
undertaken in this context are to be successful ! Lho Government must collaborate in
the elucidation of the facts"', 117/' ^o such collaboration, however, has been noted
during the second half of 1902.

61. A quantitative ana-lysis of the acts of persecution and intimidation which were
the subject of complaints during 1JC2 has enabled the Special Rapporteur to establish
that such acts continue to bo of considerable gravity. '.Table 6, which IK set forth
below and was prepared on the basis of cicca supplied to the Special Happorteur "'oj
the various non-governmental organizations concerned vith the protection of human
rights inside Chile, is caifficientljr indicative of the situation.

Table_6

Acts of persecution and intiinide tiqn the,t verc the subject
complaints in Santiago

Comparative table for the last three years

of

Month 1980 19C1 198?

January

February

March

April

Hay

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

2

'A

12

12

10
H

7

17

9

j

21

13

21

7

13

20

<o

19
5

o

6

23

40

6

14

6

5

16

5

5

To cal 113 125

117/ A/37/564 5 para, G4
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62. The table shows that the total number of ?,cts of persecution and intimidation
that were the subject of complaints in the Santiago area during 1932, with a total
of 125 reported incidentn, is mid-way between those which were the subject of
complaints in 1980 and 1981.

63. The Special Rapporteur has likewise noted that the Qualitative analysis of the
incidents reported presents certain features similar to those of the two previous
years and to those in the first half of 1982. .Is he observed in his report to the
General Assembly; ''The acts of intimidation and persecution are not isolated events
but an organized and planned activity. Moreover, they are not committed at random
but are directed against persons selected in advance because of their links "ith
human rights bodiess which definitely proves that they have a political aim". 118/
This is why proceedings in the case reported by the Special Rapporteur in his report
to the General Assembly (''C'onunidad Catacumba" case) were stayed by the examining
magistrate. On an appeal lodged with the Court of Appeals in Santiago, the latter
again ordered a stay of proceedings without having managed to ascertain the identity
of the people hiding behind the secret association "Comunidad Catacumba". 119/

64• Moreover, Patricia Verdugo Aguirre, the journalist with the weekly "Hoy", received
repeated threats and a parcel containing a rotten fish, without any identification of
the sender. Her application for protection filed with the Court of Appeals in Santiago
was dismissed, as was her appeal to the Supreme Court. 120/' Yet on 4 November 1982,
more anonymous threats were received and their purpose, according to a statement by
the Metropolitan Council of the Association of Journalists, was "to intimidate this
journalist in her professional duties". 121/

65« On 25 August 1982, the premises of the Committee for the Defence of the People's
Rights (CODEPU), a non-governmental organization that provides legal advice for
prisoners of conscience, carries out studies on the observance of human rights in
Chile, and publicly denounces cases of torture and deaths in alleged clashes or in
the course of detention, were set on fire, broken into and looted. The Agrupacion de
Familiares de Presos Polfticos (Association of Relatives of Political Prisoners) had
its headquarters at the same premises. On 26 August 1982, 14 persons connected with
CODEPU were arrested and subsequently released. According to official sources, CODEPU
is "a front organization of various groups ma.de up of the disbanded MAPU, Izquierda
Cristiana (Christian Left) and Christian Democrat parties. 122/ According to the
application for amparo filed on behalf of several persons under arrest Blanca Rengifo,
a lawyer and nun who is a member of the Governing Council of the organization in
question; "We were taken bo a secret place of detention and so we were blindfolded1'.
The applicant also stated that she vr.s interrogated ''about my life-time activities as
a nun and about CODEPU"5 she further staced: "they made me sign a statement and some
documents - without letting me read them - saying I had not been subjected to
ill-treatment". 123/ According to the public statement issued by the organization in

118/ A/37/564, para. 87.

119/ A/37/564, paras. 88-89. El liercurio, 30 November 1982 and 14 December 1982.

120/ Hoy, 25-30 August 1932.

121/ Hoy, 17-23 November 1982. See also Chilean Commission on Human Rights,
Report for November 1982, p. 15,

122/ La Segunda, 31 Augusi

123/ Chilean Commission of Human Rights, Report for August 1982, p, 25.

122/ La Segunda, 31 August 1982, ana El Hercurio, 27 August 1982.
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question, "the nature and characteristics of the incidents leave no room for doubt
as to their origin. There can be no question here of mere chance, as the CNI
claims ... recently our headquarters have been under constant surveillance and on
two occasions, at night, the doors have been forced and the premises searched,
without open and brazen removal of OUT belongings, as has happened this time'!.
The statement concludes: "The incidents 'we are exposing are not unexpected nor do
they surprise us in the sombre social, ethical;, legal and political climate in our
country nowadays". 124/ Lastly, on ?7 August 1982, CODEPU filed a criminal
complaint against the National Information Agency (ClTl) for "Iarcen5rs theft and
arson'1. 125/

66. Other acts of persecution and intimidation involved studonts frore. various
university centres, throughout the second half of 1902. Specifically,
Maroela Palma Salamanca, secretary of bhe Students' Centre of the Faculty of Philosophy,
complained of her abduction and subsequent ill-treatment by three unknown persons
when "men interrogated her about her university activities and other student leaders'1

at the Faculty. The incident took place on 31 August 1982 and when the student
refused to answer their questioning "they hit her and then subjected her to
humiliating treatment, releasing her after 11 p.m. on the same day at the same place
as they had forced her to get into a vehicle". 126/ Similarly, during the month of
October 19&2 there were complaints of acts of intimidation against seven students at
the Higher Academy of Pedagogic Sciences and against five students at the
University of Santiago, according to information provided by the Vicaria de la
Solidaridad. 127/

67. As a consequence of the lengthy judicial investigation into the murder of trade
union leader Tucapel Jimenez Alfaro on 25 February 1982 .128/ his nephexr,
Carlos Jimenez Retamal, received anonymous telephone threats, according to a document
submitted to the inspecting magistrate who is handling the investigation into the
killing of the trade union leader, 129/' In the same context, Hernol Flores, who has
taken over from Tucapel Jimenez as President of the AJ3EF, was the subject of a
complaint by the Ministry of the Interior regarding certain alleged comments about
the conduct of the judicial enquiries into the murder in question. In the end, the
Ministry of the Interior refrained from judicial action. 330/ The complainant
lawyers in the affair of the "Vina del ILx crimes" or "case of the psychopaths" were
subjected to similar intimidation. On 20 December 19&2, the lawyers in question each
• filed an application for protection with the Valparaiso Court of Appeal after
receiving "various anonymous threats, including threats of death". 151/ One of the
lawyers, Laura Soto, said that, on two occasions, unidentified persons had threatened
her with death.

124,-' Public statement by the Committee for the Defence of the leople's Rights
(CODEPUj' on 26 August 1982.

125/ La Segunda, 27 August 1982,

126/ El Mercurio, A and 7 September 1962*

127/' Vicarfa de la Solidaridad, Report for October 1982, pp. 24-28.

128/ For the facts, see A/37/564, paras. 30-31.

129/ El Mercurio, 18 September 1982.

130/' Chilean Coranission on Human Rights, Report for November 1982, p. 35.

151/ El Mercurio, 20 December 1982.
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66. On 2 December 1982, a largo number of -workers gathered in the Plaza Artesanos
in Santiago to protest about the country's economic cituation. Permission was
withdrawn at the last moment, so the gathering could not be cancelled in time.
Members of the Carabineros vere present when a large number of unidentified civilians
proceeded to attack many of the people assembled there. _13_2/ On the basis of those
acts, five lawyers filed a criminal complaint "for the offence of assault" and
"against civilians who were not identified but easily could have been identified by
the detachment of Carabineros which vac present at the incident". Six lawyers,
seven journalists and three trade union leaders vere injured. The criminal complaint
makes it clear that the unidentified civilian asrailants vere acting in an organized
manner and were carrying rclubs wrapped up in newspapers and a few had walkie-tallcies".
Although the lawyers repeatedly asked the Carabineros to stop them and arrest them,
the civilians continued to act with the utmost impunity.

69, Finally, the Special Rapporteur has received allegations that Judge
Arnoldo Dreyse of the Santiago Court of Appeals used the text of a decision reached
by him in his capacity an Judge of First Instance in order to express a number of
opinions 'jhich were considered by the attorneys in the case an "improper treatment".
The lawyers in question, Alfonso Irsmisa Bascunan and Fernando Zegers Ramirez, lodged
an appeal, which was allowed, with the Supreme Court, in plenary session, against the
above-mentioned judge,•on the grounds that "Judge Dreyse unquestionably exceeded his
authority in that the language used and the expressions and turns of phrase which were
the subject of the appeal were detrimental to the attorneys" and that, by acting in
this manner "he failed bo accord them the proper deference". The decision of the
Supreme Court concludes by allowing the appeal "only in so far as Judge Dreysefs
attention should be drawn to bi:e grsvii/ r^' ,he ma L ' er arl he a, *oild be ĉ ut-ioned that
he will be subjected to disciplinary meastires if there is a recurrence of the same
conduct". 132,' ®ne °£ ^r'3 .judges was in favour of applying the disciplinary measure
of a private warning.

2» Conditions of detention m prison establishments

70. According bo information submitted to the Special Rapporteur by the non-
governmental organ.iza.tion known as th.3 Coraaitbec' for the Defence of the People's
Rights (CODEPU)S at the end of November 1902 the Chilean prisons contained 0 total
of 171 persons detained for rrir.es of opinion, or '"political prisoners1', as it calls
them. Of these, 25 are reported to be women. In additions r, high percentage of
auch detainees are being held pending trial (at least 126), illustrating clearly the
lengthy nature of bhe proceedings to "hich such detainees are subjected. As the
Special Rapporteur pointed o^b in his report to the General Assembly, the common
denominator is said to be ! the fac\. of being prosecuted or having been convicted for
offences defined by Chileen emergency legislation (in particular, the State Security
Act and the Control of Firearms and Explosives Act), most of which would not be
regarded as crimes or offences under the legal system of a democratic society' , 134,

132/ glJMercurio, 4 December 1982.

133/ glJMercurio, 22 December 1982.

134,.' A/37/564, ?p*r?- 96.
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The Agreement of 24 July 1978 concluded between the Ad Hoc Working Group of the
Commission on Human Rights and the Minister of Justice is still not being applied to
this category of prisoners. Under the terms cf the Agreement, "the Chilean
authorities undertook to separate ordinary prisoners from persons tried or convicted
by military courts or arrested or tried for offences under the Control of Firearms
and Explosives Act". 1J55./ The Spociai 'Rapporteur also informed the General Assembly
of his concern regarding the application of the United Nations Standard Minimum Rules
for the Treatment of Prisoners within Chilean prisons, particularly with.respect to
persons detained for crimes of opinion. 136/

71. During the second half of 1982., the Special Rapporteur received a large number
of reports and accounts of the unsatisfactory conditions to which prisoners are
subjected in Chilean prisons. According to the same sources, the situation of
persons detained for crimes of opinion appears to be particularly distressing.
According to a report by CODEHJ and the Group of Relatives of Political Prisoners in
Chile, the conditions in prison establishments are unhygienic and the facilities
inadequate, which is seriously detrimental to the physical and psychological or
mental health of persons detained for crimes of opinion. 1J>7/ The Special Rapporteur
also received reports of the subjection to threats and mistreatment of two women
detained in the Correctional Centre for Women in Santiago. One of the women
concerned, Ines Peyrau Norambuena, in respect of whom an application for protection
was made bo the Court of Appeals of Santiago on 4 October 1^82, described the
ill-treatment to which she was subjected by Victoria Casiete, a member of the staff
of the Centre. The Court uas requested "to take all the necessary legal measures to
restore the rule of lav; and provide effective protection" to Ines Peyrau and to her
future'son "since their rights to life and to physical and mental integrity were
threatened". The application for protection also described the threats made against
her by the above-mentioned staff member when informing her that "her physical integrity
and that of her son would be violated". Consequently, the Court was asked to provide
protection "for the right to life and physical and mental integrity of the individual"
and "the life of the unborn child by prohibiting the use of any "unlawful coercion".

72. Another application for protection was submitted to the Santiago Court of Appeals
by Rita Pena Cardenas, who, when pregnant, was also detained in the Santiago
Correctional Centre for Women under circumstances similar GO those of the above case.
The application requested protection for the rights "of my personal integrity and
individual security, my health, the life of my unborn child, the right to work,
education and culture". The applicant names "the warden ... and the prison warder
Victoria Canete", and alleges that she was subjected to "repeated threats" and to
especially discriminatory and harsh treatment under the prison regime, particularly
the "unjustified confiscation of my belongings". The Court of Appeals dismissed the
application for protection and, upon appeal, the Supreme Court upheld the ruling of
the lower court. The warder named in the application for protection "denied the

.115/ A/37/564, para. 97,
li£/ V37/564, paras. 100-101.

137/' Association of Relatives of Political Prisoners, Report on the health
situation of political prisoners, Santiago, November 1282.
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charges made against her and said that she simply carried out the orders of the
warden ... as stipulated in the prison regulations". 1J53/

73. The Social Rehabilitation Centre at Colina, a new detention centre, described
to the press as "considered to be the most modern in South America the only one of
its kind", 3J59/ is actually renowned for the discriminatory treatment to which
persons detained for crimes of opinion are subjected there. According to one
non-governmental organization, a sergeani an? a commandea: the guard were noted
"for their special qualifications and proficiency, no I in rehabilitation, but in the
degrading and humiliating treatment of detainees". 142/ According to the same
source, "the food provided and working rnd health conditions" were causes for
serious concern. Indeed, ''a risk of malnutrition, as a result of the inadequate
protein and vitamin content of the food provided, was aico noted by the delegation
of the International Red Cross,". Moreover, according to other sourcesf "prisoners
are punished by beatings administered by three to five prison warders and are
continually threatened". 141/ The^e circumstances were reported in an application
for protection submitted to the Court of Appeals of Santiago by four of the persons
detained for crimes of opinion at the Coline Centre. Specifically, they referred
to the "arbitrary and unjustified treatment received at the hands of the prison
warders", and requested the appointment of a "visiting judge to visit the prison and
report his findings, regarding tho reported occurrences to both the International
Red Cross and the Colina Rehabilitation Centre". 14.2/

74. On 8 December 1982, the Group of Relatives of Political Prisoners, together
with other popular organizations, occupied the offices of the Metropolitan Cathedral
to stage a hunger strike with a view to obtaining, among other things, an "amnesty
for political prisoners". On this occasion, units of Carabineros arrested 16 persons,
and two members of the Group were subjected to the administrative sanction of
restricted residence. 14̂ 5/ In tnis connection, the persons detained for crimes of
opinion in the various centres in Santiago, Valparaiso and Concepcidn instituted a
hunger strike which lasted until 15 December 1982.

75. As part of a television programme on "terrorism", four accused persons being
detained in prison establishments appeared before the cameras, and "made video-
recorded statements in which they admitted having committed crimes". The defence
attorneys submitted an application to the full Supreme Court requesting "an
investigation of irregularities alleged to have been committed in the course of the

138/ El Mercurio, 31 December 1982,

U2/'' El Mercurio, 25 September 1982.

140/ CODEPU, Boletfn de diciembre de 1982, p. 10.

141/ Chilean Commission on Human Rights, Report for December 1982, p. 24.

142/ El Mercurio, Jl December 1982.

145/ According •! o the 'Jiilean Committe? on JIumon Rig-hup, Report for December 1982
pp. 23-24.
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programme" which amounted to a breach of the "secrecy of pre-trial proceedings".
Persons concerned stated that these recordings were made in the secret detention
premises of the C M over a period of 20 days, during which each of them was held
incommunicado, and that the statements were memorized beforehand, with the help
of blows and threats, i,e. under unlawful pressure". 14_4/ However, they were
presented on the television programme as "being interviewed1'.

76. Finally, the Special Rapporteur notes that during December 1982, six persons
detained for crimes of opinion in various prison establishments in Chile had their
prison sentences commuted to exile anJ were accepted as refugees by Belgium and
Norway. As the Special Rapporteur noted in his report to the General Assembly,
these measures were positive since they afforded the individuals concerned "the
minimum conditions for remaking their lives, although in the traumatic situation of
exile". 145/

C« Missing persons

77- The Agrupacidn de Familiares de Detenidos - Desaparecidos (Chilean Association
of Relatives of Missing Detainees) has sent to the Special Rapporteur an updated
list of the cases outstanding in the significant problem of the persons who,
particularly between 1973 and 1978, disappeared after having apparently been arrested,
The listj dravn up with the assistance of Chilean human rights organizations,
contains a total of 662 casera outstanding and the attention of the Commission on
Human Rights is therefore drawn once more to the need to urge the Chilean Government
to co-operate with a view to a final settlement of the problem of disappearances.
In this connection, it may be recalled that the General Assembly has urged the
Government "to investigate and clarify the fate of persons who have disappeared for
political reasons, to inform the relatives of those persons of the outcome of the
investigation and to persecute and to punish those responsible for such
disappearances". _146/

78. In his report to the General Assembly, the Special Rapporteur gave a list of
34 cases of which the judicial investigation had been concluded, _lfLZ/ ^o

must be added 18 caw cases which have now been clarified 1 zioy relate to bodies
found in hidden graves in the Kalchen area jz\ the neighbourhood of El Morro,
Carmen, Maitenes and. Pemehae). Consequently, the total number of cases clarified

1/J4/ Chilean Commission on Human Rights, Report for December 1982, p. 25.

145/ A/37/564, para. 1G8.

146,/ General Assembly resolution 36/157; para. 4 (e). See also A/37/4?
para. 82.

147/ A/37/564, para. 73.
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has risen to 52, The judicial investigation into the case of the hidden graves in
the Mulche'n area was concluded or 29 December 19&Q by the decision of the inspecting
magistrate from the Concepcic'n Court of Appeal that he lacked jurisdiction to continue
investigating the material facts in the case since he had concluded from his
inquiries that members of the armed forces were implicated in the murder of the
18 people concerned 148/ and by his withdrawal from the case in favour of the
milloary courts,

79« The Mulche'n case is an example of the negative results of judicial
investigations, for such inquiries do not satisfy the requests for clarification
submitted by the relatives of the victims. The Special Rapporteur has already
referred to the fact that the Government, as the authority which should be the
guarantor of human rights, not only fails to conduct proper inquiries but even puts
obstacles in the way of judicial investigations and goes so far as to condone
concealment of evidence (for example, it has been reported on more than one occasion
that records of prisoners going back more than three years have been burned).
Furthermore, the 1978 Amnesty Decree-Law transforms judicial investigations into a
mere formality since, even when they end in the identification of the perpetrators
of the disappearances under consideration and of their accessories before, during
and after the fact, none of them will be punished because they will immediately benefii
from the application of the amnesty. Finally, the courts confine themselves to a
formal inquiry and once the victim has been located and the perpetrators have been
identified, they canno b Go otherwise than apply the amnesty. Of the 662 cases
outstanding, only ijO cases of missing detainees are currently under investigation in
the Department of Santiago, which gives an idea of the paucity of judicial action
on the subject.

80. The appointment of inspecting magistrates means that, in most cases, the crimes
which have been committed are proved, as happened in the Mulche'n case mentioned
above. But this procedural result does not lead to the complete clarification of the
matter, since the work of the inspecting magistrate is bound to end in a declaration
of incompetence and withdrawal in favour of the special jurisdiction when it
establishes the crime and the participation in it of persons with military privileges.
Subsequently the military courts wind up the investigations by ordering the stay
of these pre-trial proceedings on the pretext that "no crime has been proved", although
the ordinary courts have reached exactly the opposite conclusion with respect to the
same cases.

81. The Special Rapporteur concludes that the Chilean authorities should co-operate
fully in the inves tigation of the cases of the 662 missing persons so that the wishes
of the international community, which have been widely expressed, may be definitively
satisfied.

.148/' Vicaria de la Solidaridad, Annual Report for 1980, pp. 52-54.
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IV. RIGHT TO FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT

A. Right to enter and leave the country freely

82. The Special Rapporteur has paid special attention to the exercise of this
right in previous reports. 149/ As regards the period covered by the second half
of 1922, there have been no legislative changes indicative of improvement. The
Government of Chile continues to give an undue excessively broad interpretation
to the term "national security'1, particularly in the context of the maintenance
of the two states of emergency that empower the President of the Republic to
"prohibit particular persons from entering and leaving the territory" and "to
refuse entry into, or expel from, the national territory" Chilean nationals and
foreigners. This is implicit in the combined application of article 41>
paragraphs 2 and 4» and of the twenty-fourth transitional provision of the
Constitution which provide respectively for the declaration of a state of
emergency and of a disturbance of the internal p-sace of the State. When the
President or, as appropriate, the Minister of the Interior make use of the
twenty-fourth transitional provision, "it is not possible to appeal to any
authority other than that which ordered the measure". In addition, under
article 41, paragraph 7, of the Constitution "the measures relating to expulsion
from the territory of the Republic and to the prohibition on returning to the
country ... shall remain in force after the termination of the state of emergency
which gave rise to them for as long as the authority which took them has not
expressly revoked them". 150/ Lastly, the Special Rapporteur has noted the
continued application of the circular of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of
11 February 1980, which specifically refers to the existence of a "national list",
namely, a list of persons who are debarred from entering the country and whose
passports are endorsed with the letter "L". This measure covers persons who are
conducting a campaign against Chile, whicn term means those who engage in
activities ?(through the mass media", those who engage in "overt participation"
in public meetings or who attempt to participate "in meetings of international
bodies or non-governmental bodies", as well as those who submit "written or oral
information of a negative character to the aforementioned bodies" (para. 9 of the
circular). 151/

83. It is virtually impossible to arrive at an accurate estimate of the number
of persons directly affected by these legislative measures and who, because of
them, are compelled to live outside the country, thus giving rise to the phenomenon
(which the international community has repeatedly condemned) of political exile.
In this connection, in his report to the General Assembly, the Special Rapporteur
quoted the figure of 1.2 million persons which was provided by the Catholic
Migration Institute (INCAMI). 152/ However, this figure is believed to include
not only Chileans exilad on political grounds, but also emigration of an economic
and social kind. Although the Government has declined to publish the list of
persons who figure on the '"national list" and who are therefore prevented from
returning to Chile, authorized Government sources have said that they number about

149/ See, in particular, A/37/564, paras. 109-126.

150/ See A/37/564, para. 112.

151/ See A/37/564, para. 115.

152/ See A/37/564, paras. 116 and 123.
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"10,000 or 11,000". 153/ However, other sources suggest that the political exiles
number about 38,000 persons, without counting members of their immediate
families. 154./ In view of the discrepancies in the information'provided by the
various sources, the Special Rapporteur would stress the need for the Government
to publish the names of the persons prevented from returning to Chile, with a
view to laying down some minimum bases of legal certainty and, at the same time,
enabling the problem of Chilean exiles, which has been before the international
community since 1973 > to be tackled with the necessary objectivity. It would
then be up to the Government to clarify the situation, at least from a strictly
quantitative standpoint. A number of non-governmental human rights organizations
which operate in Chile, such as Vicaria de la Solidaridad, the Chilean Commission
on Human Rights and the Committee for the Return of Chilean Exiles, made public
statements to this effect during October 1982.

84. In another context, the Special Rapporteur has followed closely the Chilean
Government's first positive gesture towards solving the exile problem. It
concerned an announcement made by the President of the Republic, in the course
of a public speech on 25 October 1982, that he r-jas to appoint a Special Commission
to undertake a review of the problem. 155/ Tht; Special Commission was finally
established by Decree No. 1456 of 8 November 1902, 156/ article 1 of which
provides that the object of the Commission shall be "to review and propose to the
President of the Republic solutions concerning the position of persons who have
been prohibited from entering the country1'. Pursuant to article 2 of the Decree,
the Commission was composed of the Minister of the Interior (acting as Chairman),
the Minister of Justice, the Chairman of the Council of State and attorneys
Valenzuela and Rivadeneira. The Under-Secretary of the Ministry of the Interior
acted as Secretary to the Commission. The establishment of the Special Commission
was received very favourably by all the Chilean human rights organizations and,
generally speaking, by all the news media. 157/ The Vicarfa de la Solidaridad also
issued a public statement on 9 November 1982, in which it expressed satisfaction
at the Government's initiative. It qualified this, however, by addressing "a
request to the relevant authorities to arrange for the names of persons who are
prohibited from entering the country to be made public as soon as possible".
On 26 October 1982, the Chilean Commission on Human Rights issued a statement to
the same effect, adding that "in any event, the authorities will have to respect
the principle that, in the final analysis, it is the Higher Courts of Justice that
weigh the points of law and fact on which the measures relating to a prohibition
on entry are based, and which decide, in the light of the merits of each case, on
the applications for amparo submitted by those concerned along with the Commission's
findings". 158/

153/ According to statements by Mr. Manuel Trucco, Permanent Representative of
Chile to the United Nations, as reported in the newspaper El Mercurio of
29 October 1982.

154/ According to the Committee for the Return of Chilean Exiles, the review
Hoy in its issue of 3-9 November 1982, The Times of 18 November 1982, and the
Chilean Commission on Human Rights, Report for December 1982, p. 2.

155/ El Mercurio, 26 October 1982.

156/ Diario Oficial of 10 November 1982.

157/ Realidad, November 1982, editorial; El Mercurio, 12 November-1982,
editorial; Mensaje, December 1982.

158/ The Committee for the Return of Chilean Exiles expressed similar views
in its statement on 26 October 1982. See, in this connection, El Mercurio,
10 November 1982, and Hoy, 17 November 1982.
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85. The Chilean Government also informed ohe United wsticns Secretary-General of
the establishment of the Special Commission; as th»= Minister for Foreign Affairs
him&felf stated, ''The establishment of tne Commission which is considering the
question of the return of exrJes was one of the reasons that promp-ted a favourable
change in the attitude of a number of countries regarding the human rights
c . ,uf>t"on in Chile". 1̂ 9./ T10 Minister v;ent on to say that "even the United Sc_t.e'>
delegation to the United KstJ <rs :-"• ferred to it in approving terms and said that
ic is indicative of an improve ae.,l in tne human rights situation in the country", _i

86. On completing its work, the Special Celtics:" on p;'epar£d an advisory report
which it submitted to the President tf the Republic on 16 Decenber 1982. The
report was not published, on the grounds th.it it was an 'internal working document".
On 29 Decerbcr l?82, the dissolution of the Commission was announeca, alth'-.uc> ViJ
relevant Dcxre^ was not published in the Diario Oficial. l6l/ rfejever, >,i,
24 Deoerbfci" 1982, a list was published of 125 persons who woula be allowed V
enter the country immediately. In January 393J, a second lis., was publis'.ec '/. . 1
79 names 162/ which, together wi ch 'c'i<' previcjr li-,o aid a'.other 59 persons who
were permitted to return in September ] 932, r.,al:ef. a co':ai of 243 persons authorized
to return to the country in the ler/c five months of the Special Rapporteur's
current mandate.

87. It is clear that the results oC tro Special Commission's work have not lived
up to expectations. For instance, in a -^at^ui-nt nad& on 24 December 1982, tno
Chilean Commission o.i Human Rights •'te&ci^ac xitolf sa ''deeply saddened that the
promises of reconciliation and uni-y of ths national community and the hopes which
so many families have justifiably rur-cured ... have again been frustrated". It
added "we are gratified that 125 persona have been authorized to return to Chile,
but are concerned tnat the Government !,as recognised tnat over 10(000 persons are
in exile and that other report,"; put t^i^ fi -jre at eve- 30,000v, Moreover, in a
press release dated 3° December- 3 932, ';l.o CoTinit'-ee for tho Return of Chilean
Exiles made the same point, staging tr.̂ t "the current of lope that flowed through
i.he lives of certain exiles came to an enJ '. aen it was cut nfl by an act of cru 1'yj
.na;; once again endangers their mental well-being, since they are confronted by
v ~n.artainty as to vhethe;- thet'r return to the country is a question of a pardon by
've authorities, vjhich d^ea .ict demand c.i respect for persons and their rights",

C8. The Special Raot--c^u^, fo>' u's part, would point out that the final solution
':o the problem of txile mupt involve repeal of the emergency legislation refsrrt-i
to earlier, sirce it rep^ecents the -eg?. *\ s.-^ '̂ rlc to w'hj.ch recourse is had ; ;
order to Tc-in^ain the prohibitions on ertry and adminisi 'ative expulsions that
create the phenomenon of strictly political uxile. Throughout the second half r*"
\n%?, the Gcvarnnent continued to make use of these measures and ordered fvr'^r-"
4 1 .'. IPJ v.4' —cinj oitions on entry.

El Mercurio, 12 Decomter "9ot , .".n s '•epoi c en the s". "tcrrei os by che
I'-Jnicter on 11 December x982

El Mercurio, same date. Chilean CoTnis&ion on Human Rights, Report
for December 1932, p/31

161/ Hoy, p -11 January 1983.

162/ El Mercurio. 15 Ja.va.v '•*•"* ' -
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>>-'. Ir tnin connoction, it shouIJ b not-d tlntM in its
;I ^gus<, 19o2, thj Supreme Court dismissed tne appeal of Jaime Cascillo Vclasco
who had bad recourse to tbt. counts t"> challenge tVv jovemn-.nt measure prohibiting
v. its v rfhicn nis bfc< n n-iiig ng ovor '.L1 sine il i.jgust lyd- , wnen ""e was expell_d
xroir Cml«. ]_6j>/ On t^at occasion, I no prenio Court i^nel" t'-& opinion of the
-antltgo Court of icrad to cn>_ sTfjcv. t-al 11- .."Oi.;.c:oi on Castillo's entry,
0 -Old id pursuant to ~>r .xcL' i"1 > pav*a*r3ph 'l ( of the Constitution, was not subject
to >"e.vic;̂  bv trat Court 3ec*Jo-1 'it is ^ot n̂ cefisp'-y to consider tin-' Government s
rt,iuons fjr.st for ^yo^lling Li", from tr - ccunt^rv and jft> ruprds for orohimting
hi^ re eiV.̂ y , since t'^st are -o;afG5 tiiat lava e lr_nor b<_on completed and tnat
pr~* ided grounds at "CT; a^o^ouri ̂ cc titnt for th^ application of Other remecics'"
(ciajse 2 of the judgement of fif Sucren; Co'artj . Ĵ S • or invoking tne ri~r>t to
cc triid by one courts, t. >e Suorcn^ Court also e^do^std the opinion of the Court
of ftpp^-il to the tffect that, during lit sx;3tc of ^ner^^hcy, tne Executive can
elect either to act judicially o>~ zo exercise its etwrrency powers (clause 17),
which would nean that the Judiciary abdicates its exclusive jurisdictional pow>=r
and maKes it possible for trie Executive actually to impose sentences in administrative
proceedings. Furthermore, clause 3 o£ the ludgemnt in oaestion invokes article 41»
paragraph 7, of the Constitution, stating taat tne Decree on prohibition of entry
issued under a state of emergency nas permanent effect; it remains in force as
long as the authority union issued it has not expressly revoked it". According
to a study conducted by the ificaria de 1P Solidaridad, the 'doctrine laid down
in these decisions is extremely serious, since it leaves the way open for this
type of reasoning ... to become the general rule. 3y /ircae of the temporary
powers provided for In transitional article 2 ', a person can be expelled from the
country; then article Al, paragraph 4> is invoked to prevent hin from entering
the country, and t m s prohibition is given permanent effect1*. 164/

90. The Special Rapporteur has also refsrred to t^o similar position of
Andres Zaldivar Larrain, who is also m exil--. 1§5/ Tno application for amparo
filed u'ith tne. Santiago Court of Appeal was unanimously disiiissed on the grounds
that 'there is no need to re-analyse the Government's reasons for prohibiting
the appellant's ^ntry into thw country when it issued Decree 3^0 of I98O" and
that, pursuant tr article Al. paragraph 7, of tne Constitution, "the prohibition
on entry into the country decreed during the stare or energency takes effect
as from that moment, and those effects ceas^ only when the decision is revoked
by the issuing authorities, even although the stat-j of emergency which gave rise
to it may have ceased . 165/ kn appeal lodged witn the Supreme Court was
likewise dismissed, trie judgement of the Court of Appeal being apneid in its
entirety. Io7_'

91. Four other oersons vier^ ^e -enoarkod ard sent baci< at Santiago International
Airport, thoir right to enter the country oeing denied. They wer'.:
Oriana Moraga Gomes, on 50 November 19^2, together with ner five ytar-old daughter;
Marcola 0rt:"z do Zarate Eroughton, on 2T Decemosr 1982; Hector Pontigo Poblete,
on 22 Df-cemo^r 1982 and ?->tner Gonzalo Arroyo S.J.. on 27 December 1982. In

165/ See background in A/37/564, oar?. 12').

Vicaria de la Solidaridad, 11 I'^echo a Vivir ^r la Patria, (the right
to live in one's country), ^renbisropric cf Santiago, 13 September 1^32, p. 9-

165/ A/37/5^. P^^a- 12^.

166/ Fl .-ercurio, 3 September 1982.

167/ El ilercurio. 15 October 1}82, and Chilean Coramission on hu.nan Rights,
Report for Oceobjr 1982, p. 30.
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the same connection, the trade-union leader Silvio Victorino Espinoza Sanchez
was expelled frorr the country by administrative decision on 4 September 1982. He
had been detained on 24 August 1982 at secret CNI premises, subjected to torture,
and his administrative detention unlawfully extended to 20 days, despite the
application for amparo filed on his behalf.

92. A similar fate was suffered by the trade-union leaders, Manuel Bustos Huerta,
President of the National Trade Union Co-ordinating Body (CMS), and
Hector Cuevas Salvador, President of the National Euilding Confederation, and
also a leader of the CNS, who were expelled on 3 December 1982 by decree of the
Ministry of the Interior. 168/ Both expulsions were condemned by trade-unions
and student organizations, popular groups, and former Chilean members of
parliament. A communique signed by ID persons connected with the disbanded
Christian Democrat Party stated that expulsion is "not only an infringement of
human rights, but is also incompatible with the most elementary notion of
reconciliation and national unity". It added that "on this basis, it is not
possible to ensure the co-existence of all Chileans5'. The Committee for the
Return of Chilean Exiles, for its part, said that "it has been clearly demonstrated
that there is no real indention on the part of the authorities to solve the exile
problem*'. Furthermore, the Confederation of Private-Sector Employees, in another
statement, called for "the complete restoration of trade-union freedom, in
accordance with the norms introduced oy ILO and the United Nations1'. Groups such
as the Association of Poor Metropolitan Communities, the Committee for the Defence
of Youth Rights (CODEJU). Committee for the Protection of Human and Trade-Union
Rights, and the Association of Relatives of Missing Persons, expressed similar
views. JL69/ Several applications for amparo were filed, two of which, submitted
on behalf of Hector Cuevas, were dismissed by the Court of Appeal on 11 January 1983.
Another application for amparo, submitted on behalf of Manuel Bustos, was dismissed
by the Court of Appeal. 170/

93. On 5 December 1982, Carlos Podlech Michaud, President of the National
Association of Wheat Producers, was also expelled from the country. 171/ An
application for ampa ro filed with the Santiago Court of Appeal was dismissed on
the grounds that the said person, "shielding behind trade-union office, waged an
active campaign of rebellion against the authorities", according to a communique
issued by the Ministry of the Interior on 6 December 1982. The Court of Appeal
held that Exempt Decree No. 4022 of the Ministry of the Interior was issued
pursuant to transitional provision 24 (c) of tne Constitution and that "the
grounds for the measure are failure on the part of the subjects of the amparo
proceedings to comply with the order denying permission to hold a trade-union
meeting at the SOFO premises". Furthermora ''using powers that are exclusive to it,

168/ El Mercurio, 4 December 1982.

169/ El Iiercurio, 5 December 1982. See also El Pais of 7 December 1982;
Hoy_, 8-L4 December 19?2; and thy Chilean Commission on Human Rights, Report
for December 1982S pp. 29-30.

170/ El Mercurio, 12 January 1983.

171/ El Mercurio, 6 December 1532.
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the Executive apolied to Mr. Podlech measures that sire provided for in the
Cons1.1tucion ana that dc not allow of any rc;.:edy ota*>r 'caan rsviyw by the
authorities vhich ordered them. 172/ An app..al has hoen filed with the Supreme
Court whjch. at th^ tin:«, of writing, hsd not deliv&",;d judgement. 173/ Similarly,
t.h>~ Supreme Cc.rt unanimously dismissed thf appeal .coc'gi-"1 by Juli-eta HortenSTa"
Carrasco Salve, who had al-'o been prohibited fro^ & ".taring the country on the
ground thnt she 'constitutes a danger to the-internal peaci; of the State',
pursuant to trcns.ltio.'i.' provision 2 4 v rj) of the Constitution. 124/

5'-1 . The .Tiothoc of exil-i thrcjjh judicial excision was lik-jwis'.1 upheld by
I'm Santiago Court of Appjai 'r tli-j cases of Jose and Carlos Caucaman Perez,
Ronuio Fuontes Siiva and JSSUS Diaz Cof rv, charged with "the offence of
propagating Marxist doctrine". 1_7_5/ The same applies to the judgement at first
instance pass&d on the nino alleged members of the Christian i_eft Party who had
been charged with violations of Decree-Law do. 77 concerning unlawful associations:
the Court of Appeal upheld the judgement at first instance, although on appeal
the Supreme Court altered the sentence of exile to a sentence of suspended
imprisonment subject to supervision by the Convicted Offenders' Aid Association. 1J6.

B. Freedom of movement and freedom to choose one's residence

95- As already notod, both freedoms are severely restricted in Chile as a
result of the application of transitional provision 24 (d) of the Constitution,
under which the President of the Republic, acting through the Minister of the
Interior, may order any parson to reside in a specific urban locality within
the country for a period not exceeding 90 days, without any judicial decision,
without any charge being brought and without the possibility of appeal to any
court, all on the grounds that there is a danger that the internal peace of the
State* will be disturbed. The possibility of enforced residence imposed by
judicial sentence also exists. 1_77/ Table 7, below, gives comparative figures
for 1981 and 1982 in respect of the number of cases of enforced residence that
have been imposed by the Executive, according to information supplied to the
Special Rapporteur by a number of non-governmental organizations concerned with
the protection of human rights in Chile.

172/ El Mercurio, 31 December 1982.

175/ El Mercurio, 2 January 19G3 -

174/ El Mercurio, 2 September 1582.

175./ A/37/564, para. 118.

176/ Se-'j A/37/56A, para. 118, and Cl Mercurio, 2 October 1982.

177/ A/37/564, para. 129-
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of -;nforced

Table 7

through administrative measures

Month 1981 1982

January

February

March

April

May

Juns

July

August

Ssptesnber -

October

November

Decenbtr

TOTAL

11

11

5
7(

15

1

1

1

5

2

3

5

6

7

2

2

2

2

11

6

25

50 74

96. As can be. scsn from table "(, th&r>; ha? been 3 significant increase in tne
nmaber of cas-r;s of enforced ret-idvance ordered by the; Executive pursuant to
transitional provision 2< (d) of the Constitution, which is always directed against
those who publicly manif-at their ctioagrteru nc with tht. existing political, economic
and social 37ste.fi in Chile. Mention must b*-- m;.de in this connection of the
23 casas of i-iforcsd residence imposed during Dicembor 1982 as a rwsult of
participation in a public demonstration that took place- iii Santiago on
15 December 1^82, with a vi^w to protesting a~ the situation of economic crisis.
afflicting the country.

9?'- The nathod of judicially enforced rasidence was recontlj' used by the Supreme
Court in th<% case of Hsctor Malatrassi, Alfredo Iriarts and Luis Portilla v?ho were
charged with unlawful association arid sj.icopccd to 'cwo years' exil« by the Court
of Appeal for an offenc; undjr tn»" State Security Act. jL/78/ Moreover, on
7 December 19o2, tha Hinist-ir of the Interior issued five decrees of enforced
residence 5.n r.̂ spt-ct of tn<s sarâ  number of persons for having narticipated in a
gathering that took place on 2 Docurabar 19-2 at th ; Plaza Artasanos de Santiago,
to which the Spscial Rapporteur hes already rdf-Trcd. 122'' Lastly, threes other
oeople, raon>'oors of the Commltto; for th.-. D.-f_ncv of louih Eights (CODEJU;, were
also subjects of the administrative measure of anforc:-,d r'jsid&nco during December 198'
according to information roc^iv.d froro tb.= Chilean Commission OP Human Rights. 180/

31 Mt;rcurio 3

1582.

S i c above, Chapter III, A, 1 (a;:
Arrests ac public gatherings.

Ch: luan Conurasslon on Human Rights, Report for December 1982.
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RIGHT TO PROCEDURAL GUARANTEES

A, Right to an effective remedy

98, International rules make extensive provision for tne rignt to claim an
affective remedy from a competent authority, preferably judicial, in the event
oT a \n elation of the rights recognized in the>i, and also recognize the obligation
i-,o comply vith the decision of tnaz authority (article 2 (3) of the International
Covenant '~n Civil and Political Fights and article 6 of the Universal Declaration
cf Hi'msr ?.ights}. With regard to Chile's internal legislation, the
Special Rapporteur has already referred to the remedies "of protection" and
"of s-TT̂ aroj , established in articles 20 and 21 of the Constitution respectively. l8d/
A chird procedure is provided for in article Zl (3) of cne Constitution, which
stitc.c tnrt v.n application for 'imparo ''may be lodged on behalf of any prrson who
unlawfully suffers any other privation, perturbation or fcfrrest to his right to
personal freedon and individual security. Tnis is the ''early application for
£LrT'\1?0."? J;'n0 filing of which enaoles the respective judiciaries to order the
mease-re, of amparo known as the remedy of ordinary amparo ''deemed conducive to
the reinstatement of the rule of lew and to securirg due protection of the person
cor.cernec11. However, in many cases the Courts cf Appeal in practice confuse the
"early application for amparo" of article 21 (3) of the Constitution with the
'"I-GPCC7., of protection1' provided for in article 20 of the same instrument. There
T>;ou"'d appeal- to be an exception to this practice in the judgement of
23 Septc ,i'oor 1982 declaring admissible an early application for amparo lodged on
behalf of 'lanuol Fernando Rubio Manrique. inasmuch as there is agreement to
"instruct the National Information Agency (CMI) to refrain from holding the person
In question ,.. as no arrest warrant has been issued by a competent authority".
The person in question bad indeed submitted the application because he had been
detained by the CNI and interrogated about his alleged political activities at
a bixv.e '.hen no arrest warrant had been issued against Rubio Manrique.

9?. Table 8 below makes a comparative study of the total number of applications
for aTTO~.ro submitted in the city of Santiago in the past three years, with
specif.i reference to each month in 1982. It has been prepared from information
sent to th? Special Rapporteur by various non-governmental organizations dealing
\ii.':h the protection of human rights in Chile.

L51 / See A/37/564, para. 137.
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Table 8

Month

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Total

In 1981

In 1982

Applications for

City

On behalf of .
prisoners

20

5
21

18

13

8

20

25

27

21

9
70

257

255

311

(46)

(6)

(33)
(38)

(25)

(8)

(AS)

(27)

(27)

(39)

(13)

(163)

U9D

(420)

(892;

i

of Santiago,

Carly
aDplication

1

1

2

1

2

J

5

2

6

6

•

2

34

93

79

(1)

01)

(4)

(1)

(2)

(30)

(15)

(2)

(9)

(9)
(...)

(2)

(79)

(747)

(139)

aTiparo

1982

, On

i <•*

2

1

4
l

2

1

3

14
!

i w

77

behalf of
cxilfcs

(-)

(-)

(3)

(3)

(1)

(4)
(l)

(3)

(-.>

(-)

(~)

(3)

(18)

(26)

(9D

21

6

2A

21

16

17

2?

29

33
27

9

75

305

367

Total

(47)
(10)

(40)

(42)

(20)

(42)

(64)

(50)

(36)

(48)

(13)

(168)

(383)

(593)

(1 122)

Note; The figures in brakcets indicate the numbers of persons covered by
the applications.

100. The wide use of the technique of recourse to the remedy of amparo in the
Chilean law courts is not, however, as effective as might be expected in view of
the fact that the lives, safety or freedom of persons are at stake. In his report
to the General Assembly, the Special Rapporteur noted the exercise of this kind
of remedy during the first six months of 1982, to have boon uncertain, and this
trend was generally maintained during the second half of 1982. 182/ He also pointed

182/ A/37/564, para. 138.
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out that this uncertainty is directly related to the combination of successive
declarations of a state of emergency (article 41 (4) of the Constitution) and of
a state of emergency due to threats to the internal peace of the country
(twenty-fourth transitional provision of the Constitution) which has been maintained
since the date when the Constitution entered into force (11 Karen 1981). In the
circumstances, the right of defence in areas vital to human rights has, in many
respects, been suspended: for instance, no legal remedy is available in respect
of administrative decisions relating to detention, enforced residence, expulsion,
or prohibition of meetings and new publications. 163/

101. The information collected by the Special Rapporteur concerning judicial practice
during the second half of 1932 corroborates the application of this emergency
legislation. In this connection, mention should be made of the protracted trial
of nine persons allegedly connected with the Christian Left Party (Partido de
Izquierda Cristiana), including senior officials of the Chilean Commission on Human
Rights, members of the Group on Constitutional Studies and of the Peace and Justice
Service (Servicio Paz y Justicia) (SERPAJ). 184/ As well as the various procedural
regularities that occurred in the first phase of this trial and which have already
been mentioned by the Special Rapporteur, 135/ a number of judicial errors have
also been made in this case:

In the first place, the examining magistrate in the case delivered his
judgement at first instance on 11 August 19&2, 136/ charging the nine persons
concerned with tho offence of "unlawful association" under Decree-Law No. 77 of 1973,
which banned political parties and activities of that kind. The judgement states
that "they were engaged in subversive activities directed towards organizing the
outlawed Christian Left Party, with the specific aim of participating actively in
political subversion against the legally established Government!i. The examining
magistrate based his findings on an extrajudicial confession purported to have been
obtained from the persons concerned in the secret premises of the CNI, where they
had been detained incommunicado and subjected to torture. For their part, the
prisoners had complained to tne examining magistrate that they had been tortured
and threatened by CNI agents, and they denied any involvement in the offence of
unlawful association. Consequently, they denied the validity of the extrajudicial
interrogation and statements obtained by unlawful coercion by the CNI in the secret
places of detention.

102. The finding of the examining magistatu calls into question the independence
of the Chilean judiciary, and is further proof that the exercise of the right to an
effective remedy is uncertain. Thus, in tne judgement in question, the magistrate
used political and ideological arguments that could hardly be considered compatible
with the independence of any judiciary. Referring to the period of constitutional
emergency prevailing in Chile, he said that the activities of the persons concerned
had been "incompatible with the institutional evolution which the country has" mapped
out and needs" (twenty-second clause) and justified the sentence of exile as being
deserved by anyone who "in secrecy threatens the evolution of the national .
institutional system ... since the Government is systematically carrying through
a phase in the return to institutional normality1' (twenty-second and twenty-eighth
clauses).

185/ Ibid.

184/ A/37/564, para. LU.

185/ Ibid.

186/ Hoy, 3-9 November 1982.
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10J. Moreover, the judgement confirms che CJIvs lutnority to detain, despite tha
fact that, according to article 90 of the Constitution, this security body is not
authorized to make arrests and still less 00 subject unlawfully detained persons to
interrogation under coercion in secret placjs. "either does Decree-Law "to. 1878,
of 13 August 197") which conferred legal status on it as a 'specialized military
agency", recognize the Cfo'I t-o have tuis power. Joivev^r, for the examining magistrate,
che CNI "also has de facto an official function which is public knowledge'1 (third
clause) and "the CNI's premises are secret for reasons of security" {seventh clause);
he thereby showed considerable tolerance of thj arbitrary and illegal procedures
which are habitual in CNI premises. Further, th<- examining magistrate took the
view that "the actions of the Director or nembe^s of the CNI arc those of an official
agency, and thus the documents issued by them in the course of their duties are
official instruments for the purposes of the criminal law." (third clause).
Therefore, documents that accused persons were compelled to sign in the secret
premises of the CNI under threat have been viewed as official instruments"
constituting admissible evidence against the'-i, loj / %nd that without any reference
to the circumstances in which those statements wfcrv obtained. On the otner hand,
a deposition in the presence of the examining rnagistrat, himself denying
participation in the acts described in the said extrnjudicial confessions "extorted
by force has no value as evidence for a- tricl judge who, in -exercise of his
discretion, takes as proven all the charges .aade by the Government, in accordance
with the annexes attached to the case by tn^ CNI.' 188/

Finally, attention should be dr~.wn to th_ distortion in the judgement arising
from the judge's power to assess the evidence ''in ̂ xorcise of his discration" when
this faculty cannot imply "tolerance to "How other methods of proof than those
expressly specified by law', since an ^ssessnont in L.xercise of discretion does
not extend to acceptance of an interpretation that is outside the law or unlawful.'1 189/

104. In the second place, the judgenent at first instinct, under which the nine
persons involved were sentenced to 3^1 davs! exile, was confirmed in all points by
the Santiago Court of Appeal. When «. further appeal w>s lodged, 190/ the
Supreme Court, in a ruling on 9 December 1982, amended the sentences of exile to
541 days' imprisonment. The sentence w? • remitted for dg'it of the persons
concerned and they were placer, under th^ control of the Patronato de Reos
(Offenders1 Association). 191/ It should be noted that, although the Supreme Court
changed exile to imprisonment, it nevertheless continued to state that the persons
concerned were guilty of non-violent political dissidence and, still more important,
did not pronounce on whether the CNI possessed police powers or on the probative
value of the assertions made by the age.its of that security agency.
Raul Reyes Suzarte's sentence of 541 days' imrpsionment was not remitted.

187/ In this connection, see Vicaria de la Solidaridad, £1 Direcho c Vivir
en la Patria, Archbishopric of Santiago, 13 September 1932, pp. 11-14.

188/ Ibid., p. 14.

189/ Ibid., p. ]A .

190/ El Mercurio, 26 August 19O2.

191/ El Mercurio, 10 December 1982.
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105. As regards the application of the right to an effective remedy, the Special
Rapporteur notes that the Santiago Court of Appeal nade a posi fcive judgement on
14 December 19&'2 in connection with an application for protection submitted on behalf
of Oriana Isabel 01i«/os Marfn, a student who had been sent down from the University
by a decision issued against her by thp Academic Vice-Rector of the University.
The notice of her expulsion stated tnao it was motivated by the fact "that she had
been caught carrying and distributing pamphlets calling upon the students to rebel
against autnority"'. The Court of Appeal declared the application for protection
admissible under the right to an effective remedy Decause ''the background information
provided cannot be viewed as indicative of an internal investigation of a formality
commensurate with the seriousness and impartiality needed for the implementation
of a measure as serious as expulsion". It went on to say that "a disciplinary
measure was applied against her in an arbitrary manner ... without hearing her and
leaving her unaware of bhe charges made against her". Consequently, "the application
is admissible ... and the decision is hereby revoKed ... and the petitioner"s
enrolment in the University of Santiago remains valid".

106. With regard to the powers in respact of administrative detention claimed in
practice by the National Information Agency (Ci^I), the Special Rapporteur earlier
informed the General Assembly of the contents and scope of the Supreme Court decision
of 26 April 1982 in which the Supreme Court requested the Executive ''to arrange for
the National Director of that service (CKI) to be given instructions informing him"
that he must ''comply strictly with the constitutional and legal obligation to execute
the decisions of the ordinary courts, since he has no power to assess the grounds,
appropriateness, justification or lawfulness of a judicial order which he is called
to carry outf;. 192/ This decision was the outcome of the CNT' s refusal to comply
with a legal decision requesting the appearance in court of two persons on whose
behalf an application for amparo, the main objective of which is a ruling of
habeas corpus, had been submitted. At one same time, the Special Rapporteur pointed
out that the subsequent practice of tne judiciary and the CNI seemed inconsistent
with the full application of that decision; t:iis also seems to have been the case
throughout the second half of 1982. Tne case of Elizabeth Rendic Olate is significant.
She was arrested b-/ carabineros on 28 November 1982 195/ and immediately handed over
to the CHI. On 29 November 1982, an application for amparo was filed on ner behalf,
requesting that the court should order her to be brought before it. The same
application was made on 2, 7 and 9 December 1982, and on none of these occasions
did the court accept the contents of the application for amparo. Indeed, the
Special Rapporteur has not discovered a single instance of an application for amparo
to the Santiago Court of Aopeal between 28 April 1932 and the end of the year in
which the Court agreed to order the detained person to be brought before it.
Consequently the Supreme Court's decision of 28 April 1932 cannot be credited with
being the least effective. On the contrary, the Courts of Appeal continually avoided
ordering action to be taken; that would not appear to be in conformity with the spirit
of the decision by the Supreme Court.

107. Throughout the second half of 1932, the Special Rapporteur once again noted
other important shortcomings in the exercise of the right to an effective remedy,
particularly the remedy of amparo. Hence, he feels compelled to draw attention to
the slowness in processing applications for araparo, which would in no way appear
consonant ;:ith the legal requirement or 2l\ hours, as specified in article 308 of
the Code of Penal Procedure. Thus, In the abo^e-mentioned case of Elizabeth Rendic,
23 days elapsed before the application for amparo was heard. According to information

192/ A/3?/56i-, paras. 150 155.

193/ -SI 1'iercû io, I December 1982.
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received by the Special Rapporteur,, for a samole of 60 applications for amparo
submitted in tha second half of 1$82 to ths Santiago Court of Appeals. the results
in terms of the period that elapsed between the submission of the application and
the judgement at first instance were the following: none of the applications for
amparo was heard before the fifth day, nine of them were dealt with between the
sixth and tenth days after being filed: 18 were dealt with oetween the eleventh and
fifteenth days" 21 Hers not dealt with until the sixteenth to twentieth days after
their submission, and 12 regained pending for more than 20 days. The average tame
for processing these SO applications for amparo was ID days* which is very far
removed from the immediate effect which article )08 of the Code of Penal Proceaure
wished to impart to this particular legal guarantee.

108. The Special Rapporteur has also noticed that, when an application for amparo
has been filed, courts take no steps to request information directly frc"n the
arresting authority, particularly when the d\il xs involved. That suggests that
they continue to apply the Order of the '•••inistry of the Interior of 1 August i>30
wnich stated that any request for information concerning a person alleged to have bean
arrestfd was tc oe hanaled 'oy the iVLnist/ yof the Interior alone. It is also apparent
that tne Ministry of the Interior delays for several days divulging this kind of
information when it is sought oy the Courts of appeal, which tnemselves fail to set
peremptory deadlines for the Ministry. All this means that the requirement in
article 3^8 of the Code of Penal Procedure that the remedy of amoaro should be
processed and a decision given within 24 hours remains devoid of substance, finally,
although the customary unlawful defects persist in the forms in which the detentions
occur (in a secret place, holding a person incommunicado without a court order,
failure to produce a court order when an arrest or a raid takes place, etc.), th-3
courts do not pronounce themselves on those aspects.

109. A further probiera that arose for the first time in 19'32, and which would appear
to point to the Judiciary's lack of independence is the appointment of the "associate
judges" of the various Appeal Courts and sections of the Supreme Court. The Code
of Court Organisation of Chile prescribes that, in the event of incapacity or temparary
disability, the magistrates who sit in these courts are to be replaced by associate
judges. Since such persons do not enjoy the constitutional guarantee of irremovability
and are usually lawyers who freely exercise the legal profession, the Code provided,
in order to assure their independence, that the Bar Association,, the Supreme Court
and the President of the Republic should oe associated in their appointment. Tnus,
article 219 of the Code stated that the Bar Associations shall annually draw up lists
of lawyers meeting the relevant legal requirements from which the associate judges
were to be selected. In all; the General Council of the Bar Association proposed
4.5 lawyers for the Supreme Court, 40 for the Santiago Court of Appeal, 25 for the
Presidente Aguirre Cerda Court of Appeal, 25 for the Valparaiso Courts of -lppsai
and 15 for the rest. In the second phase, the Bar Association forwarded the lists
to the Supreme Court, which selected for tne various courts lists of three candidates
that were submitted to the President of the Republic. lie completed the appointment
process by selecting one name from each list of three proposed. At no time might
other names not included in the original proposals made by the Bar Association oe
added.

110. Decree--Law No. 5637 (Diario Oficial of 10 March 1981; amended article 219 of
the Code of Court Organization, ending the initial involvement of the Bar Association
in the process of appointing associate judges and, at the same time, eliminating
the role of the Supreme Court in designating its own associate judges. Consequent
upon this amendment, the new selection procedure entered into force witn the nominations
for 1982. resulting in a flagrant loss of associate judges* independence vis-a-vis
the Executive, on whose decision they depend for their rcappointment at the end of
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their annual or triennial term, depending on whether they have been appointed to
a Court of Appeal or to the Supreme Court. Further, the possibility for the
Bar Association to assess conduct of these lawyers in the discharge of their judicial
functions has been ruled out.

111. In practice, the associate j jrfges! loss of independence was made glaringly
obvious during 1902 in many decisions by the Courts, particularly those which related
to the handling of applications for aroparo or protection or to criminal proceedings
instituted against political dissidents. An --eranple of this is the application
submitted by Ricardo Bravo, a lawyer of the vicaria de la Soliaaridao, to tne
Santiago Court of Appeal challenging the authority of the associate judge
Claudio llianes and stating that 'the procedural and constitutional guarantee of
tne irremovability of judges does not apply in respect of associate; judges ... so
that, if their performanca is not to toe Government's liking, in January of the
following year their services are dispensed with and they lose the status of
associate judge. Therefore, tenure j"> the post of associate judge will, in the
final analysis, depend on the President of thy Repuoiic. since he makes the
appointment'1. 194/ This application concludes tnat 'in the overwhelming majority
of cases in recent years where associate judges have taken part in a decision, they
have invariaoly gone against the dissident and whenever a decision is in favour of
a political dissident, it is adopted against a negative vote by the associate
judge''. 195./ This submission was made on the occasion of the cnallenge to an
associate judge who was a member of the Court of Appeal scheduled to hear an
application by Kectcc* Malatrassi Aguiiera, who had been sentenced at first instance
to W o years" exile for alleged unlawful association.

112.The Special Rapporteur has received information tnat confirms the timeliness
of challenges to associate judges who endanger tne independence of the Judiciary.
Thus, in the judgement rendered at first instance by tne Santiago Court of Appeal
in the case of the closure of the magazine ApSI, 1$)S/ tne appeal against the closure
of the magazine was rejected, with two associate judges voting in favour of that
decision and the senior judge voting against. In the same case, the interpretative
decision of the Supreme Court on 2[) January 1985 was adopted ,-jith the favourable
vote of an "associate11 judge, k similar situation occurraa in caso Wo. 23/3l when,
in a judgement rendered at second instance, the Santiago Court of Appeal sentenced
nine alleged members of the Christian L^ft Party ^Partico de Izouieda Cristiana)
to exile. On that occasion, the penalty of exile was inposed by the favourable vote
of two associate judges against the negative vote of the senior judge. A further
example is that of the decision of 1A December 1932, which the Special Rapporteur
has discussed above whereby the application for protection concerning the university
student Oriana Isabel Olivos 'arin, who had oeen sent down from the University by
an administrative decision, was accepted. Tae judgement was adopted notwithstanding
the vote against it by the associate judge.

8. Military jurisdiction

113- As regards the military courts in time of peace, the Soecial Rapporteur has
already referred in his report to the Goners1 Assembly to the restrictions occurring,
in the context of his competence, in relation to ordinary procedural guarantees. 197/
LA addibioa, r Hilary ^onrc? ro-oealecJl,/ tail 1.0 crplv rifi article 517 of the Code
d' ]?o/:al Proccdur-p, according tc v̂ î '.. anyone 1 'io is awaro fcnab a person is Toeing1

iriaJLicci ia a olace HOT falling wiohini l~<~e ^aiQgorj of those i^tenoed to serve as

194/ El Mercurio, 8 September

193/ IDid.

196/ See below, Chapter V I . B, '"Right to freedom of thought, opinion and
expression".

197/ A/37/564, paras. 159-160.
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a house of detention or prison "shall be obliged to report the fact on pain of criminal
responsibility to any of the officials indicated in article 83 (magistrates and police),
who must transmit the complaint to the court they deem appropriate". Article 317
also states that, on receiving such a report, a magistrate "shall immediately go to
where the detained or abducted person is and shall have him released" if there is no
charge against him. Non-compliance with article 317 is particularly apparent in the
instances of detention by CUT agents, where the premises concerned are secret, despite
the requirement in article 19 (7) (cQ ctf "the Constitution that all places of detention
should be public. The Special Rapporteur has received information from counsel in
cases concerning human rights, indicating that 65 complaints under article 317 of the
Code of Peaal Procedure were submitted during 1982. The objective of those
complaints was to get the military courts, which are the only ones allowed to enter
xidlitary ca^ps (it should "be recalled that C2TI premises are regarded as military camps)
to visit the unlawful places of detention in question. In not one single case,
hovever, did bhs competent military court visit the CLiT camp. In some instances, it
confined itself to telephoning the Ministry of the Interior to request information
concerning the detention o.C the person concerned.

114, Again, the Special Rapporteur has found that the procedural defects persist in
the pases before military courts that involve political dissidents. lie has also
noted the -,ou;i-3uii p- &l~.w ie-js of suob t -ial~, which,, oesoite the existonoe of a Special

Military Prosecutor, whose appointment he has already recorded, are handled by the
military prosecators. 1>8/ The slowness oT the proceedings is reflected in the large
number of untried prisoners held in Chilean prisons. 199/ The military courts are
also unwilling to grant pre-trial release to accused persons, whe sometimes serve a
period of imprisonment longer than tne. attaching to the offence for whicL they are
detained. This xra,s the case of Hi card o and Elizardo Aguilera Morales, and. that of
Adalberto Mufloz Jara. Finally, it ehoult be noted that military courts to not allow
lawyers tr, acquaint themselves with tne facts of the investigation during the
proceedings, which obviously complicates the exercise of the right to defence.

115. Vith respect to military courts in time of war, the Special Rapporteur has already
drav.ii attention to the considerable r°st: lotions oa tho right to a, legal defence and
the right to an effective remedy imposed by tLeir summary proceeding. 200/ In the
case of Fernan.dc Valenzvela Espinosa, to which reference has already teen made, it
should be noted that the Supreme Court rejected the action of unoonstitutionality
which the defendant's counsel had brought against Decree-Laws ifos. 3655 and 2882, the
first of which re-establishes the jurisdiction of nilitary courts in time of wax"1,
while the second confers the status of members of the armed forces on the members of
the CNI for all jurisdicticnal and disciplinary purposes. Both decrees were held by
Valenzuela's counsel to be U'lconstivutio-tal, since their application would entail the
defendant'c "being tried by a mxlitary court in time of war", when he was requesting1

that the case should bo heard b,y an ourinary court, or by a military court in time of
peace. 201/ The Court of Appeal also rejected ar application for protection lodged
by Yalenzuela, che object of v.hich van to ensure that the decrees in question would not
be applied, since they wore held to be unconstitutional. This judgement, and the
earlier one, suggest that Valenzuela xri.ll ultimately be tried hy a wartime military
tribunal, 202/ togetiier with RattL Castro Montanares, with whom he is "accused of
alleged participation ±i\ the murder of a foraex* C1TI nembor, Carlos Tapia" 203/ presided
over by a Military Prosecutor in time of war.

A/37/364, para. loO.

See aoove, chapter I£I .3, "Conditions of detention in prison establishments".

A/37/564j paras.I6I-I64.

El Mercurio, 21 October 1982.

El Mercuric, 29 December 1982.

.El Mercurio, 22 November 1982
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VI. EIGHT TO PRIVACY. RIGHT TO FREEDOM OF THOUGHT, OPINION AND EXPRESSION

A. Right to privacy

116, With regard to the r igh t to i nv io l ab i l i t y of the home, during the l a s t
s ix months of 1982 the Special Rapporteur recorded various i l l e g a l searches of the
premises of humanitarian and ecc le s i a s t i ca l organizations or organizations which
are in some way connected with the defence of human r i g h t s . Thus, for example,
the Archbishop of Santiago complained aboux the search conducted by carabineros
of a chapel in the Lo Hermida d i s t r i c t in Santiago, In his l e t t e r of p ro tes t , he
describes "the inexcusable outrage on the premises of the Chapel of Our Lady of
Hope . . . the residence of a community of Sacred Heart nuns". 204/ The search was
conducted on 20 August 1982, without a court order; the police were apparently
''looking for l ea f le t s . . . and seizing teaching materials for children and a f i l e
with information about undernourished children in the area and even going so far
as to remove the paper from the wai l s" . 205/

117. The Special Rapporteur has already referred to the burning, searching and
looting of the headquarters of the Committee for the Defence of the People's
Rights (CODEPU), which took place on 25 August 1982. 206/ According to a
communique issued by the International Anti-Torture Association on 28 August 1982,
the headquarters were entered and searched without legal warrant by a group of
persons who took away . . . papers, documents, tables and even heaters , in a red
truck without r eg i s t r a t ion places, of the type used by CNI agents". Subsequently,
the premises were se t on f i re and the building was surrounded by detachments of
ONI agents and carabineros who arrested everyone approaching CODEPIT headquarters.
They were taken off to CFI premises and i l l e g a l l y detained there . The aforemention<
Association s t resses "the seriousness of the theft of confidential reports of
CODEPTJ lawyer? who are responsible for defending a large number of Chilean poli t ical
pr isoners" . Apparently tho Association of Relatives of P o l i t i c a l Prisoners also ha;
i t s headquarters ou the C0DHPU premises. Official sources described the Committee
for the Defence of the People ;s Rights "as a front organization for various groups
of ac t i v i s t s from the disbanded MAPU, Christian Left and Christian Democratic
p a r t i e s " ; they also s ta ted that "the body was collect ing funds . . . to finance the
a c t i v i t i e s of the so-called Association of Relatives of Missing Detainees and for
other p o l i t i c a l purposes"; these sources also s tressed that CODEPU "is a body
without ju r id ica l personal i ty and i s hence i l l e g a l " . 207/

115. Three family homes were also searched - one by Police Department personnel,
one by individuals in plain clothes and one by individuals in plain clothes who
identif ied themselves ora l ly as belonging to the Police Department. The

124/ El Mercurio, 21 August 1932.

205/ Ib id .

206/ Seo above, chapter I I I , B . l . s "Persecution and acts of int imidat ion".

207/ El Mercurio, 1 September 1982.
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Chilean Commission on Human Eights reports that these searches took place during
the month of October. 208/ Similarly, in mid-November 1982, the Archbishop of
Santiago complained of another search m vhich unknown persons broke into the
building where Caritas-Chile has its headouarters and searched, confiscated and
burned documents and books''. 2~i9,/ The facts were brought to the attention of the
courts by the Archbishop. The house of Antonio Ilimiza, President of the National
Federation of Petroleum Workers, was searched on 4 December 1982. This illegal act
vras carried out by individuals in plain clothes who stated, that they were Police
Department officials. The governing body of the Federation complained and- asked
for protection "before the country has another Tucaoel Jimenez case to mourn'1. 2 1 n /
Finally, mention should be made of a series of searches conducted in various
districts in the Greater Santiago area in "the early hours of the morning by
large numbers of roldiers and police, who proceeded to arrest hundreds of the
inhabitants; on N December 1902 the Hirmas 3 district was searched in this way
by carabineros, special forces and CNI agents. On 26 December 1982, a search was
conducted in district '14 de _inero de la Cisterna'". Ic this case, troops
surrounded the district in the early hours of the morning, and at 5 a.m. Carabineros
and Police Department personnel and unidentified civilians proceeded to search the
houses systematically. Some houses were broken into, padlocks being forced on
empty houses, doors broken down, etc. A total of 116 houses were searched and in
some cases objects and/or documents of various tynes were taken away. 211/

B* Right to freedom of thought, opinion and expression

119. Decree No. 3259 (Diario Oficial of 29 July 1981) stipulated that "the founding,
printing and circulation of new publications m Chilean territory must be authorized
by the Ministry of the Interior'". Infractions of ibis provision are punishable
under Act No. 18,115. Similarly, Decree No. 1029 prohibits the media, for the
duration of the state of emergency, from giving prominence to news about ''acts or
behaviour of a terrorist or extremist nature that have occurred in Chile1'.
Violations of this provision are also punishable under Act No, 18,015• 212/ These
W o Decrees have been retained in force during 1982. Decree No. 3?59 was prolonged
by two successive Decrees - No. 140 (Diario Oficial of 10 March 1982) and N . 53'^
(Diario Oficial of 10'September 1982). Under Decree No. 1^0, "publications emanating
from Chilean universities, provided that they are circulated internally, are
sponsored officially by the university concerned and- are authorized by its rector'1

are exempt from the limitations imposed by the Decree. On the other hand, the
successive Decrees extending the declaration of the state of emergency throughout
1982; namely Decree No. 187 of 4 March 193?. Decree No. 625 of 1 June 1932,
Decree No. 1083 of 30 August 1982 and Decree No. I53O of 29 November 1982, have
kept Decree No. 1029 of 1981 permanently in force. At the same time, it should be

208/ Chilean Commission on Human Sights, Report for October 1982, p. 59-

209/ Hoy, 17-23 November 1982.

210/ Chilean Commission on Human Rights, Report for December 19^2, p. 35*

21l/ According to the Chilean Commission on Human Rights, ibid.

212/ For background information, see -a/36/5945 pp. 131-133-
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noted that Act No. 18,015 of 2? July 1931, which was applied under Act No. 18,105
(Diario Oficial of 3° July 198?), has been amended. The amendments pose a still
greater threat to freedom of expression, since violations of the re-strdrc-ting freedom
of information are transformed fron mere administrative offences", which was how
they were classified in Act No, 18,015? into crimes, with all the consequences that
such a change of classification has under Chilean law. Hence, 9 convicted offender
who fails to pay the fine imposed within five days of executable sentence being
pronounced "will be liable in lieu to one day's irrorisonment for each annual fiscal
unit, up to 8 maximum of 9~" days1'. The high fines envisaged, which range from
10 to 100 annual fiscal units (between JUS 4,00?, and 'US 40,000), involve the risk
that prison terms will be imposed on journalists and other persons who infringe
the Government's restrictions or. the right to freedom of expression.

120. The Director of the magazine Hoy has recorded the methods currently used by the
executive to impose a de facto system of prior censorship. He states in particular
that "the censors, acting on mere suspicion, nave refused to authorize the enterprise
publishing Hoy to bring out another review, a fortnightly magazine dealing with
subjects other than Chilean domestic; matters' . 213/ On the other hand, on
5 November 1982, the writer Pablo Euneeus reported the Minister of the Interior
as saying that "the Government'has not the slightest intention of placing
restrictions on creative work and this check prior to the authorization of new
publications is designed solely to rule oat any advocacy of terrorism and the
circulation of books reflecting ideologies of violence". 21/)/ Nevertheless, the
writer Bernardo bubercaseaux, who is a member of the Committee for the Defence of
Freedom of Expression, does not share this view. He complains of the fact that
"the Ministry of the Interior took 733 days to authorize publication of the book
Gracias a la vids, Violeta Parra, Testiirqnio, which he co-authored". 215/ Finally,
the Chilean bishops published a document entitled "u]renacer de Chile" in which
they stated "Independent intermediate organizations have been destroyed or broken
up and the media are limited by censorship". 216/

121. Throughout the last six months of 1982, the Special Rapporteur was able to
observe a large number of acts by the Government which involved serious attacks on
the right to freedom of expression. For instance, on 2 September 1982, the
Government banned a Radio Chilena programme entitled "A esta hora se analiza".
The station is owned by the Archbishopric of Santiago and the programme was
scheduled to carry e public debate in which the Cardinal Archbishop of Santiago
himself was to have taken part. _217/ The Minister Secretary General of the
Government stated that the programme was cancelled ''because it is inappropriate to
broadcast a programme which at previous times had been a political debate and which
presented individuals who were wholly identified with political parties". The
Santiago chapter of the Chilean Journalists' Association complained that the action
constituted "an act which infringes and restricts the freedom of the nress5

information and expression1'. Further on in its statement it added? "this is a

213/ Hoy, 7 June 193?, p. 5.

214/ La Segunda, 5 November 1982.

215/ La Segunda, 9 November 108?.

216/ Hoy, 22-28 December 1982.

2]7/ Is Tercera, 3 September 1932, ard ]1 Mercurio, * September 1982.
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very serious matter, sines i t implies the acceptance of rules of prior censorship
and at the same time inhibits the broadcasting of news and information programmes". _21
Another radio broadcast cancelled by order of the Government was the programme
"Controversia", scheduled to be transmitted on. ? September 19^2 over
P.adio Agriculture. This was due to r ''suggestion1 from the Ministry of the
Interior . _?!£/ ^n r- president of the ^roadcasting station requested an interview
with the Minis? ber coreiary J-eneral oi the- Government to "clarify" the position
of the authorities with ragzvd 10 the transmission of the programme, 22'V

12?. Restrictions on freedom o"T expression have a? so been directed against
publications. Thus, on ~J SeiDtenbar 1932, the Ministry 01 the Interior filed a
complaint with the Cou-t ^1 .ApoeaJ against the Aconcagua publishing house for an
alleged offence undex art icle 3 of k^i >'o, 13,^';. The offence ''consisted in
publishing a book of poli t ical pnaJv.-is entitled Modulo Hconomico Chileno:
Trayectoria de uma fritica "ithout recutsting the n-cecsary authorization from the
Ministry of the interior' . ^21/ V +hic cccadon, tha ;Linistry of the Interior
asked the court to confiscate the books and tc imoose the appropriate fines on the
managemer t of the ouoli&hi'i; hoih-;. The publishing house -nairtained that the book
ooncerr-ed vas a conroilation cf r r t ic los "oublish^d in various reviews from 1975
onwards and that cherc-fore i t x'ar techaically a reprint. ?2?J The examining
magistrate ordered al"' comer, of the booK :n circulation to be seized. _22j5/ 1^
reaction, 64 w r i t e r s and jouT-nalists nroie-tec i." 2 puoiic fjiate'n^nt against rest
restrictions prejudicial iv rrr?dor- of e^'o^^gyion under T-rluch ' tlie complaint filed by
the i'dnifj try of t3ie Ir-erio/1 agdinsl t'-x. 'no-^cagu? publisliirg, house forms part of a
systematic campaign to ruin i t f ;.na;iciaZ ly . ^2S.J I"ir£'ly» en 1G Decomber 1932, the
Santiago Court of Jhrp^sl re-opa-cc tlr •oroCDcdmgr. ag?inb t the Aconcagua publishing
house, notwithstanding '.ha jtpy 03' • roce^'iin=-;j '̂'"deroa by the oxaBining magistrate.
Throughout this oeriod, che circ - IF Lion of rhc L;i' l^deio Ccononico ihileno"
Trayectoria de ung Critlcfl, '•rhich î as z co"'lectici. cf "'<?rious paoova on economics;
continued to be prohibited. ?2ri/

123. furthermore, tie Special Ran^orteur bat- observed
Service acts as a censor on seme occasions. Thus, i t prevented the entry into
Chile of a reprinting of Jorge Jdwar̂ s ! book rcrscna Ton L'rata. On 17 December 1982.
an application for protection wa-j filer' with the Santiago Court of iVppeal by the

219/ ^L_V_£SS^HH} ''' 3 n d 3 September 1962.

219/ Las tntiT^a Noticiss, 3 ^ixsnbcr l?C?

l i 1982.
221/ 21 Jfercurig, A and 6 bovterJoiT J9°.2

222'/ î JL

224/ Jl Mercurio. "11 beotember 3 922

22=3/ j l ?Tercurio, 17 I>ece:j">or 1932.
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author in respect of exempt decision I'o, 1761 of The customs and another
application of the same sort by the publishlrg house which printed the book. It
was pointed out by the petitioners that 'the 1 dministrator of Customs has no
authority to prohibit tne import of s book under the powers granted to him by
article 17 of Decree-Law He. 3?9 (National Customs Service Organization Act)". 226/
Finally, one positive developnent vhich should oe noted is the judicial decision
rejecting the application of the Intendant of the Fifth Legion for a ban to be
placed on the publication of Nueva Jra, a review issued at the University of
Valparaiso. According to the Intendant, th^ review had to obtain prior "permission
to be circulated, in accordance with the twenty-fourth transitional provision of
the Constitution. The students, however? held that Wueva Jra had been in
circulation since 1979 ?n(i coald not be considered a new publication within the
meaning of the constitutional provision concerned.

124. In addition, the Government prohibited the 'La Frontera1' and "la Araucana"
radio stations in Temuco from broadcasting news programmes, commentaries or
interviews, with the exception of official communiques, by virtue of
Decree No. 1686 of 6 December 1982, which refers lo article 41 (/) of the
Constitution and Decree No. 1530 of 17 November 1932. Both decrees relate to
rules restricting freedom of expression during the state of emergency. 22JJ On
10 December 1982, the Chilean Broadcasters' Association issued a public statement
expressing "its surprise at this unprecedented measure which interferes with the
programming of radio stations'1. The owner of the two radio stations against which
this administration action had been taken comolained that he "had been the victim
of two kidnapping attempts in Temuco and on the second occasion he had even been
shot at". 228/ Apparently, these administrative measures were linked to a meeting
scheduled by the Tsmuco farmers which was in turn banned by the Government; it
proceeded to arrest the president of the '/heat—growers' Association, Carlos Podlech,
who was subseouently expelled from the country, also Dy administrative decisior. 229/
The Journalists' Association issued a formal protest because ''it is its duty to
complain about the fact that this station has been prohibited from broadcasting
non—official news items, commentaries and interviews, an opposed to official
Government communioues1'. It went on" "once more this method of censorship is
being used to limit the range of information and decision1'. 2~jO/

3 25. The Special Rapporteur has also received reports that r number of journalists
have been arrested by the police or htve been the victims, while exercising their
profession, of assault or attacks, campaigns of intimidation and ill-treatment by
unknown persons m full view of .ca.rabir.eros . For thi 0 reason, the Santiago chapter
of the Chilean Journalists' Association issued a chronological list of acts of
this sort "in which journalists have bee- the victims of recession and their right
to provide information has been restricted by bodies responsible for law and order
and internal security and by the administrative authorities". 23kl ^ e Association
mentions various acts of this typo which took place in the first six months of

226/ Las PI binas Uotioias, 21 December 19^2.

227/ £1 Mercurio, 8 December 1982.

228/ Lgr Segunda, 16 December 1932.

229/ See above, chapter J "̂ , A: "HLght to enter and leave the country freely".

_2_22/ See J.a Segunda, I"1 and IC December 1982; Las Ultimas Ngticias,
11, 16 and 25 Do comber 1932.

251/ La Tercera, 2/! Do cumber 19&2.
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1932 and which have already been reported by the Special Rapporteur, _2_32/ b'ith
regard to the second hal~ of 1952; i t should be noted that in August the journalist
Maria Ortiz Parra ^as dismissed from her post at the "Milan Professional Institute
by a decision of the Rector of the University. ?2uJ ^ ? August 1932, a journalist
on the review Hoy_, Patricia Verdugo /guirre, filed an application for protection
and ?n early application for amparp with the Santiago oourt of Appeal on the grounds
that ''my life and the lives of the members of ray family are endangered." seeing thet
''on 6 .August 19cs2, ? package was delivered to my house wrapped in pink paper
(attached) and. with printed handwriting in blue pencil, containing a dead fish.
gutted and evil-smelling1', 27j/>/ T̂ e Supreme Court upheld tv>e decision of the
Court of Appeal rejecting thit ajgperg application es inadnic- ib is . 2^5/ In addition,
the Santiago chapter ol the Journal is t ' Association issued s protest against the
'temporary detention of +he journalist Carlos Cis t?mas pro the press photographer.
Santiago Llankin". According to ih-z oublishDd statement, 'these professional
newspapermen were arrested by the "oolice on reaching the international airport to
cover the prospective arrival e f "he ex-Minister of Justice, Jaime Castillo''. They
were accused of ' distriouting offensive oamphlets11. However, the Journalists'
Association "insists thct the facts are not coroistert with the statements of the
highest Government authorities about respecting journalists when they are doing their
duty of keeping public opinion informed about daily events'". 2^6/

126. On 2 December 1982, at s public meeting convened. v>y the T"a tional Trade Union
Co-ordinating Body, in the ^l&yp ,'rtesanos. Santiago, sever journalists were
violently assaulted by urr^own persons armed with truncheons, clubs and. chains.
The Journalists' Association lodged a oomnlaint 'for assault snc. battery, robbery
with violence, criminal damage av1 jnlav°nl association'. Particular reference is
made to 'the attitude adopted by the Carabineros, whose officer? and men looked on
impassively'1; *'» number of journalists and lawyer asked the Carabineros officers
for protection . . . but the retires-rite tivs.s of law and. ordsr remained unmoved.' .
Specifically, a journalist named Daniels, who r^s wearing Us credentials on his
lapel, 'Vfs bleeding profusely «s & result of oeing dubbed or the head, Ee
therefore tried to mount e uarabineros bus i^ search of help 5 in &n inexplicable
gesture, three of them ejected him violently from the vehicle' ;. In addition to
the Journalists' Association, the Chilean uoronission on Human Rigb ts : the Chilean
Broadcasters' Association find the Union of Pre&s Photographers protested about
these events. However, fch*3 T'iirio ter of th'- Jrcorior- "-rho bearK ultimate
responsibility for the police, acouced journalists oC provoking tnis tyoe of
incident. ">n 14 Decora1'er 1OO2, the Santiago Journalists' •Lsc^cietion adopted a
decision to ''file a complf.int agcinot the TTinipt^r of L.e Tn tenor" and to "request
the Supreme Court to appoint an irr^pecting r.a^istrabe to investigate the events
which took place on 2 December i'i th.= Pla~a Artrspoos" - a reauest which was agreed
^° • 22jJ ^ e inspecting magistrate appoirH.ed s aioned t1^̂  v'ar?bin3roc officers
to testify in the prelimin?ry inouiries, 'Ijfj l-rhile the Fdnister of the Interior
informed the President of t^e Santiago Journalists1 Association that he "had begun

1M/iiLlfeiCLTri^o, 10 August 1982.

259/ 11 Jl'Iercurio, 2''' '1'igust 19q2,

233J -as T'"utijggj_I,2li£lgil<' 9 October 1982.

2/37/ I s SegL_nd_a. 16 December 1902.

233/ ill_Mer_curi£, ?6 Locember 1932.



an investigation to clarify the Tacts" pnd uromi^ed "to ins t ruct ugrabxnerns and
ce Denartment ^per onnel to le iec t r~°£ <-red^rTial? ' . ?^Q/

1°7. The £-pecial Rovpodevr baa le-cei/scJ c i ^ e n c slout +he ^roeeedmgfe result ing
from the clos ire of ^ c nsg^zii A1-J'D1 by odministrati/o decree, inder ^he
twenty—fourth tranoii ional "rovi^inr of tne ( oot n t j -̂ n even though i t was not
a "ne r nublicatioi when the i onjoitjt ion entered i r to iorcr . The I'rtiora"!
Journal is ts ' isssocia lio ard the d i o n a i Iro^^ z s£ocicticr> .inraer'lately orotestad
again*t the ^ o s u r , vhicr i oe ' ^ - rO on P̂  r r te tn sr 3 93<-' "orsuanT to
exempt decree "To. 5M of t e ;r]i_&irf oi •! ho | y i t e r io i . .This rescinded, ' n t h
immediate "ffect , the au t l ioazs i im io '•xJrul->tc gr°i ieo t^ the re i -w in. 197(C>«
prohibiting i to cir^ulr t iop - id l i^ t r ib-bior i r n e. h" "n.-rree niairtaineri
tha+ APST. 'hac r^jumed ai t i d e s d a^-n, irith iitj-o-cl issues . . . and has therefore
exceeded i t s aa^io^cl ao^hori^a fcion / nflkm^ j t t lx "• xab e lo jernanent closure
since i t had net "r^cje'ted authorira"1 IOJ LX-OÎ  ' re ^h ^i try of ^^e Inter ior a^ a
nev publication ' . 'y a t̂. Lxce I O I 'foi" J1« e^iec'j oZ "-ro^tciion va^ filed v i t h the
Santiago Court of Apneal by the ent^r^x^c. uhi^h cvns ht^j_, otatxn^j th?t
Decree No. 57^ "was an aroi t rar j and unconotitutiona] measure which should be
annulled by the courts 5 since the "e -v s o pic ISIOX in hi jean lax authorising
the Ministry of th in te r io r . . . ao close dov P review oernanenxl^ or cancel an
a ixnoixzation granted onor t^ xhe cntr\ i^to "TC- oi ^ ° 1^30 Cons bi^ution' . Or
thifo oc"3°ion, trie contestsd Decree r^pros sited o""ear attempt at prxor censoi"Ghip
which could be e->rtendea to o~ch°" infoinatxci Tr«nia if, as th' Government claimed,,
'any modification 01 alteration •> hiicr thf-\ ropo ed to tnak" m t h e n sub]oct matter
oi areas of retJorti10^ bad to o d a i r u o i au bi'on^ation. i^om the JvinistT-j of the
In te r io r " , lhe Court of jiipe'1^, H"î o o" i ho c iie î̂ c-r^ ITTG 'associate ' judges
lejected the anolic at ion, only the rpfj1?^ ~\odfp >o+i00 n fa roar i f granting
i t . The nat ional Press ^sociataoi i«sjsd a m u r ' oroiest o\ox thp fact that a
met tor as noneiti re as the prt°nt -1" f^edom of information jnder bl c Constitution
in force should ^e A cided D"y nereois i ho ra^r p cuned ""he i ioi i ion of juciges of
the Court b*; a decision o r J n<= Gc ̂ ernn i t i t s ^ f in r oromting ""herri as 'associate'
luc'ges* a iTct x hich COJIT 1 p te 1 y nu1 n ifi'^s fb" L1-) a r t i a l i t y an t̂ independence that

T ere to oe expected ''ron the i ourt ' .

l^J. ^ appeal x-i •> ninde to +be Firo b f ha bQ r of "be bujremc Court, -rhicb ' y
unanimous decision of ; J?i £-~y 1 O P " ^^^^x^ ^ r k ^ ^ ^ h r ^ j o n fo"̂  the rem^dj o"
xDfoioction for the Tag*a7ine 4PSJ, accepi_ng t^e anr l i^ants ' armament +b&t "the
Piefident of the V O J V I ^ cannot oo^truct the p . p f i i e of freedom of mforma bion ;
and ' ^s every c tizen V E the j-i^hb, corfen-er1 iy th' Corstixut_rn, to disseminate
information, th» cdmim^tretivo p t"oi i lx°s cciiot rrovp"T anyone from exercising
hie r i^ht to found, i ublish end mOJr am new° a i° r , IPVIPWO, oeriodicalo or books,
as authorized oj a r t i c l e 19? pareg "TT ti , fo jrth ^ jbparagranh, of the Constitution,
although +bey crn l^mit tli^ extent of th_ i_ ĵ>ir . he r^cision adds that "the
Mini ter of the f n t e m r hos ^/-c^eo^d 1 is autlor^t^ by c losng down the review' and
that "neither' is he m̂ jovc/cd to "PVO1 P aa~noii7ationr g^art rd orior to the entr;y
into ferc° of tVe const^tuia ona1 ~-iovi xon . I ^ thsrofor^. concludes that ' tne
tverty—fourth tranoit^o^a1 Oxovisxon ic- ro 1 "pi- ̂ .lcabi ^ ir su^h cao°s, tri + bout
ijie jdice to th» genore1 r i l n o iu o^di ian legi^la^ioi ' nxr^ n r^sc ioe pena1 t ies
for offences by the cress . '"1ono"&uQ t̂_ / . tnc ^ r>cmc ^^ur+ i ui°a that the
magazine AP5I co^Jd conti^un t-o '^ oublish^r1 tbroi^hoat the country as i t had been
jp to that time. This _ p /elcome decision. ->'•*" _t >OJIC bo noted tha t , on

fi January 1°°3> "thf liinictor of txî  i n te r io r "jbmitt^a p reouent to the Supreme Court
for PP interpretat ion of uhe aecif io oecc3us^ ' t » "t-ublisbi^g and circulation of

]1 \ercurio, / Jsroar^
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the aforesaid magazine APb.1 having ^ecn expressly authorized in the special field
indicated in the original authorization, an extension to subjects foreign to that
field does not appear to be supported ŷ any cf the restrictions listed . . ,
Such a right relates to tlrL- entity cs a specialized publication on topical
international subjects and the economic analysis of foreign problems". Ha
therefore requested the decision to be clarified to the effect that ' i t refers
to the naszine APSI as being c'ciy authorized m respect of subjects belonging
to ito special field' . 24 ) / The First ''hamber of the Supreme Court, in i t s decision
of ?5 January 1983? accepted the argument oi the Minister of the Interior. The
decision was adopted by J- votes to C1, one associate judge voting in favour of
i t . °n 28 January 1933. the journalists concerned reoucsted the Supreme Court to
take disciplinary measures against fcho three judges who handed down the decision
because i t is incompatible and in contradiction with the decision of ? January 19^3?
which was final.

~i?°i. Finally, the .Special Rmporteur would like to refer to freedom of ar t i s t ic
expression es a form of freedom of opinion and expression. In this connection,
Proclamation Wo. 8? of J^ Augist 197') by ths- uoram â̂ or of the Emergency Zone of
the Metropolitan Area an-i tb > Province of oav Antonio, relating bo permission to
hold cultural meetings, was maintained m fore, during ~L°>n>2. Specifically,
paragraph 9 of the Proclamation stipulates that musical events must be authorized
in advance by the Carabmeros s ir practice, rpplication is made Lo the police unit
responsible for the sector where the premise? are located in which the concert is
to be held, specifying the nnmbe:r of performers errl the type nl music they are to
play. Permission is not alvays granted. iha&, the grour, 'fiUestro wanto", which had
scheduled a reci tal in homage to Yioleta Terra on JO .April 193?, never received
permission or indeed any explanation. The situation is rather similar with regard
to impromptu ar t i s t ic performances such r s . for example> street theatre shows,
particularly in the centre of Santiago. The t>aniiago Town Council regards
performances of this type as "clandestine trading" and liaole to receive the same
treatment as street-hawking. Ijnes and days of imprisonment ''for lacking a permit".
Many groups of this sort ha^e requested such permits, but "in the Municipality,
the classification 'street a r t i s t ' does not exist"

-~ST- .Mercuric, 13 January iOSJ,

S o l i d a r i d a d , Kb. 133, P . 9; 7 io. 134, p . lC-17. APSI, TTo. 1^9, -op. ?3-24.
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VII. RIGHT TO PUBLIC JREEDO IS

A. Right of peaceful assenbly

130. The Special Rapporteur notea in his report to tne General Assembly that the
effective exercise of this <"ight, poet: cv '.3-17 '«.>: it has a political connotation,
has been suspended nine die m tnz Cnileaa lefal context. Thus, the combined
application of article ~J~oT th« Constxtucior. and the tenth transitional provision and
paragrapn (c of the twenty foartn transitional provision of the Constitution
together with the special legislation adopted in specific sectors, is tantamount to
suspending or very mucn restricting tne exercise of the public rights and freedoms
and, in particular the right of peaceful assembly 2^2/ The administrative banning
or suspension of peaceful meetings press conferences and cultural, political or
trade union Tieetings is a pnenonenon that nas frequently bejn noted throughout 1932,
since the non-violent public expr._3s ..on of political dissent AS still not possible
in Chile, Thus for example, tn , Special Rapporteur referred to tne detention of
23 persons who had assembled at the Jenerax Cemetery on lo Ju^y 1932 to pay their
respects at the tomb of th« poet Pablo \teruda 2/j 3 / Eleven other persons were
arrested on 23 July 1932 during a demonstration held in tne Plaza de Arm-;s m
Santiago on behalf of missing detainees and organized oy the Association of Relatives
of Missing Detainees. 244/ "ollowing anotho>- demonstration held on 19 August 1982 in
the Paseo Ahuwada in Santiago to protest tne sxtuation of economic crisis in the
country, 29 persons were detained by tlr a police 245/ Similarly, on 21 August 1982,
carabineros arrested 10 persons who «?ere paying a tribute to the: liberator,
Bernardo O'riiggins, oy placing a wreath on his statue; the meeting had been organized
by the Association of Relatives of Exiles 246/ Another demonstration which took
place on 2 September 1982 in tr-e corridors of the Santiago Court of Appeals and in
which 100 persons gathered to demand justice' led to thir a>Tcst of 12 students. 2_47 ;

Ten other students were arrested Dy carabineros when th^y marched in tne streets of"
Valparaiso on 3 September 1982 in protest against unemployment and the economic
situation, 248/ Two otner students and a professor were arrested on 9 September 1982
for demonstrating against th^ court decision to exile nine persons alleged to be
connected with tne Christian L-.ft Party„ 249/ On 11 September i9o2, five students
and two eraoloyet-s were arrested and charged witn \^iola&ing tne Internal Security of
tne State Act when tney demonstrated in vnc streets of Santiago to commemorate the
anniversary of the founding of tho Communist Party Vouth ilovement'' . 250/

2^2/ A/377564', para. l8j>

2̂ 13_/ A/3.//564, para 136 in_func See above, chapter I I I , A 1 (a ) : "Arrests
at public gathjrings1 ' Set also Ei_ MTCuno 20 July 1982.

Tercera, 23 July 19G2

245/ El Ifei-curio, 20 August 1532.

M§.^ La.__Verc3ra, 21 August 1982
r^U El—"iSc^SiP 3 September 1932

248/ La_Tdrc_3£a_ and 51 il̂ rcu..-i_oJ >\ Seotemoer 1982

2 2 2 & September iyi2

j o . .8 Septsmb-r 19u^
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131. The Special Rapporteur also noted that a number of suspensions were ordered "by
administrative authorities in connection with the requirement that permission must be
requested in order to hold peaceful meetings. Thus, a demonstration against exile;
which was to be held on 24 September 1932, was suspended by cara_binaros_, 2pJJ Many
meetings of workers' and employers" occupational organizations have also been
suspended; the Ministry of the Interior denied permission for a meeting of the
National 'Taxi-Drivers* Federation on 25 October 1982 . Similarly, permission was
denied on 2 December 1932 for a joint trade union meeting which was to ba held in
the town of Temuco and organized by the National Association of Wheat Producers,. 2_527
As already stated; the Government also prohibited a meeting of the National Trade
Union Co-ordinating -Body, which was to be held on 2 December 13?82 in Plaza Artesanos
in Santiago,. In addition, the police suspended and broke up a number of gatherings
which took place on 15 December 1932 in various Chilean towns and in -which the
demonstrators were protesting against the economic situation,. 2J53/

B.. Right of associati0n

132. The Special Rapporteur has referred on a number of occasions to
Decree-Lav; No, 77 of 8 October 1973; which bans Marxist--oriented parties, as well as
the Christian Left Party- In addition, Decree-Law No. ]£> of 11 October 1973« which
was followed by Decree-Law No, 1&97 of 11 March 1977 < outiavfs all other political
parties;. organs,, movements, groups and factions,, Moreover, the
twenty-seventh transitional provision of the 1930 Constitution provides that the
political recess will continue until the organic law referred to in article 19 (15)'5^
of the Constitution prescribes rules governing political associations- It is quite
possible that the declaration of a political recess will remain in force until 1989s
as provided in the Constitution itself. The penalties that may be imposed for
violations of the political recess range from imprisonment to restricted residence or
expulsion (exile}„

133- The well-known case of the nine persons alleged to be members of the Christian
Loft Party is highly illustrative: they wars sentenced at first instance to
541 days of exile and the sentence was upheld at second instance by the Court of
Appeal, 254/ The Supreme Court neara the appeal in the case and gave eight of the
accused a suspended sentence of 541 day . of imprisonment • adev supervision of the
Prisoners' Aid Society; the ninth person received the same prison sentence without
remission. It should be pointed out that the Supreme Court changed the penalty
without altering the charge of unlawful association and without ruling on the
validity of the extraiegal evidence that the CMI had supplied to the court, a matter
with which the Special Raoporteur has already dealt, 255/

251/ l^^_Jiiti£i!5^_Noticias, 24 September 1932..

252/ La Tercera., 5 December 1982 ,

255/ ^JilTHxii' 3 December 1932; El Mercuric, 17 December 1932. See above,
chapter III, A.I (3);. "Arrests at public" gatherings",

254/ .y°Xs -*' 5' November 19«2.. See the commentary on this sentence in
Jose i<„ Trias, HurBan_r?i_ghts in Chile; Notes on a sentence of exile, report
transmitted to the Special Rapporteur by Americas watch,, a non-gcvernrncntal
organization, December 1932.

.?22/ .?i_il!i:L'9î li.°; 10 December 190.2, See above, chapter V, A: "Right to an
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134 There has also oeen a iar^e increase n t^j nunoers of "study centres , "stuay
worKshops m d other cultural groups is a channel 5" or joiicicai acti/ity tnat is
prohibited bv law. or exa^nle the so-called Democrat:".? Project for a >Jaiionai
Consensus' (PBODEN; was ostaoiisned for tV- purcost of conuctj-nj 'alternative
stucties whicn ,vlli lea«_ Chileans toward" " historical dc-xocratic institutional
systcra '. The founders of t^is association ao-jcr m include 'tee conservative
socialist alliance, radica > , Social OeMOcnt, 'j'")>ZAl\ Cnri-soian Left, Christian
Democrat ana National l^ad^rs • 2ĵ 6/ Its mamf '-.GO of £/• Uovcmb-r Iyo2 states that
"th2 orocoss of democratization ::ust 02 li-.tiaceo fort'Tnti, it is therefore
necessary to dra\ 1.7 ? scraauie fj^ tn - trans: ti.on o>;''od „ to estaDiisn a l^a]
fraraeworK: so that citizeos rights i-5 / be f>~_ji/ D\c.rcjS';d. to restore respect for
fundaaiental hu.nan <?i 3'nts inc to :-'.. o.u:.'.1 isr fulJv ^flectice institulions, We
reject violence- tex̂ ê is''" and pê stecutio1"''. 25''

C, R.̂ Sjht of p°rticipi.t'.on m public iif«

135 fls already pointed out, tn_> rights of coliticai participation orovided for in
international instruments and, in partr.cuxj r; in a^ticl^ --Lj of the International
Covenant on Ci.̂ ii and ^oJioiooi uights 'n^i b^en sasr; >ndrd in Chile since 1J73- -̂'''
ilovievcr, qrticl-j 1̂ . of thi 1980 Con,-itit;'tio,i provides tnat tnc^ will ;^ a public
electoral system and tnMt a constitutional, or^nic '• au JJ-11 goTMi'n its organization
and operation, as woll ''S the r.anner in whicn electiors aia pjebiscites are to be
held, i\To such organic ]a>T nas yet "oô n adopted and there T O therefore no public
records of rersons CT.O qualify as citizens The organic xaw oi political pr>"tios
provided for in a^ticl- 19 KVj/ '5 of the Constitut3 jn his q u o not Dee i enacted
Si.iilarlv a^ticli G5 of the Conscltution refers to "-egionaj electoral couros 'jhicn
v/ould be responsible for "••jj.ij.ip; or, tie /aJialcv cf trade anion elections ind
elections nej.d by ths in&ermediate groups j-^scrj bea by law The powerc
organization and operation of such counts â -c to oe determined by an ordinary iavj,
wnich hs& also not D W , adopted. vn .dditlon, articles 101, 10? and X09 of the
Constitution set up 30 -called ^e~iori"i j:*'eiopment COU^C_1P cortmunity councils and
cotnnunity de^eloDment councils a= channels for tae participation of citizens it the
regional, local and coranuri'cy j.avei? however their actual existence d jpenas on the
enactment of organic coabtitutionai provib Ions whi.cn n~<\u so far not hdjn adooted
thus preventing citizens fro.a ta'In^ y~rt io local pcovernment and administration in
the manner or^scribed by the Conpti

!: • P-̂ ght of petition

156 ""his ri^nt j D r^cogaizea in article 35 '1'^ of the Constitution, ",;hich states
that j-.̂ ryone has 'the rie,-ht to sub.nt petitions tc the autnorities with reference
to any nattei of public or orivate interest jitn to ii.'iitation other tnan tho
r'-quireuent to subnlt such petitions lri a rosooctfu' and appropriate manner'
"ursuant to this ng*it, olj trade-union xeadarc boloi:s:.n̂  ;o tnt. Labour Stuaies

sior requested in •> idic-ncj iiitii General -'inof.,ii.t or. 22 July i)c2. so cnat tney
express ticir conce"1!! ~ oout the ccantr3r 3 ecinon^c prooiens- i*owo'riir, he

HQ-J _ I--7 December 19''>2.

-21! !l£L - ' JGcembcr 1/32,

253/ See A/3'/564, o-ras 194 :S''y
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refused to recoi/e tie petitioners and fie concerns of tht, trade-union leaders, wno
represent ?03 trade uniors, tr^ae--union federations an- confederations, were published
in a document that was made \>ublic in August 19'32 On 20 3ecer:b2i 19^2, noreov^f,
the Cnilean BishoDS Conference mad? ? public statement announcing that it h"d
unsuccessfully requested an ouaience witn tu>j President of th^ RcpubJ ic to discusJ
the current political ana economic situation £>i tne document that was ru?de public,
tnoy not^a that there ]re three basic conditions f c Cnilt. s recovery respect for
hu.nan dignity, recognition of tne value of Ic'jour end a retju'r- to full oomocr'icy .
Accordingly, they noted that it is jrgently r-c^ssarj- to op^n up the channels of
ooiitical pa-ricipation ' tnat hd vv been closed off a3 ^ result of the prolonged
state of emergency anu political recess sinc^ 'any abuses there night hi>/c been are
no justification for disrupting the nc^nnl lif- of the nation for so long" since
"this is not healthy ana it has l=sd to the consequences wo ar^ now bemoaning . 259/

259/ El Fais and LJ ilonde 22 Doconbo^ 19d2.
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VIII. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL RIGHTS

A. Right to work. Access to employment

"137. During the second half of 1982, the Special Rapporteur received a considerable
number of reports underlining the increasingly high level of unemployment among
Chile's active population. As has already been noted in the report to the
General Assembly, the unemployment is the consequence "of the economic recession
caused by the failure of the economic model established and the mass dismissal of
workers as a result of the application of permissive labour legislation". 260/
Generally speaking, the effectiveness of article 23, paragraph 1, of ths Universal
Declaration of Human Rights could be open to doubt, so far as the provision
regarding "the. right ... to protection against unemployment" and the various
relevant regulations of the International Labour Organisation are concerned. The
various sources consulted vary in their estimates of the current real rate of
unemployment. For instance, the Chilean Academy of Christian Humanism, puts the
figure at about 30 per cent of the active population. Furthermore, the Economic
Commission for Latin America (ECLA) indicated recently that the city of Santiago
has the highest rate of unemployment' - 25 per cent - of the main Latin American
cities. 261/ On the other hand, according to official statistics published by the
National Statistical Institute (INE) and quoted in the statement of the Ministry of
Finance and Economics concerning "the state of the economy", 262/ the average
rate of unemployment for 1982 was 21.3 per cent. To this figure must be added the
272,000 persons registered with the Minimum Employment Programme (PEM), that is,
workers who perform a full day's work for remuneration equivalent to 38.6 per cent
of the minimum legal wage and who furthermore receive no family allowances or social
security benefits; their wage for December 1932 was equivalent to $US 28.
Accordingly, the inclusion of the FEM workers among the jobless would give an
unemployment rate of 28.7 per cent of the total active population, which represents
1,061,000 unemployed in 1982 out of a working population of 3»700,000 persons.
Other sources, however, arrive at a rate of 3G per cent by adding to the figures
mentioned above a further 2 per cent representing workers who are registered in a
new Minimum Employment Programme which is remunerated at the rate of
4,000 pesos. 263/

138. The economic crisis, which has been widely reported and the existence of which
has been recognized even by the public authorities, is particularly apparent from
a number of indicators. In the first place, the Minister for Economics and
Finance acknowledged that the Gross National Product had dropped by 13 per cent
during 1982. 264/ Secondly, 1982 also saw a significant drop in the flow of foreign
capital, which was 67»5 per cent less in January-November 1982 than in the same

260/ A/37/564, para. 203.

261/ Hoy, 29 December 1982 - A January 1983.

262/ El Mercurio, 15 October 1982.

263/ See J. Ruiz-Tagle, "Mantencion del raodelo y profundicacion de la crisis",
Mensaje, No. 315, December 1982, p. 666. See also El Mercurio, 19 September 1982.

264/ El Mercurio, 15 October 1982.
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period the previous year. Thirdly, a cecline in currency reserves totalling
1,495 ffiillion United States dollars was recorded during 1982., Fourthly, there was
a general financial crisis which comoelled the Government to take over several
large banks in January 1983. Fifth, a total of 1,000 firms went bankrupt in 1982,
which is twice the number of bankruptcies that occurred in 1981, according to
information provided by the Office of the Official Receiver for Metropolitan
Santiago»

B. Working conditions

139. The Special Rapporteur has referred at length to the content of Act
No. 18,134 of 19 June 1982 and its adverse effects on questions of collective
bargaining and particularly on the establishment of working conditions as regards
remuneration and wages. 26_5/ Owing to the widespread opposition which this Act
occasioned during the second half of 1932 on the part of professional -organizations
of workers, the Government was compelled to consider amending it. 266/ Accordingly,
Act No. 18,134, together with Decrees Mo. 2758 of 1979 and Mo. 2200 of 19?8, was
amended by Act No. 18,198 of 29 December 1982. 267/ Under the new legislation on
collective labour agreements, "once a collective agreement has expired, its-
provisions shall remain in effect as an integral part of the individual contract
of each worker who was party to such a collective agreement". However, an important
exception is introduced in that this general rule, will not apply to "such
arrangements for periodic readjustment as have been agreed with the employer and
such rights as may only be exercised or enjoyed collectively" - which will mean in
practice that the workers may find themselves subject to a victual wage freeze
unless they are able to negotiate a new collective agreement collectively which
provides for a system of periodic vage readjustment. In general, the provision in
question conflicts with the spirit on which the so-called Labour Plan of 1979 was
based, since the latter guaranteed workers a minimum periodic readjustment,
12 months after the collective agreement had come into force, at a percentage rate
equivalent to the variation in the consumer price index during the same period.
This ensured that the purchasing power of workers' wages was restored and, in the
new contract, the employer had to abide by previously agreed readjustment clauses.

140. The limitations thus imposed on collective bargaining are perhaps maae more
distressing by the fact that, with an unemployed population that fluctuates around
30 per cent of the active population, the trade-union organizations have little
room for negotiation with employers. 268/ Moreover, it has been noted that "in
real terras, minimum incomes .have dropped far more than the wages of the better paid
workers", so that it could - be argued that the effects of unemployment and loss of
purchasing power "nave been felt most acutely by the lower-income groups. 269/ For

265/ A/37/564, para. 210.

266/ El Mercurio, 1 October 1982; 26 November 1982, 28 December 1982.

267/ Diario Oficial, 31 December 1982.

268/ Mensaje, No. 315, December 1982, p. 067.

269/ See J. Ruiz-Tagle, "La situacidn saiarial de los trabajadores mas
pobres", Mensaje, No. 315 > December 1982, pp. 684-687.
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instance, the Labour Economics Programme of the Academy of Christian Humanism
found that while, according to official statistics, the consumer price index rose
by 11.4 per cent throughout; 1982, the same index rose by 19.6 per cent in real
terms for the less affluent classes. This phenomenon can be explained by the
"sharp rises affecting such commodities as bread, noodles, sugar and paraffin,
which are important consumer items for low-income families". Also, "the poorest
workers, with their depleted incomes have to help to keep those members of their
families who have lost their jobs. Poverty among the masses is becoming increasingly
acute". Moreover, "the lack of Government concern at the wages of the poorest
segments of the population contrasts with the support given by the State to
industrial and financial circles; purchase from banks of portfolios that, have
fallen due, dollar subsidies for those in debt, debt rescheduling, and so on". 270/

141. Lastly, the Special Rapporteur wishes to draw attention to the continued fall
in the number of persons covered by the State social security services. According
to official sources, whereas as at 31 December 1980 a total of 2,342,892 persons
contributed to Social Security Funds, representing 65.7 per cent of the total labour
force, this figure fell by 31 December 1981 to a total of 2,232,604 contributors
representing 61.3 per cent of the labour force. 271/ Consequently the conclusion
to be drawn is that the resources which the economy affords for ensuring the
material basis for economic and social rights are continually shrinking.

270/ Ibid.

271/ According to information provided by the National Statistical Institute,
the Office for Supervision of Pension Fund Administrators (AFP) and ODEPLAN.
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IX. TRADE UNICW RIOTS

A. Right of trade union association

142. The right of -rorkors to form professional organisations, or the freedom of
trade union association iiclu3.es. according to the -principles contained in the
Constitution of the International Labour Crgaru.sacioxi and in the Declaration of
Philadelphia of 1944, the freedom to establish the necessary administrative,
operations ard fii^cii £ bodies 5e^=rth-l3S«; the Special. Rapporteur has noted the
enactment of Act no. I8I96 of 26 December 1982, 272/ which lays down additional
regulations governing financial or.& personnel administration and budgetary matters,
and containing a number of provisions affecting trade-uaior- organizations.
Specifically, article 36 of the Act amends Decree no* 275& ..concerning trade-union
organizations, ir. providing that "trade unions may not negotiate or receive*
directly or indirectly, contributions, donations, loans, or, in general, any other
type of financing from the enterprises in which their members are employed".
Similarly, bhey are also prohibited from negotiating or receiving direct or indirect
financing from individuals or corporate bodj.es abroad. The Act also provides that
those responsible for the acceptance of such financing shall be dismissed from
office and shall be "disqualified from holding any trade-union office for a, period
of three years". The trade union most also refund any amount improperly received,
with all officials implicated in the improper receipt being jointly responsible for
such refund.

143. The purpose of this legal measure would clearly seem to be to restrict the
financing needed by the major trade union bodies in order to achieve their aims.
Paradoxically, an application for withdrawal of immunity and disqualification of
officials of worker's union no. 1 of the Goodyear company in Chile is currently
before the 19th Civil Court of Santiago. The application was lodged by the head
of the Trade-Union Organisations Department of Labour, who alleged that "with the
agreement of both sides, the trade-union organization in question received
from the company fuel for the union ambulance used to take workers who are victims
of industrial accidents or are othervise incapacitated to hospital1'. It was this
mere fact that prompted the application now before the courts, an unused feature
of the case being that the company itself was a party to the proceedings and paid
the fine imposed on it by the Directorate of Laoovr.

IA4. The Special Rapporteur also notes as acts detrimental to the freedom of
trade union organizations to organize and operate, the expulsion from Chile of
Manuel Bustos and Hector Ctxevas, officials of the National Trade Union Co-ordinating
Body, for having participated in the workers' rally held on 2 December 1982 in
Plaza Artesanos in Santiago. Another reprehensible ace detrimental to the freedom
of employers to form professional organizations t.'as the administrative expulsion
cf Carlos Podlech Michaud, Chairman of the National Vheat Producers' Association,
on 5 December 1982. Also detrimental to the right of trade union association were
the limitations of the right of assembly imposed on trade-union organizations by
the Ministry of the Interior, and extending even to meetings to be held within
their own private premises. A case in point is the prohibition of meetings on the
premises of the National Trade Union Co-ordinating Body in Santiago. In addition,
freedom of expression on labour matters is seriously threatened, according to
Eduardo Sios, President of the I cmocratic Union of Workers and of the Federation of
Clerical Workers of Eahla, who stated thac "we trade unionists have a perfect right
to protest against the restriction of our labour rights". 273/ Similarly, the

272/ Diario Ofic ia l , r.o. 31-453. of 29 December 1932.

Z73/ La Torcera de l a Ilora, 12 August 1982.
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President of the National Association of Public Employees, Hernol Flores, was
summoned by the Director of Investigations "for a warning regarding the performance
of his trade-union duties". The President of the Association of Labour Lawyers
described the act as "intimidation of union officials in the performance of their
duties as representative officials". 274/ Finally, faced with the continued
reluctance of the Telephone Company to engage in collective bargaining concerning
the working conditions of its 4»000 workers, the trade union concerned announced
that it was presenting "a complaint to the International Labour Organisation". 275/

145- The Committee on Freedom of Association of the Governing Body of the
International Labour Organisation examined the restriction imposed on the National
Association of Public Service Employees (ANEF) on 7 May 1982, prohibiting it from
holding meetings at its own headquarters. In that regard, the Committee recalled
that, although the Government of Chile had not ratified ILO Convention No.87
concerning freedom of association, nevertheless, Chile, "on becoming a member of
the ILO, undertook to respect certain principles, including the principle of
freedom of association", since "the function of the International Labour
Organisation in regard to trade union rights is to contribute to the effectiveness
of the general principle of freedom of association as one of the primary safeguards
of peace and social justice". Consequently, the Committee considered itself
competent to examine complaints of acts which "affect substantially the attainment
of the ILO's aims and purposes as set forth in the Constitution of the Organisation,
the Declaration of Philadelphia and the various Conventions concerning freedom of
association". 276/ Referring to the allegation concerning the prohibition of the
meetings of ANEF, the Government stated that the organisation in question, being
"legally constituted as a. private law association, is not entitled under the
Civil Code to carry on trade union activities". However, the Committee pointed out
that "the workers in the public sector have had to form this type of organization
precisely because section 166 of the public service regulations prohibits employees
and workers in the government service to form trade unions. For years, however,
the organisations set up by workers in the public sector, such as the ANEF, have
been carrying on trade union activities". Consequently, "the Committee must note
with concern ... that not only has the Government failed to grant trade union rights
to public employees ... but in addition it has, by prohibiting meetings organised
by the ANEF, impaired the free exercise of the activities of this organization".
Consequently, "the Committee wishes to draw the Government's attention to the
fact that public employees should, like workers in the private sector, be able
to establish organizations of their own choosing to promote and defend the
interests of their members and that these organizations should be entitled to
organize their activities and, in particular, to hold meetings without interference
from the public authorities." 277/ Finally, in its recommendations, the Committee
stated that "the right of assembly on the part of workers' organizations constitutes
one of the fundamental elements of trade union rights". It also pointed out that
"public employees should be able to establish organizations of their own choosing",
with the right to "organize their activities and, in particular, to hold meetings
without interference from the public authorities". 278/

274/ La Tercera de la Eora, 13 August 1982.

275/ El Hercurio, 25 and 26 August 1982.

276/ 218th report of the Committee on Freedom of Association, Doc.GB.22l/6/l6,
221st session, 6-19 November 1982, cases Nos.1126, 1136 and 1137 (complaints
presented by the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions against the
Government of Chile), para. 212.

277/ Ibid, paras. 213-215-

278/ Ibid, para. 216.
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I46. In addition, in case No.823 of the Committee on Freedora of Association,
complaints were made of persecution of ten officials of the National Trade Union
Co-ordinating Body. The Committee was notified by the Government that it had
decided not to pursue the legal proceedings instituted against the ten union officials,
since it considered the CHS to be an illegal organization under tha terms of
Decree No.2347? of 1978. In that connectic ., the Committee a^ain urged "the
Government to adopt amendments GO "t^i.^ </.„ trr-cle .̂nioxi lav ititc conformity with the
principles of freedom of association" and requested "the Government to keep it
informed of any developments as regards the trade union legislation". 279/

147• In case No.1152, the Committee on freedom of Association considered the
complaint concerning the dismissal of the President of the National Federation of
Workers in Commerce and-Co-operatives of Chile. The Government stated that an
inspector of the Ministry of Labour had imposed a fine equivalent to $US 450 on the
company in question. The Committee observed that ''the imposition of relatively
modest fines on undertakings which have infringed provisions protecting trade union
leaders is not always a strong enough deterrent to prevent acts of anti-union
discrimination. One way of affording effective protection might be to consider the
dismissal of a trade union leader null and void". The Committee also recalled
Workers1 Representatives Recommendation, 1971 (No.143)» paragraph 6 of which listed
a number of measures which might be adopted to ensure effective protection of
workers1 representatives. Those measures included "the reinstatement of workers1

representatives in their jobs m the event of unjustified dismissal with payment of
unpaid wages and with maintenance of their acquired rights: provision for laying
on the employer the burden of proving that the dismissal was justified; recognition
of a priority to be given to workers' representatives with regard to their retention
in employment in case of reduction of the workforce". 280/

B. Right to collective bargaining

I48. On 1 July 1982, the Committee on Freedom of Association received a complaint
from the National Confederation of Trade Unions of Workers in the "Building, Wood,
Construction and Allied Industries of Chile. The complainants alleged that their
company, in collusion with the Directorate of the Ministry of Labour, had deprived
the 1800 workers of the Colbiln-Machicura hy "-roelectric conipler of the right to
collective bargaining. The barp=r niti-- oonmut+r" had v̂rn. lodged an appeal for
protection with the Santiago Court of Appeals against the Ministry of Labour, an
appeal which had been declared inadmissible on the grounds that the Court was not
competent to deal with ai&tuers related 00 collective bargaining. In ihis connection,
the Committee on Freedom of Association recalled that it had always considered "that
the right of free collective bargaining is a fundamental trade union right for all
employees not covered by the safeguards provided by civil service regulations".
The Committee also recalled International Labour Convention, 1981 (No. 154)
concerning the promotion of collective "bargaining, which proposes that the benefit
of collective "bargaining should be applied "ii, all branches of economic activity,
with the sole possible exception of the armed forces and police". In the Committee's
opinion, there should therefore be "no obstacles to collective bargaining in the
building sector". Finally, the Committee recommended that the ILO Governing Body
should approve its conclusion stating that "the right to i\ce« collective bargaining
should apply to all branches of economic activity, with the sole possible exct=Ht:L~n
of the armed forces and police", and expressing the hope that "the Government will

279/ Ibid, case Nc.323, para. 25?.

280/ Ibid, case No.1152, paras. 269-270,
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',;;V? the necessary measures to aip.end the legislation with a view to granting1 the right
os collective bar gaining to -workers on fixed-": errn contracts in the building sector". 281/

C "light to strike

I/'-), 'The Specip.l Rapporteur has already re.,orrefi to the restrictions imposed by
Chiieax. legislation and prac'uiĉ  ou. uiie axeioi&e ex L̂.fc ixght to strike in the context
cf i;iT:our relations. 282/ During the second half of 1982, a number 01 new restrictions
O.L ^hxs right woro noted- For exaap-e. on j? August 1?62, the Diario Oficial
i--:bl ".sired a decision of the Ministry of Sconomics prohibiting workers in 40 enterprises

L vo nation,:'.! defence and security and of importance to economic
26$/ from exercising the right tc strike. The companies concerned were the

Railways, Telephone and Airline Corporations, the National Explosives Enterprise,
OHT-LECTRA and the State Bank. In addition, on the announcement of a strike to be
held on 28 September 1982 by tv:o unions of the National Coal Corporation, the Ministry
of the Interior warned that "the Government will apply the full rigour of the law to
any person encouraging or carrying out the announced stoppage". 284/

150. In November 1982, the workers at the Goodyear Company held a work stoppage in
support of the reinstatement of the collective bargaining process which the company ita&
suspended. In a public statement reported in the press, the company said that it did
not have "the slightest intention of settling this dispute, since there are any number
of persons ready to work" in place of the strikers, for the same pay and wages. 285/
The workers at the company had made repeated requests for meetings with the Minister
for Labour in an attempt to reach a compromise, but the request was not granted. It
should be recalled that the right tc strike, as envisaged in Chilean legislation, is
net an absolute guarantee for workers, since employers are empowered to continue
operations and are thus able to hire workers to replace strikers, which is extremely
easy to do, given the high, rate of unemployment. In addition, companies can conclude
individual labour contracts with workers who renouce their right to strike once a
labour dispute has lasted 30 A.a,js.

151» Finally, on 12 January 1983. trade-union leaders in the building industry and. at
the ColbtJn-Machicura hydroelectric complex condemned ?'the dismissal of 98 workers,
including 4 women : nd 42 workers' representatives"t 266/ This mass dismissal
occurred during a strike stagpfi '^j 1A00 workers at tlv; hydroelectric complex, in
response to an offer made by the management under the collective bargaining procedure.
It was also reported that "four women yesterday joined a hunger strike being staged
by 50 or so workers protesting against the action taken by management in order to
break the strike", which, according to union leaders, involved the hiring of
unemployed workers from another area. 287/

281/ Committee on Freedom of Association. 218th report, document GE/22l/6/l6,
221st session, Geneva, 16-19 "November 1982. Case No,1144 (complaint presented by the
National Confederation of Trade Unions of Workers in the Building, Wood,
Construction and Allied Industries against the Government of Chile), paras. 230. and233•

282/ A/37/564, para. 226.

283/ El Mercurio, 19 August 1982.

284/ El Mercurio, 17 September 1982.

_28_5/ El Mercurio, 25 November 1982. See also Chilean Commission on
Human. Eights, Report for November 1982, p«33«

286/ El Mercurio. 13 January 1983.

287/ El Mercurio, 13 January 1983.
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X. CULTURAL RIGHTS

152. During the second half of 1982, the Special Rapporteur has received extensive
information concerning growing unrest among teachers and students in various fields
of study in Chilean universities as a result of their own specific economic and
academic situation and of the country's economic, social and political situation at
the present time. Generally speaking, students, teaching staff and cultural
associations such as the Andres Bello University and Cultural Association have been
calling for urgent measures to avoid the "imminent collapse'1 of the system of higher
education, including the abolition of the system of Government-appointed rectors
named directly by the President of the Republic; the dismantling of the system of
supervision employed in the universities; the reinstatement of professors and
lecturers who were dismissed; the establishment of a body to defend the rights of
academic staff: the opening of channels for genuine student and teacher participatior
in the making of decisions relating to academic life; the maintenance in real terms
of State budgets for universities; and the setting up of an institution to carry out
a sound assessment of the quality of education and of curricula. 280/

153* Student unrest has become evident in university faculties in the second half
of 1982. Events such as academic meetings sponsored by students or teachers and
student meetings and demonstrations led to the suspension and expulsion from
university premises of a large number of students. 3t should also be noted that
three university members were detained in the neighbourhood of the Faculty of Physics
and Mathematics of the University of Chile on 25 August 1902. According to the
National Union of Democratic Students (IMED), "agents of the security forces" were
responsible for those detentions. Two of the persons concerned "were subjected to
questioning and physical and psychological maltreatment during detention". 289/

154» On account of the kidnapping and threats to which Marcela Palma Salamanca, the
secretary of the Students' Centre of the Faculty of Philosophy, was subjected on
31 August 1982 290/ and owing to the expulsion of three students and the suspension
of the academic year in the School of Theatre, 186 students of the Schools of
Theology, Philosophy and Journalism of the Catholic University of Chile began a
24-hour fast on 22 September 1982 in the premises of the National Federation of
Christian Way of Life Communities of the Society of Jesus. In this connection,
they stated that "we regard it as a moral duty at this time to express our concern
at the events that have recently shaken our university"; and that "we consider it
necessary for normal university life that the penalties be reconsidered forthwith,
that light be shed on the case of Marcela Palma and that measures be taken to
guarantee the safety of students and their leaders". 291/ An application for a
remedy of protection was made to the Court of Appeal on behalf of the three students
of the School of Theatre of the Catholic University of Chile. The application
challenges the expulsion measures against the students on the grounds that "their
exercise of the right to own property was denied, threatened and impaired by an

288/ In this connection, see Chilean Commission on Human Rights, Report for
December 1982, p. 42. See also Hoj_, 5-9 November 1982, and El Mercurio, 6 and
12 November 1982.

289/ El Mercurio, 28 August 198k.

290/ See above, chapter III, B.I., "Persecution and acts of intimidation".

291/ El Mercurio, 23 September 1982. See also Hoy., 15-21 September 1932.
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a^bi truiy and unlawful decision taken bj The Rector of the Catholic University ...
and contained in liectorial Decree J\To. 93/-2 o.f '/ September, which causes the students
in question serious moral and material harm, inasmuch as, in the absence ox
iufomation justifying 3uch act: 01:, it has been decided to suspend the academic year
of that School ard> further- to prohibit those students from entering any of its
xrê i.TOJj for the repair(3or :f Ihis year". 2cjl/

l';5- Of the total of /6 riembers of the teaching <rtaff of the Faculty of Law and
Social Sciences of the Uni^arri tr, of Oo-Tepcidn, l\') disagreed with the changes made
in curricula and decided "not to set foot in the faculty a 3 long as the Sector and the
Dean remain in if"fjc:i!. ?r)">/ This led to the first; stride zoy university teaching
staff which had taken place in Chile ir bhe last nine years and which paralyzed the
Law School of the above-mentioned University. The reason for the protest was
apparently Rectorial Decree So. /|34/^2, which made substantial changes in the
Law School curriculum, including the elimination of practical training in court and
the closing of the legal aid. office, two facilities which benefited persons of modest
means; as a result, over 500 cases had to be abandoned. End-of-term and degree
examinations were also said to have been abolished.. 294/

I56. With regard to student demonstrations, one which was held at the Catholic
University of Valpariso on 3 September 1932 led bo the detention of at least
10 students when it was broken ut> by the Carabineros. The Rector of the University
stated, on that occasion that "this demonstration was organized from outside the
university by elements belonging to illegal political groups'' and that, "if it is
established that students of this university took part in these disturbances, the
appropriate measures will be applied". 221l/ -^or ^ s part, the Ministry of the
Interior stated that the twenty-foui th transitional provision of the Constitution
%rould be applied to the 10 detainees. Under that provision, the Executive Power
may detain anyone believed to be involved in acts liable to disturb the internal
peace of the State for a period of five days, which may be extended to 20 days. 296/
Other demonstrations took place on 7 September 198 2 at the Orienfce campus of the
Catholic University. Two hundred students gathered "to demand a statement of support
from the authorities in connection with the situation involving- the philosophy
student Marcela "°alma5 who claimed to have been detained, questioned and harassed
by three oersons". 297/ On this occasion, the students also urged "the Rector to
retract the statement he had made to the press to the effect that he wondered whether
Marcela Palma had actually been detained or whether the affair was merely a pretence
for launching a campaign of demonstrations for political purposes". 298/ The Rector

El Hercurio, 2 A September 1932.

El Mercurio, 11 August 1932. See also Hoy, 18-24 August 1932.

Hoy, 18-2/1 August 3 982.

El Mercurio, 4 September 1982.

El Mercurio, 9 September 1982.

El Mercurio, 3 September 1982.

To id.
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stated that "the University will in no way allow the type of Co-government that is
in .fact being sought by the students, who are arrogating to themselves representative
powers which they do not •cossess ... some people seem to have forgotten that the
University has a Rector and that he is its sole representative", 299/

157. For his part, the Auxiliary Bishop of Santiago, Monsignor Jorge Hourton,
publicly expressed support for the students' demands and this led to an official
reaction from the Catholic University of Chile in which it was stated that "it is a
sad and surprising thing for a Bishop of the Chilean Church to give his blessing to
the 'angry reaction' of a group of students who have tried, with absolutely no
justification whatsoever, to link the University to the regrettable events which
concern the secretary of the Students' Centre of the Faculty of Philosophy and which
this Rectorate lias vigorously condemned". j5_00/ It was also announced that "the
Government will register a private protest with the hierarchy of the Catholic Church"
over the content of the Bishop's statement. _3_0l/ On another occasion, the Cardinal
Archbishop of Santiago declared that "I am aware of the sorry situation of some of
our students in the University. The violence that is sometimes used against them,
the lack of justice and fairness in dealing with their well-founded demands and the
penalties they have sometimes received for what cannot, by our Christian lights,
be regarded as offences - all fill me with sorrou and concern". J3O2/

. Lastly, the Special Rapporteur notes that demonstrations, stoppages and
suspensions of academic activity continued to take place in October at the Catholic
University of Valparaiso, the Higher Academy of Pedagogical Sciences and Federico Santa
Maria Technical University. J3OJ5/ With regard to the month of November 19825 it should
be pointed out that, at a press conference, the University Pastoral Mission criticized
the structure of higher education, stating that the presence of Government-appointed
rectors meant that "political power was present in the universities". The University
Pastoral Mission also referred to the detention of four students of the Higher
Academy of Pedagogical Sciences, to the suspension and expulsion of students from
the University of Santiago and to the presence of guards with communication
equipment and prods which they used to give students at these two academic centres
electric shocks. 304/

299/ Ibid.

300/ 51 Mercurio, 10 September 1982.

J501/' El Mercurio, 11 September 198 2.

302/ El Mercurio, 22 November 1932.

303/ Chilean Commission on Human Rights, Report for October 1982, pp. 45-47*

304/ Chilean Commission on Human Rights, Renort for November 1982, pp. 23-2/-.
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CONCLUSIONS AMD RECOMMENDATIONS

159- Pursuant to Commission on Hunan Rights resolution 1982/25 of 10 March 1932 and
to General Assembly resolution 37/183 of 17 December 1932, the Special Rapporteur
has prepared this report on the situation of human rights in Chile, which he has
the honour to submit fo^ consideration to the Commission on Hunan Rights.

l60. The Special Rapporteur nust once again exnress recr̂ et at the lack of co-operation
on the oart of the Chilean authorities in the discharge cf his mandate .luring the
second nal" of 1982. The General Assembly has deolored this attitude ~md has again
called on the Chilean authorities to ''co-operate with the Commission on Human Rights
and its Special Ttapporteur and to r-ubmit the commentaries on his report at tno
thirty-ninth session of the Commission on Human Rights". gOg/

Ibl. With regard to the influence of the Political Constitution '^ 19S0 on respect
for and protection of human rights, no change occurred during the second half of
1932 to indicate any improvement in the situation. .Is stated above, the Constitution
of 198O itself disrupts the traditional democratic and Zogal order and the
traditional institutions of the Chilean people 'oy failing to ^cflect a frooly
expressed popular will. Under the existing constitutional structure, all branches
of government have oeen hierarchically st^uctu^ed and a'-c subject to the supervision
of the armed forces. Through the President of the Reoubiic, V~o a^med forces
unlawfully assume legislative and judicial functions, in addition to strictly
executive functions, during the so-called "transitional oerlod", which, according
to the provisions of ohe Constitution of l>80, will continue until 19<°9- Furthermore,
the institutionaliZc-tion of a double state of emergency which has become de facto
a permanent situation ("state of emergency'' and ;exceotionai otatc of emergency due
to threats to internal peace") ve^y much facilitates the practice of gross and
systematic violations of hur-.ar rights vnich coeld raise serious questions regarding
the international rosponribility of Chile as a "•ember of the international community.

162. Respect for the right to life and the right to physical and moral integrity
has been treated aa one of the Special ^aoDo^^eur's priority concerns, in accordance
with tne ui3h expressed by both the Commission on ?Iunaf: Fights ano the
General Assembly, fifteen violations of the right to life through the abuse of
authority or misuse of weapons by -.-lembô s of 3t3te security agencies were reported
in the first months of 1982. 3p6/ '"- further eight cases \;ero reported during the
second half of 1982. In addition, the Soecial Rapporteur received reports of
69 cases of torture or other forms of cruel, innu~>an or degrading treatraent during
the period January to May 1932. ~)07 / Sixty-three further reports ;?3re received
during the second half of 1932, bringing t^c total "or 1982 to 1J2. This figure
is appreciably higher than those for 15S1. {68 cases) and 1930 (100 cases), which
leads the Special Rapoorteur to reaffirm his earlier conclusion that "torture and
ill-treatment have an institutional character" and benefit lvfro~! the tolerance of

505/ Paragraph 11 of resolution 37/182, of 17 December 1932.

306/ See A/57/564, Pir-.s. 23-39.

307/ See A/37/564, para. 45 aid annex.
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the administrative and judicial Tutnontjcs , yyyjj "arthcrnore, -judicial protection
of the right GO life a^' t'no riant to physical a^J no^al integrity eontirueD to 02
.' naJequate. Actions b~oup-'tt ir t-io courts _>f justice po^ -\-o~i atior-s1 of Ghe ri^nt
to li^c for which individuals connected ,vit'~ Set tc sccufi->f a^enci^s a^o pr^sa^ed
responsible, orod^ced various "Obi.lt-> In 1 932 results '"licr '.ort c lear l / ne^ati/^
in tno irC0V3M\' â .d ""jcapt'l Jimenez1 cas>_s. 'o'cn.c", the crirlnal co^t^amts
made in 1>'O2 -against ccmDe, s cf ,.13 security forces, per^icuiirl^ tno Oil, '"o;
violations of nhysicai and -aora iato£>"it", nave 3.11 oeon c'ia^isstd ŷ cho iiilitar^
triDAnals, wi^^out ""ĥ  ^^"OT+Tato^c havirif" t?Dn i a d t i f i c c , Let ? on° s^nteaceo.
Finally, ad^inj; 19o2 ^na death oeialt. ' nas cc^r-ic-1 OJ!" op tjo for~3r •>9'iJe^5 of
tie cm. ( 'Calara ' o'co 1, and cwo fo^re'" ca"c.ji.ia'Of r^coiv.c t^c sa^e sentcnoo t̂-
'"ii"st instance ' ' ' psyenDpaou' crsc). Jn shic ooToction, t'~j ""i^oicl ?OTjorr,?i,r
. ocalis tnc objective of c^ogrcssi <?ly- ros^not i ,^ " on̂  -nurDcr of" offences "or ?nich
tic death jonslty '""ay oe IPCOSOO /ixh F T • Ŵ to t u aesirBbuli':" of "bo1 is.iin^ this

"', JOQ/ oart leal a-1 • ,̂ i i .~esccc~ of O:XF ^" 1 ^o^itjc 1 fin cure. 3>.C/

iC-% Tnc rignt GO freedon ^ s ~lso d_ni"o ivitl exccssi*/ " frequence, i^t tleula^lv in
rcspecG of ocrsons ^ttem^tins; to exercise f"ceaon f ext^essior aid opinion
rer^a^din^, polit ical ratters,, In i9o'^ 1 21^ jriavjfuj arreste were ret-crte^, -n

figjre slightly hi-jncr thai those for 19"> 9^9 cassn) a 1. J j?C T , i^" cases ' . As
far as t^e form of r r ^ s t it, conce-ieJ, tno nu~3cr of 'inri ^ziv"1 "' arrests declined
^cnfiderTbly (fro"1! 6^c ca?t'- i 1 19'JJ OO ~',Jr I"1 11^2l ir.i.v tno^e carried oat in
connection /?ith nass ' enonetrations inc^aae1'1'3 GO a "ro^tc extent (fro^ 26p cases
j. 1 19^1 to 901 in 193? ' "ic arjit^arj' "^ *padnissil-e aasufc of uetentions i t
denonsorated clearly h1 tire fact that o r a total of S''y tersons officially arrcbted
in tn i city of Sanciaro in ~'Jiii, 3? '".o^ per centN V/CG brot^^t before a court aad
only 6 (C«73 oer cent '/-re ôrrpa"1 ly ch^r^ed vith ''act" of ter^oris1! ' . flo less
ij legal is the way la wii-n tne priests a -e rade (.'ithout - -udici"'! or
administrative arrest "Tr^-nt,, ana vJitnouc a r e ? r e i i r - in t 'lien i t i s neeessarv
to enter a or-v?te re&icence arrests tVoiaentiy nade v̂ persons v.'ho are lot
• orally autnor"1 zed GO do .so sac'i â  MC loers o" the ^JT"! '/irh t".e connivance of
^ne judicial authorities, jntch tacitly perrit saeh e-^oced^res. In cacition,
iuJicial supervision o^ the illegal or* a^eitra^y netar^ of arrests is practically
nor—existent.

364. Tne rirVc to security o: Zl 11^ , -^ti xio i? ; tinec viojr.t^d ;v act- o r

persecution an^ intinioeticn irx w^ioi t'-"̂  Strit'" cecuritv 2fi,enciec arc i-iDlicatea.
mhe auTioer of c°ses retorted m 1932 in the citv of Saoci^o (̂ .2 )̂ fails between
tpj figure for 19-0 'j e e-s^s) -jnd 19"i '1-J C^C^O,. In qualitative terns, ^ost
01" tnc cases appea^ tc "eor^seit orftiijzcn TCJ p lai ie i -etc directed 3r;;>iasc
uorsons associated .iir^ or:p-.izatio . . fo" the protection D" n:\rri r ights, 'j'^iei
TO lid indicate tha r the ccta of persecution -^d in t i ii Nation ',av« -> political
Duroo^e. ,"ith regard to the condi t ics of attention in prison estaolishments, there
eo^tlnue to 3e reports of acts o^ Berseoution and intimidation \hic'i violate the
"i<5nt to phvsj.cai a^d -noi1?! integrit", o-" persons aeGained ^n Chilean prisons for

30&/ Sec A/57/ft-i o - r a . 15Z •

^09_/ Resolut ion 3 - ' S i , of J D^cemoe- _977.

310/ E / C I L " / S U : K 2 /1932/15, of 2" Jji.y ] ̂ 52 oar ^. 2r'f ,
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crimes of opinion of i-^oi tne"o ~ro n t present ^ona 171, T 25 o" thcr ooin^ hold
pending t " i i l . "z shoula r i s e b3 noted t v t tne ".fcreeiont of ,' Jul ' i973 between
the Ad Hoc v/ork'ng '-roap iMd t^e Miiietcr o" J j - t i c e i - noo beiie; oosarved fully
an i consis tent ly , since t~e CH;leen "> atho •»! t i JC nave J i i l 3 t e r j ] ^ y decide, to pat

to separate ordino vy o^isoncr" frcn ojrso^G t r iac or conv_cted ~y "l i l i tary coasts
or arrested or t r ied for offences jrcv -• L'IC Control of ni"oinn3 ir<j r r-oio3i"o&
Act". 31' /

The f a t , of the DJ^POHC "'no "a/e cic">Dcr"OG ^or po l i t i c a l reasons "n Ciile
e 19^3 " the nunJG^ of un^eso1 <̂ c c s _ s u o increased to 6'J2 - h< s aot yat been

in?do clear oy the Government, d- spi te t'io -serea1 c of -~a General '\ssenbly and the
Coiunission on iTjri"n Rjgnto to inr soip.-'tj T>I el^ri^y the "nt2 of sue'-, persons, to
inform the i r r e l a t ives of the outc^i^ ^f tnc i ivcsti-s^tion "nd to ourp "in thoec

fo'" sue1 d: sapoej-rarecs. Tn th i s a ^ r o , t i ^ co- operation of tne

166. The r i^ht re frceoor of TIOVOPOT^ rn-i violations th j"oof _T J i i l e nave also
received th) a t tent ion of th^ Lntcn^tj onrl co"iriari ty on rn°-i\r occss jers . Lost
recently, che Conor"1! Asscrit.ly ur^ed t " ° iutror i t io& tc ^ee^ect t'^c ^j^'Tt of
Cnii3au c ' t i senc to l i c ""'n, ^n"1 f~>"e2y enter pad l ; ? v , if^^iean t e r r i t o r y , u i t iou t
r e s t r i c t i o n s or cot'aitions of any '<_nd ^nr1 to coat ^ f"c n"' ictice of ^ei eqacion"
(assignment of forced roovieicc) 1° p"3 "tj-cai' n of ocrrcis vho Oci"+"xci r.'.c in
trade union ' ' c c iv i t i e s , academic 3 f- c ;no di^e^ec of 'u' a i r igh to . 3 -^ / 0i°*
8 'Jovenb^r ijOZ, T Specie] ^cl'jisory Co"a^icsion /? a set no ' t o si. idv in'! prooose to
the President of ~,io "'e^u^I c a ie-cir^s r>e3a^ai,u'j &"̂  e i t j a t ion of oereons v;ho had
been prohibited fr<~>T c i t e r i n - t^e c^untrv ' . ^ t iou-^ cho Co^~i3sio^'3 ftnc'in^p
were not publisnod. i t >s , 'ortn io t i o °'"1 z / c~ l~~ irr the east f ̂ /e - o i t m of the
current raanc'a'ce of tne Sneci^l ^^opo'"t'>u") '' tot?" ef 2/3 I~3V"-'OT; IJ /e been ?>lloweG
to enter the count/y. if-iile t ' i ie i s a , j -st oo^j t lv ; ste > o^ che ->art of the
author i t ies to resolve t i e s i cua r i o i of niae co "£ of °x_le ^ a uhic'1 ""n^ persons
find thense"! vos, i t cannot be cons leered adequate. The Sa ..ciai Saeoorteur has
pointed out in t n i s r^oort that a t i:r-3t t ro conditions ->u?t Ko not . l i r s t J v , an
o^ficiaJ l i s t of persoT '>viobibit?d f>"o ° •'ntci'"1" tnc country shoild be publisned;
t'ie number of eerson^ in p o l i t i c a l ex i l e , j . - 1 tne " t ^ i c t fensc of tne com, riay be
botweoi 11,030 ('moffici^] figure j\~ro^ oj tbe ^jcho^it"1 ^e ^nc 3^,000 ''according
to huaan r ights o^moizat iens) . Secoidly. th , dounle 3t">ce of e^er^ancy under
wnicH the Executive enjoys d i s c r e t i o n s ^ jovar to pro"'~bit j -> ^ry into t'̂ ~ country,
or to orde^ exouisiors o" thz -ssign^ent of forced rcs i^enc; snoule be terminated.
The number of -ssi^n^enfcs to forcad residence lic°eas^a in 3 _)32 (7<_ c^see),
compared witn 3931 (60 c c e s ) .

167. The rir;ht to procedural r.-w;a^anteD<3, p^r t i c u l T l y the exorcise of the >"ip;nt GO
effective re icdy hen some ^ig^c or fandarent."l f"eedo" has obê i infringed or
threat^nea, continues to oc Suoiect to serioac r ee t r i c t ions 'It.iin t'ie l eg i s l a t ive
frariework of the ao ibie s ta te of c-Dr^eicv. The pu]J ooie^t i i i of the decision
issued by the ojce-ia Court on 23 lo^il 1)"? ~j,l7i / ,ras no - confirmed m the oractice

311/ MYITM, o^ra. 97-
resolution 37/183 of L7 December 1^32, par- , 7,

313/ See x.737,'564
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of tho courts of justice througnout tho second hair of 19B2. Furthermore, tne
indeoendence of tho judiciary coulo ce seriously jeopardized by tna new legal
regulation concerning the appointment o" csaociatc judges of the Courts o~
Apoeal ind the various Charaber& of the Supremo Coi-rt. 3 14 / T V G -"i~w selection
procedure does away with the role of the 0' <•* Association, vhi_e at the s"nio time
increasing tnc discretionary powers of the Lyocitiv-> in "OS^OCT; of eopointments
and ronovils of judges. Finally, the procedural ^uarnntooc T J extrenol/ difficult
to apply under mlitary jurisdiction, particularly m rh; CIG^ of 'proceedings
conducted oefor- "arti ie military courts, the re-introduction 01 which has already
been referred to by the Special P.apporteor. g] ' '

lS3. The right to freedom of thought, opioion m d ^cprassioi ij rlso seriously
restricted by the l:^i«Jation icconoanviig tne continual extensions of tho double
state of emergency. Moreover, under .Act 1J0, lOl^O, 516/ vnat nad oreviously oeen
sitaply ''adtainistr^tive offences ' against neasuron rostrictirg Creedo-i of information
were classified as "crimes'*, with the result t i u failure to pav 3o-rge fines will
.ican the imoositior of penalties involving dc^rivition of liberty. During the
second half of 19B2, the restrictions affected in particular radio broadcasting, tne
publication or importation of specific books VK! news periodicals, and frequent acts
of persecution and intinidation directed against journalists „ It is worth noting
the closure by the autnorities of tho magazine APSI under the twenty-fourth
transitional provision of the Constitution, FO3 1CU1OH; a naiaosr of appeals, the
Sunrome Court yi] / found tbo'- tho Minister1 oi the Interior ''GJ'O jodec' his authority
in oanning the publication'. Icvcrtnolcss, trio puiho^icy in auescion requested a
clarification of the ruling, on tho understanding that ?S3" would 3e rutiorized only to
publish news on international, not Chilean, it^-io. ~5l3/ The cecision on
25 January 19&3 oy the first Chamber of the Suo^eme Couro accepted tho argument of
the Minister of the Interio".

169. T:ie rignu to paclic ^rcedo-ip. particularly chose of assembly a,iG f35oci°tioa,
are also sabiectcd to severe restrictions. Tne Soecial Ranoorteur nas alr<_"dy
noted that the right of ooliticrl association has oc^n auspondea until 1989 (tenth
transitional provision of the Consti t )tA O'1) and any brewer of t^at provision as
liable to neavy penalties (twonty fourth transitional orovision and article C of
th3 Constitution;. ji9/ ~*~-n addition, 1 amanitar1 an associations ind rroaps,
together witn tnose concerned -,it'n tne protection of hu^an righto, are forced to
operate outside tho lav.. thereby leading " ds facto and consequently 'orecarious
existence, and eeing subjected to frequent hen 1 s^ent by the authorities. Finally,
the exercise of tne rigit of orrticipation in oublic 'jfo is impossiDlo, even in
middle -1 evel bodies such as the Regional and Commuml Development Councils, for tie
appropriate cost constitutional legislation haa 10b always been exacted.

Decree-Law K7o. 3^57 ( r ' iario Of^lci-1, 10 Mircn 19<3l), wmch was f i r s t22^
implemented in 19-2

315/ Gee 1,37/56A, -oaras. 1^1 ] 5 / ,

2l6i Diario Off^ci?!, 30 July 1l ">2.

5l7/ Judgouicnt of ̂  January iyJ^3-

316/ Interoretative ruling of 12 January 1985

319/ See A/37/564, oaras. Id7 3 93.
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170 With regard t,o the exercise of economic, social and cultural rights, the
situation in Chile is becoming increasingly further removed from the international
noim, as a result of the special characteristics of the country's worsening economic
s.nd social crisis. Working conditions, particularly with regard to levels of
remuneration, are becoming increasingly unfavourable to workers who are not
unemployed. .320/ Lastly, the deficiencies in tr«=- enjoymen' of cultural rights
nave not changed at any level of one education system. The second half of 1982 saw
an increase in student protests, particularly in the universities.

171. In the area of trade union rights, the General Assembly recently urged the
Chilean authorities to re-estdl-iis'". the full ?n joy-Bent of such rights, in particular,
the right to organize trade unions, the signt to collective bargaining and the right
to strike. 521/ During the second half of 1982, the Committee on Freedom of
Association of the ILO Governing Body had to consider further complaints from various
trade union organizations concerning alleged violations of the above-mentioned rights.
It is self-evident from the recommendations adopted by the Committee that the Chilean
authorities have not introduced a single improvement, as far as respect for
trade union rights is concerned, in terms of either legislation or practice. On
the contrary, Act No. 18196 of 26 December 1982 522/ prohibits trade union
organizations from receiving information from companies or from abroad.
Furthermore, a number of leading figures in professional organizations of workers
and employers have been expelled from the country, a situation which is
incompatible with the principle of trade union freedom as embodied in the ILO
Constitution.

172. In conclusion, the Special Rapporteur regrets once again that he is forced to
state that the human rights situation in Chile did not improve during the second
half of 1982. As on previous occasions, none of the recommendations made by the
international community has been heeded, and there has been no indication of the
adoption of measures designed to restore the enjoyment of human rights and
fundamental freedoms, either at the legislative or judicial levels or in the practice
of the Executive.

173- Consequently, the Special Rapporteur recommends that the Commission on
Human Rights should once again call on th-> Chilean Government to co-operate with
Untied Nations bodies concerned with the protection of human rights. In particular,
the Government should be requested to put an end to the institutionalization of the
state of emergency and to re-establish the traditional democratic legal order.
Such action would be sufficient to enable the international community to detect
substantial improvements in the enjoyment of human rights, both civil and political
rights and economic, social and cultural rights. In the absence of a change of this
nature, the international community should continue to concern itself with the
situation of human rights in Chile, using the means which it deems most appropriate
to ensure the full restoration of such rights, so that Chile may respect the
obligations deriving from the international instruments to which it has freely
subscribed.

520/ Unemployment stands at between 21.5 P®~ cent (official figure) and
50 per cent (according tc other sources) of the economically active population.

521/ Resolution 37/185 of 17 December 1982, para. 6.

522/ Diario Oficial No. 51455 of 29 December 1982.
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ANNEX—

List of 63 persons subjected to acts of torture and other cruel,
inhuman or degrading treatment

(June - December 1982)

Tapia Quezada, Ricardo Miguel

Flores Dias. Adelia Irma

Ovalle Farias, Caty Irene

Ortega Troncoso, Nelda Julieta

Liberona Sanchez, Luis Alberto

Soto Pizarro, Alberto del Carmen

Rubio Manriquez, Pablo Funberto

Espinoza Sanchez, Silvio Yictorino

Roldan Arellano, Rolando Enrique

Palma Salamanca, Marcela

Munoz Cea, Carlos Gastdn

Munoz Munoz, Segundo Eulogio

Castro Montanares, Raul Hernan

Radrigan Plaza, Cecilia de las Mercedes

Molina Ecnevarria, Tatiana Gilda

Hartard Gomez, Fauricio Rene

Moreno Osses, Dina

Carvajai Zamorano, Luis Ernesto

Gaete Martinez, Luis Alberto

Palma Zuniga, Mario Roberto

Moya Carrasco, Yoianda Cecilia

Veienzuela Escobero, Hector Valentin

Cea Lillo, Raul Delfin

Rivera Arcos, Juan Alfredo

Medina Voss, Caupolican Roberto

Arenas Munoz, Pablo Eduarao

Maidonado Vera, J. Antonio

Orellana Loyola, Raul Ernesto

a/ This annex supplements the one contained in document A/57/564*
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Saavedra Caballero, Cristian Leonardo

Rendic Olate, Elizabeth

Ramirez, Juan Domingo

Daniels, Manuel Francisco

Delano, Manuel

Zuniga, Luis

Gonzalez, Luis

Hales Dib, Jaime

Mejxas Silva, Maria Raquei

Rojas Gtiida, Cecilia

Hermosilla Molina, Carmen

Morales Puelma, Roberto

Loyola, Eduardo

Mondaca Acosta, Alfredo

Alegria, Hector Orlando

Curipan Toledo, Luis Alberto

Silva Linderos, Juan

Iriarte, Alfredo

Malatrassi, Patricio

Portillo, Luis

Sanhueza Ruiz, Maria de los Angeles

Trincado, Roberto

Concha, Veronica

Reveco Soto, Benjamin

Darricarrere Andreo, Maria Eugenia

Carvajal Zuniga, Rene Osvaldo

Galanda Labra, Rodolfo

Leiva Junquera, Humberto

Francia Wills, Claudio

Madrid Reyes, Juan Carlo3

Moya Carrasco, Yolanda Cecilia

Palma Silva, Mario

Figueroa Ortega, Jose Luis

Saavedra Cabailero, Cristian

Ortfz Aravena, Jose


